
"The mind is a light continuum 
that connects the brain to the point 
of origin of the thought process in 
dimensions that broke away {rom 
the nuclear physical universe, 
before space began its expansion 
at the expense of light. " 

"Pre-personal communication is 
the last and most ego-threatening 
psychic quantumjump required by 
the mind for the future evolution 
of human intelligence. » 

"Interdimensional intelligence must 
be accessible to us if we are to 
understand the origins of thought." 

"The mind is not simply a personal 
experience but a communications 
network where unconscious telepathy 
takes place between worlds the existence 
of which is unknown to human science. » 

"Supramental thought is man's link to the 
psychic universe of the mind. " 

"Humanity as a race is a historical 
accumulation ofpsychological and psychic 
distortions developed through the domination 
of ideologies that distract the individual 
{rom himself." 

"We are not on earth to simply exist but to acquire 
a universal science of reality and apply it.» 

BERNARD DE MONTREAL in bis first work in English, . 
introduces us to the study of evolutionary psychology, explains 

to us the science of supramental thought, and constructs for :ative 
the psycbic bridge from involution to evolution: memory ~ c th to 
thought, spirituality to consciousness, suffering to peace, ~a fjrst 
irnrnortality, soul to spirit, reincarnation to fusion. From never broJte1l 
conferences and volumes on evolutionary psychology, he ha~ funDS 
bis thread of constance: n-eedom of the human mmd from 
of domination. 
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Editor's Note 

w: will apion ~". frontier ure ron filld, arut w.!' will 
retum wilh more quntion, and leu (Irlswers. And kis
fOr] will repeat itulf $lill agai" be{ore we finaUy dis

mller where wr mu!' go to ProtP'tu, to U/IOM w mysteries, to 
put an end to dtmal rtpetition, and to {illully eoolve out of our 
prtroriou.., uperimelual, borely fruûful aistnnce. Tlu!re are lM 
few in elH!1)' gefUlrotWn Ihat ,/Umb/e 01110 il, tap inia il know
ingly Of" Mt, (Ollie badI n'chw:lgel1iul or itlSane, leaving behind 
(1 {ew crumb, 0( kMw/edge, aller a partÙll glimpse of CI light 
wor/d. Il«mingly u/UUtainabk, sfnCl! il is lWt in the mteruts 0{ 
t~ inoolutiOllary (oretl 0{ lite on Ihis plalU!t to gilN! man acœ5S 

to his reo1 idenrlly, hil frwoom, hu immeortality. 

ln this bntf in/rodl/ceiol! to euolutionary psychology, 
Berruurf (Ù MQiureal show. us fhnt Ihis /ast frontier lies beyond 
the milld, is nUln', source, hil life-line, hUi creatiue pulse. Each 
man hll$ acce81 ro all hi. arrswers, thr'Ollgh the CQrridor of kis 
oum- mind, which ber/efill his self, arld the eoo/t<lion of hUi ego irl 
the material world. The (wthor, by conscious chanrle/irlg, 
descri&es thir creatiue pr<x:ess, a totally irldiuidualized one, 
flnÙ/ru il! the derails ofit8 diseovery, yet lmiuersal in its prÙl.ci · 
pIe. Ile is 0180 oouertel!t of the force. 0{ IIfe that are in fact anti · 
man and that lead him lowards death, ur/til he &ecollles aware 
of a/ld begiu 10 integrale the forces of irllellige/la workiTlg 
throogh hir OWrl mind, hu/ast f'Ontier. 

BEYOND TUt: !.IIND is the introdru:tion. 10 a long and 
artfuous journey; il is very difficult /0 dücouer one', own lIIind, 
and euen more 1<) todiKOver what lie. beyond it; but the groond 
OtÙy breaks OIIee, and Ihen is no return from selfdîscooery, Ihert 
is no lofa alter self Imofl!ledse, and there is no fear ooee igno
rance kas been ckstroyed. 

Ibis P!lbluhing, MOiltreal, Febroary 14, 1998. 
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Preface 

The followiTlj' work does Mt pretend 10 teaeh or instnlct the 
reader În any (onn. It !leeks to Întroduce him 10 a {roor 
modeofthinking, wbieh could lead further ioto the under

standing of the univel'8e of conscious thought. Thought. Il!! a 
pureenergy carrier, has the property 10 unrsvel the mysteries of 
conl!ciousnes:s if unburdened by subjectivity. Il is a powerful 
vebicule of creative knowledge whctt allowed to penetrnte the 
mind without the obstruction ofself-serving truths. In its ascen
dent form, il thn:!atens the comfortable image "'e seek of OUT
selves IlDd the universe, and compels us 10 look further ioto the 
meanin,g of th ings. Uniess il is supporte<! in iu; creative dynam
ies by an inncr Itre~ thst cali. sustain ira free movement, il 
remains essentially mcchaniclll and void of dooper meaning; il 
cannot and will not oonvey Il gre~lter IIOOpe than the one we wish 
to live by for subjective and cultured re9S0ns. 

B. de M. 
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CHAPTER 1 

A View from the 
Mind 'TUnnel 

The mind il an Infinite communications network Ihat 
proœsses corl8cious and unconscious thought energy ema

natiDg from a variely ofradiati l\&center points. These points lie 
between the higher and lower dimensions of"being" intelligence 
evolvinj' in nonphysical 5t.ates throughout parallel uni verses. 
The mind full1l1s a creative function, which is to ensure the long 
term evolutionary development of a permanent fusion 01" bond 
between interd/!pcndcnt levels of consdousness. The mind is 
a1so a pr0ces6, albeit unconscious for the grealer part ofhuman
ity, through which differcnt intelligent worlds internet wi th the 
human brain. It creates ft network ofvibratingenergy orthought 
which i8 identified by tho unconscious ego as a persona! and sub
jective form ofintelligenœ known os the intellect. The dynamics 
of the t hought proccS8 must be fully comprehended in order to 
expose the subjective appearance of s,M-reslity. Without such 
knowtedge, the mind remaina ft mystery and the nature of its 
oonsciousneea an enigma. 

The mind originat.cs in non·physical dimensions as thought 
government, and manifesUi i\.!;etC through the evolu tionary 
activities of nonphysical hierarchîc intelligences whose func· 
lion ia derived from a cosmic necessi ty to perfect lower forms of 
intelligence from the physical ta the astral and on 10 the etheric 
levels, lhat ia. from the physical body 10 the soul and on 10 the 
pure mind or spirit. The fundamental principleofthis proœss is 
one of elimlnation Ihrough lengthy evoIutionary cycles, oflower 
forma of thought energy, in order to increase and perfect the 
development of conaciousness. The mind grows through the 
ascendaney of tboughla thattravel from their point of origin in 
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BEYONO THE MIND 

a creative process whose ultimate goal is the universalization of 
ail sentient beings. 

Cont~ary ta i19 dcpiction in mystical folklore, the mind il! not 
a labyrinth but a time tunnel through which thought tl'llvels. Il 
ie a magnetic continuum that connect.s the b~ain to the point of 
ongin of the thought proceSli in dimensions that broke away 
from the nuclea ~ physical universe when apaee hepn it.s IlIpan· 
sion at the expense oflight. Ils tunnel configuration is based on 
the energy laws of thought communication netwo~k8 that con· 
stitute the fundamentaJ environment of forees al work in the 
universe. The mind is not simply the activity ofthougbt flow but 
the medium through which tbc-se forces mOV() in mental ethers 
Clquivalent ta space dimensions wherein nonincarna t.e intelIi· 
illnces, perfect in thair eVGlutionary and c.>::pansive role and 
power. animate the more dense vehicles ofphysical heing evolv
ing throughout the physical universe. 

The impasse IlIpenenœd in understanding the mind and its 
fundamental nature is due to the inner contradictions of the soul. 
The latter, through histarical ly conditioned memoriCII. prevents 
the free exploration of higher dimensions whicb alone can shed 
objective ligbt on al! aspects of the mind's hidden nature. The 
question ofwhether or not the soul e.rists ceases to he puroly 8.CB

demic or speculative once the fact ofits objective reality has been 
studied, establ ished and explained by the unveiling JXIwer of the 
mind in manifestation, unfett.ered by historically conditioned 
ideas or concepts. 

The soul doucis the thinking proœss.. Ils memorial and asso
ciative power must he bypasscd and i15 psychic influence on the 
mind broken for the full development of oonsciousness ta occur. 
The soul is the guardian of life and death memories, and the 
supcrmental consciousness of the mind can he expenencoo only 
by oven:oming tbis subjective soul memory which i8 the bIue
print of the personality. Il is not pOSSible to understand the 
nsture of the soul without the comprehell$ion of the nature of 
death. or the astral plane. Neither is it possible ta study and 
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understand death except througb op@ned communiwtion with 
higher mind lavels wherefrom intelligence /Iowa free from soul 
memruy. 

The soul is a psyehic bridge that connects the physical brain 
ta the pure mind. As an undissociable energy field it conditions 
the passage or entry into the mind tunnel of higher forms of 
\hought. lts unconscious memory function roprescnts an infinite 
amoun t of registered information or imprints accumulatoo 
througb long cycles of evo1utionary e:xperiem:e. As il a\Iows the 
development of eaoie consciousness through the associative 
power it generate9 in the personalized or intel1e«ual mind, il 
b10cks the free and ereative or supermental connection with a 
BOume ofthought un taintcd by the astral experientiaI memory. 

At death, the !!Oui energy or astral body retums to Il para1lel 
plane through the mind tunnel. As il progresses and reaches the 
astral plane of the mind's psychic configuration, it taltes on a life 
lltatus that OOrTe!Iponds ta the tota1 memory ofil.!! phygical expe
rience. We bave no memory of the mind tunnel lIiDOO physieaJ 
dimensional reality i.e il.!! limiting factor. But. pIiIychic travel or 
retum ta nonphysical origins through the mind configuration 
crystalizes the earthbound memory or imperfect thought matter 
ofwhich the unconsciou8 personali ty is formee!. 

The mind h8.lj loni been thought of as li labynnth heœuse of 
our inherent incapaclty ta comDlunieate w;th the source of its 
infinilely complex 8tnlcture. Unconscious mental activity is so 
inlertwi.ned with the astral manipulation of our psychic matter, 
\hat Wf! bave litt.le or DO ides of its territory. Consequem ly, the 
mind appears as an inextricable lahyrinth ins tead of a straight
forward patb ta the origin of self-identity. 

The mind tunnel COnnects the brain with al1 possible dimen. 
sions of intelligence. Frœ from thought pollu tion and cultural 
c:onditioning, mental energy cao travel ta probe ail aspects of 
supraiimina1 reali ly. The freer the mind, the more creative and 
revealing thoughtll can he. Thought JXIIlution has a deadening 
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effecton creative impulses moving through u brain whose psychic 
counterpart is programme<! with negatively charge<!. emotional 
energy fcd it by the unoonscious sou! experience.lt insulates con
sciousness and locks it in10 a b!inding and retlective mode that 
opposes global mind development. lt causes an unequivocal waste 
ofmind energy which explains the slow and difficult evolutionary 
process 10wards the integration of creative thought. 

Intelligence pulses through the mind from light worlds 
beyond the physical universe; from i18 psychic ongins emanates 
thought creation and the architectural force fields responsible 
for the development and perfection of the mind tunnel. 
Intelligences evolving in those systems of life do not require 
physical planetary bodies for their evolution. While their lime 
dimensions are equivalent to our space worlds, their basic mat
ter bears no resemblance to utomic matter as we know it at this 
stage of our scientific evolution. Their worlds are cosmic and do 
not belong 10 the atomic space field. They are absolutely free 
from the more dense force fields associated with gravit y in our 
interplanetary medium. They collaborate in all aspects ofmind 
development and are instrumental in ordering the evolution of 
matter to suit the requirements orthe physical apparatus of the 
brain, which is capable of reœiving creative thought impulses. 

Thoughts originate at different levels ofpsychic reality. As a 
result, men experienœ different psychic levels ofthought which 
makes it difficult for them to see eye 10 eye. When thoughts arc 
exchangcd betwecn different cultures, the difficulty becomes 
more complex due to the variety ofmental experiences that dif
fer not only in terms of social experience but also ofinner devel· 
opment. Only through the lengthy process of personal, cultural 
and social evolulion can thought polarization be neutralizcd. 

What confers 10 a thought its ascendant interdimensionality 
is not the beliefin its impression or perceived truth but the qual
ity of the psychic spacc througb whlch it travels. As it reflnes 
itselfthrough lime, it objoctifies reality und universalizes knowl
edge as it evolves from lower forms that have been neutraliwd 
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through mind evolution and creative development. Noncreative 
thought forms poHute much of the mind space throughout the 
unconscious life experience, imposing upon it artificial psycholog
icallimits. When new and revealing thoughts move through the 
mind, they ure strongly opposed by low energy thought forms. 
Higher development eliminutes such pollution, leaving the mind 
open to the pene\:l"ation of creative activity. The mind is not sim· 
ply a sounding board for subjective thinking; it fosters an inner 
pOtentiai 10 oommunicate with mind levels wherefrom thought 
originates in a perfoct, unpolluted state. 

The mind is a passageway through which form -shattering 
thought energy travels endlessly from higher 10 lower dimen
sions, self-adjusting and oonstantly confirming new facets of 
reality. It prevents the formation of a perpetuai alienating and 
self-serving reference frame, being free from the limitations of 
the past. Prcviou$ "narrow-mindedness" is gradually eliminated 
as inner development or opening of higher psychic centers, 
unpolluted by race memory, replace this shortcoming. Growth 
away from subjoctive, toward objective mind requires a mental 
life dictated from within, respecting the memorics of the race 
but remaining forever free from them. The more concrete and 
objective the science of the mind, the more individualized is the 
knowledge arising from it, as a permanent a~d objective refer
rai is deveJoped through telepathic communication oœurring 
above and beyond reflective thinking. 

The faculty 10 communicate bcyond the astral or memory 
plane of the tunnel develops when answers are no longer taint
ed by the soul and gradually lead into more arcane territory. 
With the growth of conscious thought cornes inner certainty und 
psychic experiencc with pure intelligence circuits. A more men
tal relationship develops, [eading to a concrete connection with 
pre-personal thought levels, the ultimate nature ofsupramental 
uctivity. When experiencing pre·personal eommunicution, 
supramental thoughts come into focus_ They create a psychic 
profile that appe>lI"S clearly above any subjective or astral 
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colouring identifiable to self-œntered opinions. The telepathic 
contact with pre·persona! intelligenoe levelll can then he identi
fied 811 the origin of human thought, or conseiousnel!8. At this 
point it i8 possible to enter into the mind world objE!(:tively and. 
begin to understand the hidden nature of the thinking process. 
Unconecious subjection 10 the thought prooe5!l oeases, which has 
for 9Q loni been ft measure of our civil iz.ation. The threshold 
leading 10 rundamental identity has been reachcd. 

Pre-personal commurucation is the IllSt and most eg<r threat
cning psychic quuntum jump roquired by the mind for the 
future evolution ofhuman intelligence. Subjective psychological 
structures conditioned by sense-stimulated memory cannol eos
ily aeccpt a consciousness that ill linked 10 a multidimensional 
universe. One has a natural tendency to think of oneself as part 
of a humanily that evolves alone on a planet. Science is about to 
s tudy aspects of the uruverse that will profoundly transfonn 
loday's material understanding of the physical world. Even 
then, it will barely scratch the surface until we s tudy il from a 
mind channel beyond the limitations of the intellect. 

Communication with higher coll!;cious thought pre·personi
fies the thought process. The reaJiz.ation of its independent psy
chic origin leaves the subject with the perception that he ia no 
longer alone in the world of the mind. Wc have a tendency to 
think of reality only in terms ofit.s physicality. We fail to ~lize 
objectively what the sciences are trying to plOve: that energy 
can be malerialized and matter demalerialized and that it is 
only natural that communication with other planes of thought 
he pre-pe~nal, as the boundaries of the pe~nality are lem
porarily lifted when supennentalthoughu move in without psy
chological obstruction. 

The mind beeomes a network of pulsating pre-personal 
thought when our illusions as to the fundamental nature of con
sciousness have been eliminated. One cannot acœde to the infi
nÎIC and (lt the same time remain within a psychological struc
ture (hat belonga to the pasto UnconsciouB thought must he rec-
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ogniwd a.s part of subjective consciousne", nOl of the creative 
mind itself. 

Thought is a magnetic fonn ofenergy that spins its way down 
tbe mind tunnel through a very radiating fleld of negative spaoe 
moving through time, c:oloring itself along the way as it pene
trate8 the memory field of the 9OU1. Il travels from dimensions 
beYond physiea1 spaœ. il8 original energy burst losing vibratory 
impa.ct as it moves thlOugb the mind tunnel. Gradually, it coIours 
il8elf as "truth- rather than remaining objeetively perceived as 
pure and free croative energy. 

The astral body or wul ia a magnetic field that (lUracts soul
speciflc thoughl8 which rolease their eneri}' in to the network of 
the brain cells, their physical terminal, a1\er their instanta
neous voyage through the void of the mind tunnel. While con
flCiousne611 is heing created, its reali ly C5<:apes us. We experienoe 
the plWimity of consciousness while the very e!l3ence of our 
mind remains elusive. But, once iu living and fundamental 
nature ha.s been grasped, thoughUl move in from their source 
through the soul cenler to create impressions in the brain that 
no lonil!r colour the realily ofsupermental knowledge as il pen
etrate9 thc psyche. Once the soul perfecu its nature by freeing 
i\.Self from the subjective memory that dims iUlight, thoughh 
are no longer affected by iu previously pollu ted energy field. 
CollllClousness remains stsble and permanent for the remainder 
of the physicai experience and beyond. 

The mind la the channel that make. pœsible the expression 
of a unified consciousness in the psyche. It ia part of a vast net
work of communication at ail level! of uni verse inteUigence. 
Pbysical conscÎousness is but the final outcome of Ihis Infinite 
eœmic procesa Creater aœess ta the mind leada to the under
standing of the forces at work throughout the universe a t large. 
The factors that tie the mind ta the material dimension of plan
elary eltperience through the unoonsciouB ego are but a limited 
and minute, though important, function of ilself. Physical life 
serves as a source of experience for the sou] that dominatcs the 
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self. Once it has grown out ofthis subjedive condition. the self 
becomes the expression of a consclous mind that no longer con· 
tributes to egocentric illusions of subjective thought. 

8 

CHAPTER2 

Higher Intelligence 

C
onscious notice ofsupramental intelligence activity increas
es when pre-personal cognition takes place. This is when 

the cosmic principle and its connection via the mind channel 
cornes to egaic life. While this fact cannot he comprehended 
intellectually, it becomes psychically evident when the mind 
opens to the previously unconscious self. The mysteries are 
absolutely unfathomable without access to precognitive levels of 
inU!lligence through tbis psychic connection. 

The mind is a communications network that develops 
through the evolution of the biological, astral, and etheric bodies 
tbat delimit human consciousness within a more or less unified 
reality. It is within the magnitude of its nature lo imprint lincs 
offoree upon thase evolving bodies to set up conditions of deve\
opment suitable to the different stages of life evolution through 
time\ess cycles. Were it not for pre-personal mind energy, heing
reality and its evolution towards full consciousness would he 
impossible. lnterdimensional intelligence must he accessible to 
us ifwe are to understand the origins ofthought. 

Th fathom the nature of consciousness, intelligence must not 
only he experienced psychologically but also psychically, that is, 
beyond our subjective intelloctual and memorial make-up. We 
must arrive at objective communication witb pre-personal levels 
orthe mind, from whose creative center unconditioned thoughts 
carry within their wake a trans-hist<lrical overview. Subjective 
frames ofreference are expanded to increase awareness as they 
catapult consciousness along a path of revealing supermental 
knowledge. 

As supramental insight develops, the mind becomes a per
manent and instantaneous interlacing process with objective 
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intelligence, identifiable with the higher principle of self. The 
latter's inner presence unites with the ego, revealing the source 
from which thougbts emerge. It adjusts the thought flow from 
the supramental to the lower mental planes, down tbrough the 
mind tunnel that connects interdimensional intelligence to the 
human psychic apparatus underlying the electromagnetic activ
i ty of the physical brain. 

Inner development and communication gradually create a 
distance from the premises of institutionalized knowledge, and 
the mind begins to maye previously inaccessible information, 
signaling the dawn of individualized supramental evolution. 
The following psychic transformation c1ears the way for new 
and unreflected tbought ferms that carry data 50 fundamental 
as to alter the basic assumptions of reality. As inner Bwareness 
increases, the pre-personaJ nature of the mind becomes a self
evident driving force. The tbought engineering power behind 
the sereen of human intellect or mechanical intelligence is freed 
from the shackles of subjective opinions as the mind makes 
available a transformational and revolutionary source of infor· 
mation through its connection with the br8În. 

The mind is seen as the source ofpersonal ideas when in fact 
it is the subliminal expression of unconscious and personally 
cod.ed telepathic messages whose origins are either astral and 
subjective, or mental and creative, neitber ofwhich has yet been 
identified through normative psychologica1 approacbes. As con· 
sciousness becomes more individualized and its fundamental 
creative principle is activated by a freer thought process, a more 
advanced evolutionary experience takes place througb the devel
opment of psychic awareness. From that point on, evolution 
under the assumption that thought is purely and simply a per
sona! pbenomena is no longer possible. Evolutionary mind-con
structs begin permeating the mental fabric, bringing about the 
realization that thougbts are the result ofsubtle communication 
between interdimensionallevels of intelligence activity. As the 
opened mind channels its creative energy to the psyche, pro-
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found and unsetUing inner thougbt transforms the wbole being. 
This new development of trans-historical consciousness no 
longer depends on the premises of rational knowled.ge. Free 
tbougbt in an absolute and objective sense is close at band. 

As the mind expands, the rigid and naive mental attitudes 
of the past break down under the impact of thougbts that defy 
egocentric opinions. Because of self-doubt, tbe subjective emo
tional mind at tirst resists and questions the objective realityof 
this new awareness, having been conditioned. ta think and fee! 
in a manner that leaves little room for the full development of 
consciousness. The mind cannot imprint itselffully without tirst 
transforming basic psychological assumptions that weaken its 
psychic foundation. 

New evolutionary forces reshape humaD mentality. Creative 
mental freedom, far from today's soul-searching, crowns experi· 
ence in conscious thought. It carries the message that global 
mind links us to psychic forces personified tbrough cosmic hier
archies whose creative role throughout the universe is the orgs
nizationallife-basis of a cosmo-politica1 evolutionary plan inac
cessible through 10gic alone. 

The mind is not sim ply a personal experience but a commu
nications network where telepathy takes place between worlds, 
the existence of which is unknown ta human science. This infi· 
nite order is inhabited by immaterial beings whose evolutionary 
role varies according ta their status witrun the network of mind 
dimensionality. Tbe mind is the medium and the connecting link 
between ail levels of intelligence and its receptivity varies, 
according ta the degree offreedom enjoyed within its inner con
sciousness. In the universe, communication is the most funda
mental and active principle. This applies at alilevels, from the 
highest to the lowest spheres, whether consciously realized. or 
not. The fact of immaterial intelligences overseemg evolution 
and mterfacing witb its lower orders is repugnant ta the self
centred, psychically undeveloped ego, due in part, to its flagrant 
intellectual pride and narrow-mindedness. 
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The ultimate implication of will in tbe buman experience i5 
the total immersion of consciousness in universaI communica~ 
tion, a mind activity that reaches beyond the pure1y formaI 
intellect. The mind i5 the frontier of human consciousness. 
When it lS experienced through opened mental channels, full 
awareness is attainable in the physica1 world. Its mystery 
remains the mark of a planetary ignorance, despite the sophis
tication of modern inteliectuaI development. 

The mind lS an evolutionary battleground for either domi~ 
nation or freedom of its psychic territory whicb is under con
stant assault via the unconscious thought process. We live in the 
illusion that thoughts are of our own making. In fact, tbey are 
endIessly coloured and personalized through subtle psychic 
influences that limit access to our real identity. Tbey are subject 
to manipulation by forces that thrive on our psychological delu
sion of unconscious free will. 

The uni verse is a composite reality. It is inbabited by intelli
gences, bath material and immaterial. The latter's advanced 
state of being would stress the imagination of the uninitiated. 
Made aware of the forces that thrive beyond the earth's plane
tary system and its physical dimensions, the uncIuttered mind 
acts as a bridge between worlds when it has fully and uncondi~ 
tionally realized that the unconscious thought process is the 
fundamental veil of planetary experiential consciousness. The 
intellectual insecurity of self-centredness is of such magnitude 
as to make it impossible for a race ta grow into real knowledge 
until its individual members have freed themselves from the 
cultural conditioning ofmechanical memory and experience. 

The earth is a school for soul evolution and the eventual 
integration of the mind forces. It is a planetary body where 
incarnated souls progressively learn the laws of life, deatb and 
immortality as consciousness grows beyond subjective experien
tial thought. In due time, individualization takes place when 
the mind can no longer satisfy itself with demeaning values fed 
to the masses. At this crucial point, knowledge must he experi-
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enced individually, leaving behind the egocentric habits devel
oped tbrough the psychological alliance with a civilization 
whose science or religions have no answers to fundamental cos
mic questions. Oo1y then can the mysteries he freely explored 
and explained. 

The mind bridges parallel worIds differing in nature and 
experience. As it develops, it grows beyond the immediacy of its 
intellectual facet. It is capable of achieving what the intellect 
thinks it can, but cannot understand the absolute above and 
beyond astralized, that is memorially conditioned, speculation 
of religion or philosopby. lt bas the ability to communicate with 
paralle1 worlds where thought is essence. The mind is not only 
a source ofthought, but is also the source ofits understanding. 
The intellect cannot grasp tbought because it cannot free itself 
from its subjective value system. While the mind has the ability 
to dissociate itself from thought values that detract from and 
demean its essence, tbe intellect can only function through 
value-related ideas that are part of and characteristic of itself. 
The fundamental difference between the intellect and pure mind 
lies in the fact that the latter has the capacity to make thought 
a taol for the understanding of the essence of consciousness that 
lies in an absolute re1ationship hetween the parallel worlds of 
the invisible spectrum and our own. 

Interdimensional intelligence creates the rapport between 
the thinking ego and the communicating self, its higher order of 
consciousness. While we reflect pure thought energy, we cannot 
receive it in a fonn free from memory and its emotions. This lim~ 
itation impels us ta constantly seek thought values ordained 
according to the organizational power of the intellect. The latter 
is a reflector and its memory is a recorder of thought, while the 
mind is a dispenser of its creative energy. Self-induced illusions 
must he eliminated if the mind is ta channel a free tbougbt flow 
from worlds unrelated to the human experience. This explains 
the difficulty we sbare in expressing what lies beyond the dense 
matter of subjective thinking. 
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Supramental intelligence reports notions that propel the 
mind heyond its intellectual categories. It thrives on its con
scious association with the pre-personal self, the awareness of 
which brings to life our dormant psychic faculties and capacity 
to accede ta the intellectually unfathomable. The mind can 
enlighten from beyond the materiallimitations of the senses. It 
widens our perceptions by Biding our ability ta deal with intan
gible data that enlarges our field of awareness wi th respect ta 
ail planes ofreality. It can move information that alters the very 
notion of being. The mind orders the level of thinking, not the 
other way around. We can absorb and live with unoonditioned 
information as long as we are able ta emotionally deal with the 
intelligent presence of other dimensional realities ebbing and 
ftowing through our field of perception. 

The basic ftaw of the intellect is its reticence ta endorse or 
confirm the intuitive lines of force that would otherwise add cre
ative mearung ta a dry and mechanical mental framework. Were 
we ta live simply from memory, we would lose touch with reali
ty. Fortunate1y, ure and consciousness periodicaUy change in 
order to drive us ta adapt ta more objective forms of thought. 
This evolutionary process is not ooly confined ta our psychic 
aspects but is part of the whole evolutionary process of Iife on 
earth. The dynamics of change are less apparent at the materi· 
allevel due to a more extended time factor. At the psychic level 
they are more evident since the mind constantly interacts with 
us in order to insure a more advanced level of perception. 

The universe is constructed along lines of force that divide 
separate realities, favouring a graduaI development of ascend· 
ing consciousness that would otherwise he impossible. The dif· 
ferent planes are accessible ta human inquiry through the built· 
in mechanism of the mind, which reflects a measure of its 
dynamic growth and evolution. We remain unconscious of its 
inner power to reveal the faets of a multidimensional universe. 
Until we have risen ta a conscious awareness able to deaI with 
the intangible forces that shape destiny, we cannot forge ahead 
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and establish a clear·minded link with intelligent life heyond 
our physica1 forro. Our dulled senses block the more subtle flow 
of information that pours incessantly from a parailel universe. 
This condition oompels us ta concentrate on the physical before 
perceiving thoughts that require a perfected mental state where
in astral forces have less power ta subjectif y consciousness. 

The mind transcends sensory perceptions and can readily 
explain the suprasensitive worlds through its exchange with 
global reality. As it moves beyond intellectuel knowledge, it pre· 
disposes the ego to an objective, telepathic communication that 
fosters the understanding of the invisible spheres. It clarifies 
and expands the notion of free will, rBising it to a more funda· 
mental understanding of freedom within the context of its psy· 
chological and psychic reality as it channels thoughts that 
unmistakably indicate the co-ex.istence of rational and supra· 
rational knowledge. It aHows for growth beyond a subjective and 
opinionated mental state towards a wider frame of mind. 

Supramental intelligence is a quality of conscious thought 
that is psychically and dimensionally latent withln the ego's 
thought process . Since it is not in the ego's nature to experience 
conscious thoughts that coincide witb levels ofreality that tran· 
scend its own psychologicaIlimits or opinions, it cannot open up 
to intelligence levels tbat would otherwise lead ta the under· 
standing of its own mystery. Supramental thought is man's link 
to the psychic universe of the mind. It expands inner self·reali· 
ty, and its multidimensional scope can only he integrated when 
freed.om from egaic conventions of thought bas been achieved. 

The subjective mind is a subtle process of unconscious inter· 
dimensional communication. Once freed, it permits the under· 
standing oflife as an integrated process. It makes the intangible 
and invisible concrete, opening the mysteries ta the intellect's 
investigational powers. As an infinite communications network 
tbat stretches beyond purely physicallife, it is the absolute key 
ta the full understanding of life sciences. 
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The notion of interdimensional intelligence interfacing with 
human consciousness is threatening to the rational ego which 
has been educated. to think in terms ofpsychological values rein
forced by the power of the senses over the pure mind. 
Furthermore, the mind at the present stage of scientific evolu
tion remains a mystery. Pre-personal intelligence is as foreign a 
reality as other aspects of the invisible force field acting within 
physical, unconscious reality. Subjective thought remains a 
sense-reinforced faculty that fails to penetrate deeper into the 
mystery of consciousness. While we scientifically understand 
the phenomenon of electro-magnetic transmission, we refuse to 
relate to the psychodynamics of thought energy moving from 
higber to lower dimensions of universe reality. 

The greater part of subjective consciousness is based on race 
memory. Tbe psycbological function of thougbt based on memo
ry can only he expanded to a purely creative function wben the 
workings of the mind are understood heyond the limitations of 
memory and a sense-oriented psychological framework. Pre-per
sonal intelligence interfacing witb buman consciousness is the 
fundamental key to the understanding of the mind. As such, it 
must he developed and integrated through a form of knowledge 
that is no longer subject to the rational limitations of the ego. 
The latter is a reflective function of consciousness which, by 
itself, cannot transform its own program.ming or memory unless 
it is brought in contact with non·conditioned thought. Unless 
consciousness is raised beyond egoic awareness, the higher 
mind is not actuaHzed and remains dormant. 

The reality ofinterdimensional intelligence interfacing with 
human consciousness is difficult to deal with when compounded 
by our reliance on human memory in ascertaining our Cree will. 
Egocentric consciousness deals with socially sanctioncd concepts 
in its effort to understand reality instead of communicating 
inwards in order ta bypass its subjective notions and illusions. 
Interdimensional intelligence has a decided effect on any concept 
that restricts evolution. 
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The ego does not easily accept the psychic consequences of a 
telepatbic connection with other world intelligences working 
through the human mind experience. Egocentric intelligence 
cannot experience and understand multi-Ievel mind expression. 
It is coruined ta the psychomemorial, and has little or no access 
to other levels ofthought that would instantly reveal that subjec
tive ideas exist ooly by their very need to insure equilibrium in a 
field of consciousness where the ego would otherwise crack under 
the stress ofknowing it is not alone in the evolutionary process of 
mind evolution. Intelligence reality must he integrated through 
personal evolution and inner development if consciousness is ta 
he free from memorial conditioning. Modern science is beginning 
to delve beyond appearances but it cannot yet find the essential 
natW"e of the mind. Because of egocentricity, scientific thought is 
experienced as a tool to investigate what is nonthreatening ta 
the status quo of the intellect. Physical science predetermines 
its own psychic limitations. 

The mind has nothing ta do with pbysics, but physics has a 
lot to do with the mind. Concepts are and will forever remain 
only tools the mind creates for the eventual understanding of 
the absolute relativity of the physical and psychic continuum. 
Physical scientists are searching for a breakthrough that would 
explain the mind on their terms, thus the fascination with arti
ficial intelligence. This goal in itselfmust not he discredited. It 
allows for a fascinating advance in the study and application of 
the electronic laws for the transmission, acceleration, and 
analysis of information. However, the objective indicates the 
ignorant nature of the egocentric mind when dealing in a divi
sive manner with physical and nonphysical reality. AB science 
looks further into the nature ofthings, it will he confronted. with 
the absolute discontinuity of the physicaI and the psychic uni
verse. The latter can ooly he understood through direct tele
pathic contact with higher mind levels. 

The mind has no limitations except those dominating it 
through cultural conditions. If we refuse, for whatever reason, 
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ta interact mentally with higher levels of conscious thought 
because of our psychological restrictions, the search for a perfect 
understanding will remain a mind game that cannot he won. 
The mind can generate many probabilities hefore surrendering 
its reality. It has access to levels of information that free us from 
endless research and allow us to fully understand our relation
ship with infinite intelligence. This is part ofits dynamic power 
over and heyond the physical dimensions of consciousness. One 
cannot raise oneself higher without letting go of the lower. The 
mind will not increase the deptb of human intelligence until we 
are willing and able to realize that thoughts do not originate in 
our biological computer, the brain. 
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Psychic Infatuation 

PsychiC infatuation !eads to undue reliance on and helief in 
interdimensional information, influencing rational judge

ment through notions that lean heavily in favour of a suprasen
sÎtive interpretation of events. It develops with the opening of 
the psyche when contact with pre-personal thought levels is 
brought to awareness. When the soul's energy is harmonized 
with disembodied intelligences that have access to the psyche 
but do not share the human sou! experience, then degeneration 
into naivety occurs, as the mind has not yet learned to integrate 
the facets of suprarational knowledge. 

Temporary or long term psychic infatuation is experienced 
when the intellectual memory is shaken up through encounter 
or contact witb alternate realities. As mental focus shifts 
inwards through increased reception of paranormal data, the 
ego undergoes a deep and onen permanent personality change. 
It experiences linkage with suprarational aspects of the mind 
that grow through the increasing awareness orthe proximity of 
other planes. The ego then ceases ta he solely involved with 
physical reality as it takes stock of another dimension whose 
inner laws have not yet been integrated. Psychic infatuation is 
the inevitable consequence of a new growth process towards 
interdimensional awareness. Mechanical and unconscious ego-
centric habits are gradually short-circuited as the ego is plugged 
into an alternative source whose inner conditions will only he 
understood objectively with time and ex:perience. 

Psychic infatuation is caused by the shift of the rational 
gears ioto psychic overdrive. The new state of mind takes the 
ego by surprise as its relationship with a source of knowledge 
and life projects it heyond the limits ofprevious experience. The 
realization of this link compels the ego to adhere to a new sys-
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tem of inner knowledge whicb in time must be adjusted. to 
achieve objective identity. 

Psychic reality overshadows, in absolute terms, the assumed. 
notions of the intellectual mind. As it instructs from i ta own 
vantage point, it Dot ooly becomes an abundant source of tele. 
pathically communicated information, but also a powerful inner 
force field that objectifies and reveals the psychic relationship 
between the unconscious mind and subtle planes of intelligence. 
As its presence grows within the field of consciousness, it grad
ually rebuffs the importance of the intellect as the sole seat of 
intelligent reason. Depending on the nature ofits source and the 
degree of evolution of the souI, it imperœptibly commands an 
overview of reality which May or May not conform to the better 
judgement of the ego. Psychic reality tentatively secures the 
inner understanding of psychologicaI dilemmas, and yet, can 
foment subtle illusions that May lead ta the infatuation of the 
naive and unconscious ego seeking certainty. 

The mind can inform the ego above and beyond the ego's 
inteliectuaI limitations. This is a difficult notion when one has 
been trained. ta think in terms of self-conditioned truths while 
trying ta develop and secure a comfortable, aIbeit fictitious iden
tity. Th us explained is the basis of psychic infatuation, wherein 
the ego experiences a profound need to believe what filters 
through from its contact with interdimensional planes. 
Subjective knowledge and truth are conditioned by thougbts 
that are totally unrelated ta creative conscious thinking. The 
lesst impression created by the psychic mind at the onset of its 
contact with the ego influences the latter tawards a position of 
nruve acceptance and belief tbat is sufficient grounds for psychic 
infatuation While it appears at tirst ta secure the ego, it actually 
undermines its notion of"free- will and equilibrium. This state of 
naive confidence is the work ofpre-personal intelligence. 

As interdimensional communication activates the psyche, 
alternative consciousness is experienced but its source is not yet 
fully identified. While the ego experiences an inner state that is 
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witness ta the presence of forces at work, it either matures as its 
capacity ta deal objectively with the inner presence grows, or it 
falls into the trap of psychic infatuation which will divert its 
attention from a reasoned to a more psychic approach to life. 

Awareness that is raised. ta an interdimensional level pro
foundly affects the unconscious mechanical thought process that 
has always existed on a diet of archaic and sociaI ly conditioned 
ideas. When the subjective process interfaces with pre-personal 
thought patterns, the ego is caugbt unprepared.. Its hardened 
opinions grow increasingly Iess defendable on the basis of sub
jective psychological premises that acted, in the past, as a shield 
against the shock of supramental data. At tb.is point, infatuation 
may become symptamatic of a growing need for unfailing or 
even absolute reassurance, the real danger in the infancy of psy
chic awareness. 

The degree of psychic infatuation depends on the individ
ual's basic make-up of attitudes and emotions. At fust, inner 
communication is experienced as a form of relief from the oid 
mental order that had falsely secured the ego in the previous 
phase ofits intellectuallife. The new communication objectifies 
its reality, shakes the foundations of the personality, and weak
ens its psychological defense mechanisms. Only through a long 
process of finely tuped mental experience is egoic confusion or 
naïve certainty dissipated, a long with the notion that socially 
acceptable normality necessarily conforms to real psychological 
and psychic equilibrium. 

Psychic infatuation can he overcome when, and if, the ego 
deals with the new experience in a manner that does not colour 
its reality tbrough tbe astral manipulation of thoughts and emo
tions. Lack of understanding of the nature of the psyche beyond 
the veil of reason prevents objective awareness. The ego then 
fails to rise above itself and set itself free from the illusions that 
prevent individualization. It remains chained to a false freedom 
which can easily become an escape mechanism ca11ed infatuation. 
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The inner mechanics of psychic infatuation must he under
stood if sensitive individuals are ta identify with and be:nefit 
from contact with interdimensional reality. Sensitivity is a great 
asset. It can, however, become a liability in a world that is fast 
becoming a battIeground for psychological survival and psychic 
equilibrium. Our materialistic view of the universe prevents us 
from consciously realizing our supraliminal contact with the 
"after world- or nonphysical influences on consciousness. We 
have been trained to think in terms ofideas which can he phys
ically proven and have, tbrougb this valid but limited inteIJectu
al process, lost touch with other dimensions which affect human 
consciousness. Studying the symptoms of psychic infatuation is 
not sufficient ta free the individual from the inner turmoil ofhis 
sou!. The primary causes must he brought to the surface and no 
amount of mechanistic psychology can do this heyond a certain 
point. Try telling a religious fanatic that his messages do not 
come from Gad. Psychic infatuation is difficult ta eradicate at the 
source unless its inner mechanisms are understood. 

An obscure distortion of the mind, psychic infatuation indi
cates the inability of the ego to adjust consciously ta new 
thought levels that penetrate the psyche as it channe1s inter
dimensionally. It is the naturaI result of the e1Tect of new forces 
at work in the mind. Since thinking is an informative process, 
whether it he conscious or unconscious, it is subject to psychic 
interference when it connects the ego to a subliminal level of 
intelligence experience. Uncontrolled psychic infatuation leads 
ta subtle forms of inner disînformation that could threaten the 
equilibrium of the psyche. When the thinking process rises 
above the personal level, the ego needs time to adjust to the new 
level of thougbt energy. Awareness of higher planes introduces 
new dynamics which cause pressure in a naïve IDind that must 
he lived and dealt with. This force will, at the beginning, create 
psychic infatuation unless kept in check; only then can the psy
chic and psychological potential of the individual unify creatively 
beyond any level experienced prior to the new mind growth. 
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When the ego is engaged in a process of inner development 
through the evolution of an interdimensional experience, it 
spends a lot of energy evaluating the new parameters to which 
it is being exposed. The conditioned ideas of the subjective mem
ory gradually lose their hold on the self, and the importance of 
the unconscious and mechanical memory is diminished in pro
portion to the penetrating force ofnew knowledge. The inability 
ta treat lightly and with common sense any form of psychic 
information forces the ego to face facts of an order for which it 
has not been prepared, and whose validity it will wish, at first, 
to helieve strongly. 

Psychic infatuation is a mental condition that reveals the 
ego's inability to see through the temporary disturbance of the 
mental mechanical process while it is heing replaced by a new 
creativity. The price paid for this change is not evident at first. 
The individual cao understand only in retrospect that his or her 
infatuation stemmed from a naive state ofmind, unaware of the 
difficult process of individualization and integration of its ener
gies, both soul and spirit. 

The psyche bas the ability to endure profound and complex 
mental tuning. Whether man is conscious or not. intelligent 
forces are at work within him. Once a certain level of spiritual 
evolution has been achieved, tuning increases in intensity and 
becomes a conscious aspect of inner development. The tuning of 
the psyche is the primary cause of psychic infatuation. The lat
ter is the inevitable result of the permeating effect of psychic 
forces penetrating the lower limits of human consciousness and 
the inability of the naive ego to deal with them in an intelligent 
manner. 

Understanding the relative psychic influence of the planes, 
whether soul-astral or spirit-mental, is the primary quality of 
new, evolutionary consciousness. Without s uch understanding, 
psychological dynamics interfere with full development. In the 
future, understanding of the mechanics of consciousness will 
free the ego from its astral programming. The nurturing sup-
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port of its creative energy, an absolute framework related to the 
double or spirit force, makes integrated identity or fusion possi
ble in this life cycle. A more objective psychic frame of mind, no 
longer tainted by subjective, astralized ideas that are the build
ing blocks of psychic infatuation, will from then on develop into 
fully conscious thought. 

Supramental consciousness 15 the oen phase of the evolu
tionary developmeot of civilized intelligence.lt involves a fusion 
that will objectif y, concretize, and personalize the psychic link 
between the physica1 and other planes of reality whose exis
tence remains an unknown factor within the whole life equa
tion. The mind's absolute linkage with parallel planes will he 
experienced when the psyche is ready and capable of supporting 
the shock as it breaks through the threshold of coosciousness. 

When psychic forces penetrate the subjective mental thresh
old, a false plenitude ls experienced at first, and until experience 
and fuIler understanding has enriched inner life, infatuation is 
rampant. The ego experiences a high degree of duality when an 
unfamiliar mental order presents itself from within. Its vast 
reservoir of subjective and conditioned memories colours the 
new experience and locks it within a subliminal, astral force
field that gives rise to egoic attitudes matched ooly by the 
degree of ignorance and spiritual illusions, of which there are 
legions. 

As the higher mind explores its impending link with the psy
che, the ego becomes conscious of an inalienable right and 
capacity to know and understand what makes up the psychic 
underground and the inner mystery. It is witness ta the end of 
an archaic state of mind as a new mental process takes it 
beyond the frontier of its previous limits. ru it registers the pro
found meaning of its new experience. the subconscious mind 
begins sending signals of its own, indiesting the presence of deep 
forces which mark a new mental life beginning at the breaking 
point of rigid, linear, rational thought patterns. The psychic 
ground is then ready for what the ego, as yet, fails to compre-
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hend: a rendezvous witb another dimension of the mind via the 
psychic connection with a supramental thought source. 

The ego has been nurtured on socially conditioned ideas that 
bear limited relevance to the overall power of the mind. ru a 
power or whole creative process. the mind has an awesome 
capacity to kindle objective knowledge, thus freeing the ego 
from the relative historiesl models that were part ofits previous 
development but insufficient for the evolution of the supermen
tal nature of man's precognitive faculties. While it remains 
under the umbrella of a subjective or social belief system, the 
ego fal ls short of creative and fundamental knowledge. 100er 
freedom is not understood and the capacity ta self-inform from 
a vantage point that corresponds to a muItidimensional reality 
of which it is an absolute part is lacking. 

The interdimensional mind experience is a level of self
intelligence that can ooly grow following the reshuffiing of 
unconscious thinking habits based on values that are race-con
ditioned, and therefore not global. Objective and creative intel
ligence cannot originate at the ego level. UnaduIterated creative 
thought originates on planes that have no relationship with the 
karmic or memory forces of the soui. The soul as an ioner field 
cannot enlighten the thinking process; it is not within its expe
rience ta move nonkarmic thoughts through. the psyche because 
by their very nature, they disrupt its energy field. ru global and 
perfect memory, the souI must be unified witb the spirit or dou
ble in order to break the human karmic link with the astral 
forces it channels when the ego is aligned along a path of prob
able experiences tbat are not of its own choosing. This can only 
take place as the ego experiences an inner freedom in thought 
that corresponds to an evolutionary consciousness in full pos
session of its creative means. 

Our understanding of the mind is limited to cultural points 
of view selected on the basis of perceptions and impressions. As 
a system that is not aware of reality as a force field, thought is 
experienced as a web of unconscious !ines of force in tune with 
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the malaise of the sou! at the expense of the ego. While uncon
scious life is born of and limited ta astral programming, man 
ages at the expense of himself, unable ta recuperate aIl of his 
inner resources. When higher mind energy awakens oonscious
ness, the ego experiences a certain infatuation caused by astral 
impressions that are the core ofkarmic soul memory. The ego is 
8 slave ta tbose soul forces until it has Iearned ta integrate 
them. The shock orthe higher mind Îs a measure ofthese Qver
powering forces. InitiaI contact with interdimensional thought 
or psychie communication becomes a temporary balm for the 
weary ego; bowever, those who have gone through the experi
ence will testify ta the fset thet the ego's primary reflex is rear 
of the unknown. 

The thrust of consciousness towards higher thought levels 
transforms within the unconscious self vast amounts of energy 
that was used in the past ta build 8 protective shield against 
depths of knowledge unattainable through logic alone. The 
unconscious mind belongs to a historical past that holds the ego 
back from discovering conscious tbought. Psychic infatuation is 
an indication of the difficulty the ego faces when dealing with 
the outer limits of consciousness that extend beyond subjective 
thought ftow. The conditioned mind seeks only ta absorb what 
lies within the possible confines of the familiar. The unknown 
disrupts its memory field and increases psychic tension which in 
turn leads ta psychic infatuation, all because of the ego's unsa· 
tiable need ta believe, sinee it cannot know, what lies beyond its 
subjective limits. 

Psychic infatuation gives rise to false confidence. This even· 
tually shifts as the individual recognizes the profound need ta 
deal intelligently with growing inner forces. He then realizes 
that to integrate them is a fundamental condition for the full 
deveIopment of sou! and spirit fusion. It becomes increasingly 
clear that the original infatuation was sim ply the result ofa pro
found inner need to believe in a bold reality tbat had not been 
integrated. 
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As the psyche opens up to alternate realities, thought shifts 
back and fortb from a personal ta a pre·personallevel, increasing 
the amplitude of the inner field ofknowledge. The measure is pro
portional ta the intensity of the shock that follows the penetration 
of nonegoic forms of thought into the dense field of conditioned 
self.-consciousness. As interdi.mensional or telepathically induced 
tboughts move through the mind from the higher planes or 
worlds, there begins a profound transformation of the self and its 
fictitious pe1'SOnality. Psychic awareness and inner identity devel· 
op until they become permanently secured. The mind always 
challenges the status quo when it fasters the understanding of 
alternate realities, and each human life serves its advaneement 
as thoughts emanate from psychic spheres in the universal 
endeavour to amalgamate with human consciousness. 
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Psychic Seduction 

The psychic sciences are rapicUy gaining interest througb?ut 
technologically advanced countries. Tbey are becommg 

increasingly popular as people from all walks of life are drawn 
towards often indiscriminate forms of knowledge and experi· 
ence. While the majority show little awareness of the underly
ing risks, others are gifted with sufficient critical faculties tbat 
aet as a protection against presumed trutbs professed by tbose 
who appoint themselves masters in the field. 

Psychic sciences should not he approached on the basis of 
simple curiosity or naive spiritual quest. Througbout histary, 
they have been tarnished by the desire for power in one fol"DJ. or 
another, and as such, are closely associated witb disincarnate 
psychic forces fully removed from the light source of creative 
human intelligence. The source ofmost occult sciences conforms 
ta the laws of the astal or soul world whicb is by nature, rule 
and law, anti-man and anti-life. As we are confined by the limi
tations of gravit y, the forces or entities evolving on the astral 
planes are dominated by laws wbich they cannot transgress. 
Above all, it is Dot, and never was, in their interests to revesl 
the nature of their subliminal activities or their occult bond 
with mankind througb a conscious or unconscious psychic con
nection. Had it been otherwise, planetary evolution would have 
progressed much more rapidly and bave been less disgraced by 
ignorance. Until the advent of modern science, blind contact 
with those planes had a1ways played an important role in the 
development and support of myths and superstitions, the cul
tural and spiritual support of involutionary civilizations, exten
sively used and manipulated by temporal and spiritual powers 
at the expense of the intelligence of consciousness. 
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Psychic influences must he unmasked and the study of 
occult sciences put in proper perspective in order to raise aware
ness. The development of a salid inner maturity and critical 
mind is necessary ta prevent damaging consequences tbrough
out life. Astral entities maye and evolve on planes of energy that 
connect with the human astral field thraugh overt or cavert 
forms of mediumnity. Classical psycbology is not focused on the 
difficult and subtle cases of astral domination, and the soul
searching individual, in general. remains too naive and unintel
ligently spiritual a heing to deal objectively with insidious forces 
that can manipulate the mind to an extent that boggies the 
imagination. 

Psychic disorientation is on the increase in a world where 
social forces are reducing lire to an exhaustive drive for success 
at any priee. Those who. through inner research or experience, 
seek meaning ta life, must do so in a manner that stems from 
intelligent study and careful assessment. Understanding the 
mechanics of the mind brings liberation from the heavy 
onslaugbt of astral jnfluences tbat accompany the opeDÎng of 
psychic cbannels and can extend ta a scourge of insidious, sub
liminal mind possession. A great number of sensitive individu
als have extraordinary potential but fail ta integrate tbeir psy
chic perceptions on a truly individualized basis. They do not 
understand that the mind is manipuJated by astral forces work
ing undercover using mystifying elements ta tbwart lire's cre
ative potential. A great Many people do not realize their lifelong 
dreams because of their incapacity ta transmute psychic stress 
inta the powerfuJ drive of the conscious mind. 

The media has brougbt to public attention the degrading 
social phenomenon of the street people. An increasingly dis
turbing number of individuals in advanced stages of social and 
personal distress roam the ghettos of modern cities. Many dis
play the peculiar obsession of talking to themselves. They are 
victims of subtle inner psychic manipulation that gnaws away 
at theit already weakened will. They suffer from unconscious 
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psychic communication with low astral entities thatexert a high 
degree of influence 00 tbeir minds. They are caught in a psychic 
trap from which they cannot escape for lack of understanding of 
a menacing spiritual pbenomenon. Their personal development 
and their participation in the modem social process has been 
thwarted. They have become outcasts ta an ext.ent tbat recalls 
the victims of leprosy in times pasto and their population may 
swell to unmanageable numbers in tbe nen generations unless 
drastic measures are taken. As modern life dimioishes in quali
ty. more distraught individuals will end up as street people and 
cease to he functional citizens because of their incapacity ta 
understand the subliminal psychic domination to wbich they 
have become victim. Street people are the remnants of a race 
tbat has lost touch with its identity. They will he rejected 
because of our inherent unwillingoess or fear to study the deep
er aspects of the mind. which threaten a fundamental view of 
reality. Present psychological parameters are not sufficient ta 
study the astral onslaught which attacks the weakened mem
bers of a race whose social structures are becoming increasingly 
vulnerable to the nefarious forces of the unconscious mind . 

People who taIk to themselves obsessive1y will tell anyone 
interested in listening that they are entertaining an iooer con
versation with an entity or maoy entities with whom they relate 
to, for better or for worse. The entities, identified by name or 
sorne other form of symbol, are able to magnetize them through 
thought, leading them eventually to totalloss of identity. Street 
people are a good example ofindividuals who have been sucked 
inta an unidentified psychic vortex. Their mental territory has 
been invaded by entities or lower intelligences who feed on their 
misery and will do anything ta increase their level of suffering 
which is directly proportional to the psycrnc domination they 
are able ta impose. 

The new waves of crime that regularly shock public sensi
tivity indicate a forro of behaviour intimately connected with 
the inner voice phenomenoo. Many perpetrators of heinous 
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crimes have divulged to their psychiatrist that. prior ta commit
ting a crime, and before being placed under the insanity rule, 
they had beard a voice or many voices commanding them to . 
commit the crimes. The real cause oftheir crimes must be seen 
in their inability to see througb tbe distortion and machiavel
lian manipulation of tbeir mind by entities that operate from an 
unknown vantage point hehind the veil of egoic consciousness. 
Such crimes can evolve indefinitely on tbe scale of social horrors 
to a point that would hefit cinematagraphic proportions. The 
drug culture is one of the great inductions to the opening ofpsy
chic centres that lead to the domination of the mind. Many of 
todays crimes are directly linked to drug consumption tbat is 
taking modem societies hostage. Obsessive bevavior is a symp
tom ofthose dominated by forces that dwell behind tbe screen of 
self·centred egoism. As astral forces grow in strength, the inner 
life of the individual becomes unbalaoced by their debilitating 
effect. that can turn human consciousness into an astral chan
nel acting against man and race. 

The world of the mind remains a vast unknown. and those 
wbo daim contact with bigber dimensions do not oecessarily 
understand the profound responsibility they take on when 
working with or serving forces or intelligences wbose teacbings 
are taken for granted due to lack of an independent creative 
mind. 'lbtal discernment can ooly he acbieved tbrougb the diffi
cult but necessary integration of one's own energy. Mediumnity 
is part of soul, or karmic, experience unless i t faIls under the full 
control of a higbly integrated personality. 

Identity must he maintained at all cost when dealing with 
psychic comunication from other planes. Until tbe occult nature 
and function orthose contacts cao he individually and personal
Iy evaluated., mediumnity remains a soul-serving experience. 
Those who hecome enthralled witb psychic sciences risk psychic 
induction and mental domination. Once the psycbe has been 
sufficiently magnetized, its forces cao grow beyond tbe iodivid· 
ual's control. The reality of the mind is Dot measurable by the 
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unconscious intellect. This requires profound changes in the 
mechanics of consciousness and a full understanding of the psy
chic laws tbat underlie the systemic organization of the astral 
world. 

The astral plane Îs a continuum of consciousness whose 
unwritten law is to lead the individual away from himself by 
creating and maintaining the illusion of the psychic ascendancy 
of the ego. Man's curious and limîted nature is one that believes 
and accepta, unwittingly. messages from beyond. He has been 
for so long estranged from himselfthat contact with other levels 
appears, at first, as the epitomy of mental and psychic freedom 
from insipid rational knowledge. The illusion is propagated by 
his wiUingness to believe. and this prerequisite is the price paid 
for his infatuation with entities that use his mind. 

Disenchantment with the values of modern life and the lack 
of satisfying answers lead many upon unfarniliar, alienating 
paths. Those who hold an interest in occult sciences should be 
made aware of the potential quandry that lies ahead, should they 
pursue the study of mind sciences that defy rational ideas about 
existence and its underground. The mind is open to aU klnds of 
influences, sorne more pemicious than others. The psyche is nat
uraUy predisposed ta fascination and cunosity. Fascination for 
the occult is the beginning of a psychic awareness that results in 
the systematic weakening of the ego through the estrangement of 
the personality. 

Occult sciences condition the mind ta subliminal influences 
of astral origin, and dissociate it from the values of day ta day 
living. Those forces breed and grow on the human psyche 
through the manipulation ofthoughts, and ideas which in them
selves are part of a subtle psychic game unknown to the uncon
scious ego. The study of the occult is not in itself dangerous. 
Ignorance of the occult astral underground and its laws ia the 
real threat, sowing the seeds of potential instability in a mind 
lacking the necessary maturity ta main tain a much needed bal
ance between occult interesta and daîly existence. 
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The study of the occult demands a creative consonance of the 
mind to ideas and concepts that usually bewitch the ego with 
notions that tend ta shift. its attention away from the drudgery 
of life. Those who seek comfort in the study of the occult must 
do so on the basis of an objectively critical awareness rather 
than a desire to evade the mindlessness of the modern world; 
otherwise. the study of sucb sciences may welllead to a form of 
diversion, a way out of the world, and into a n8lTQw existence. 

Psychic seduction and occult sciences are intimately related. 
The occult cannot he taken at face value regardless of its credi
bility. It is part of the evolution of the mind to see through the 
veils of 50 called revealed truths in o~der to arrive at an inte
grated reality. The occult invites the individual to seek further 
inta the realm of the unknown with the help of his intuitive fac
ulties; but its unveiling must precede its conquest if these sei· 
ences are to become the ultimate tool in the battle against igno
rance. The occult never gives a foolproof understanding of the 
fundamentals oflife and death or other metaphysical meanings, 
until the individual grows beyond the illusory astral refiection it 
creates in the spiritualized ego. Seduction always springs from 
naivety. Occult sciences do not predispose the student ta objec
tivity. This can only he achieved through the realization tbat 
truth is a powerful and self-contained illusion that must he dis
posed of and replaced by the depolarized nature of the pure 
mind that knows without falling prey to seduction. The seeker 
of truth, in one form or another, is faced with the need ta iden
tify himself with a spiritual ideology in order ta give his life 
meaning. At this point, seduction takes over the power of the 
mind and begins to underrnine its creative centre in a manner 
that invites the development of the spiritual imagination at the 
expense of an objective psycbic science. 

Occult spiritual imagination can lead ta dangerous and sub
tle forms of seduction. It can boycott the centricity of the pure 
mind and deflect from objective understanding as it grows into 
an overpowering force that dulls the critical faculties of the ego. 
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At this point, the ego loses its espacity te see through the astral 
light tbat threatens to imprison it within a form ofthought that 
deprives it from contact with the higher mentallevels orthe real 
self. Spiritual imagination is a force tbat mampulates the ego 
according ta its basic weaknesses and strengths. It is an equally 
powerful ally of occult spiritual forces. 

IndividuaIs involved in occult circles or sects risk. their iden
tity through the subservient role they play in acknowledging the 
value of a sectarian ideology. Only with great difficulty can they 
detach themselves from the powerful drawing force or egregore 
of sectarian consciousness that ruIes witb the deep-seated con
viction of a master of sorts, who can easily use circular argu
ments ta reinforce the position of the sect's wilful orientation. 
Any individual seeking an identity through a sect loses his own 
identity with time. The sect will support bis weaknesses and 
turn them inte false strengths and vice versa. Psychic seduction 
is the primary principle of any sectarian organization, and only 
a strong, uninfiuenceable consciousness can break away from 
such a vampiric force that destroys persona! identity in order to 
create a monopoly on thought. 

Spiritual naivety is the seed of psychic seduction. It increases 
as individual consciousness loses sight of itself as a primary 
value. Every aspect of a spiritual ideology seduces the ego. The 
very nature of spiritual consciousness in its occult form condi
tions the individual to a form of domination that binds it to an 
astralized will and consequently forces its hehavior. Occult sci
ences, he they negative or positive, black or wbite, are spiritual 
in themselves. They seek to give access to parallel dimensions of 
self reality, while subjecting the individual to rules or rituals 
that only condition him to a collective illusion. Through such rit
uals he gradually loses rus identity and bis capacity to deal 
objectively with forces that operate heyond his physical dimen
sion, and are devious, unless opposed and then integrated. 
through a well developed centre of gravity. 
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The occult fascinates the human mind through its links with 
sources of energy wbich defy logic. Intuitive faculties are chan
nels to the occult since intuition is a form ofîntelligence that is 
not rational. The occult opens the mind to forces whose nature 
the individual does not yet know and fully understand. He is 
subject to interpretations that will suit the ego but, at the same 
time, will gestate inner dynamics that will grow heyond bis 
capacity to objectively control his own destiny. 

Seduction is born of ignorance and grows in proportion to a 
lack of self-identity. It is a symptom of the lack of conscious 
thought that leaves the mind at the mercy of forces that oppose 
any development towards inner identity.1t prevents the real self 
from coming into the focus needed. to aHow the ego to under
stand its relationsrup with the universe of the mind. Man's mind 
has been seduced. for so long that he no longer has any connec
Hon to his own reality and its underlying laws. His conscious
ness is more ofa reactionary process to stimuli than the creative 
process of an integrated consciousness. He is sed.uced by the 
authority of temporal or spiritual ideologies that convey the 
impression oftranscendence, while leading his mind into servil
ity. Religions have seduced. mankind and mystified reality 
heyond recognition and objective comprehension, while science 
has failed. to compensate creatively in that it has negated and 
thus shut off man's psycbic impulses, his communication with 
alternate realities. Access to the pure mind has been thwarted 
from Ume immemorial. Seduction is the legacy of a failure to see 
through the deception ofsocially sanctioned truths. It interferes 
with the development and growth of persona! identity, and real 
freedom that cannot he had until it is wrested away from uncon
sciousness. Seduction causes the ego to forsake reality and align 
itself with forces wruch rule in the name of ideals that use the 
sacred, the spiritual or the occult only to camouflage domination. 

Ideologies bave seduced man up to the very end of the twen
tieth century. molding rus ways of thinklng. He can no longer 
think by himself without some kind of outside support. As reH-
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gious and temporal ideologies show more and more cracks in 
tbeir monolithic block, he is turning to the occult that will turn 
out to he no less formidable a foe. U nless he learns to develop a 
lucid, highly criticaI faculty based 00 pure mind, the new ceotury 
will force hlm to experience psychic and occult forces that will use 
him as a naive channel for the unknown. The occult is ftourish
iog in the Most industrialized nations. It is not necessarily the 
commonweal th of underdeveloped countries or civilizations but 
in the Most advanced societies of the world where this age old 
science is becoming a preoccupation. 

The occult is spreading today in a growing variety of mar
ginal spiritual sects and secret societies; and their Many faces 
are captivating the imagination and subduing the mimis of 
thousands while plunging the unsuspecting ego into a whirlpool 
of disadvantageous experience. The seduced easily become 
abductees through their own choice, oblivious while their teach
ers forge on blindly or communicate oaively with 50 cailed 
sources of knowledge they cannot by themselves evaluate and 
objectively integrate. Those who seek sectarian adherence are in 
need of the identification that seduction promises. The material 
world of marketing has developed soprusticated. techniques of 
seduction that enslave the masses in end1ess consumerism. On 
the occult leve1, many are seduced by mystic merchants and lose 
their identity in the process. As a result ofthis double onslaught 
on the human mind, mental illness is on the increase and the 
more advanced nations are burdened with a growing psycbic 
deficit. 

Consumer marketing ia a less threatening form of seduction 
than it.s psycbic or occult counterpart. People who are seduced 
by the occult, risk ending up on a life raft which May not take 
tbem where they wish to go on the basis of what they think they 
know. While occult sciences May relax the individual's rigid 
rational views 00 life and death, they May also instill in hlm 
hopes, the likes ofwbich May never materialize, considering the 
illusions that have given them birth. Occult illusions are part of 
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a cosmic game played by the astral world against man. The uni
verse is a multidimensional reality in which human and astral 
interests are diametrically opposed. This is probably one of the 
Most basic and yet most difficult lessons ta learn for anyone 
interested. in aspects of life that transcend the banalities of 
everyday existence. 

Seduction has immemorially worn the mask of truth. Not 
surprisingly, history bas beeo one of seduction at ail levels. In 
retrospect, one could say that the evolution of intelligence means 
learning not to he seduced. While involution is a bistorica1 
process wherein seduction is total, evolutioo will reflect more 
and more freedom for humaruty and man as an individual. 
Seduction has coloured 50 much of human consciousness that 
were man to remain impervious to it, he would, by that faet 
alone, he intelligent in a conscious creative sense of the word. 

Psychic seduction is the most de<:eitful of all forros of seduc· 
tion. It not only enthralls the ego but also alters the vibrations 
of the soul. Were man intelligent in a conscious sense of the 
word. bis mind would he free from it absolute1y. It would no 
longer he part of bis mental or emotional experience. Seduction 
is an astral path to human consciousness that seeks to influence 
the ego until it loses its identity. Through seduction, the scul's 
astral life program leads ta suffering, the bigher mind is sub
je<:ted to the power of the soul. and man loses bis identity as an 
intelligent being. He becomes a tool of life, a contradiction ta 
real freedom. 

We have been seduced into tbinking that Cree will is our real 
freedom. The illusion of free will has replaced real freedom in 
our mind. Millions of people, throughout the underdeveloped 
worId of the mind, bring havoc into their lives because of the 
illusion of free will. The seductive forces at work in unconscious 
man are so powerful and active at this point in history that the 
political events that are now shaping the future will destroy 
world harmony and finally demonstrate the fundamental illu-
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sion of unconscious Cree will, which is a far cry from real con
scious freedom. 

Evolution requires full consciousness of seductive forces at 
work in the world. Without it, buman ingenuity is helpless 
before the onslaught tbat is capable of creating havoc on either 
a social or individual scale. The seductive process ofunconscious 
life can only he arrested if we learn to identify the reality beyond 
thoughts and their power to magnetize us. Those who indulge in 
the study of occu1t sciences must understand that the nature of 
being cannot he grasped through any farro of knowled.ge that 
bas Dot been integrated iota individualized consciousness. The 
fundamental process ofpsychic activity serves to teach us a les
son in the development of real intelligence. Unless we become 
profoundly aware of the seductive power of astral forces, we fail 
to relate to the inner core of our own heing and mind. and we 
therefore fail to unify what seduction seeks to divide. 
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Surrendering to the Occult 

QCCuit sciences have an undell.ned but important role to play 
in the evolution of consciousness. Tbeir increasing presence 

in books and films is a testimony to an interest spreading in the 
industrialized countries, revived by a new generation seeking a 
form of knowledge that is weil delineated from the didactic 
authoritarianism that bad marked education prior to the iden
tity crisis of the sixties. Al? the identity crisis continues 
unchecked, psychic sciences are quickly becoming popular. The 
twenty-first century could he witness to forms ofinner research 
and development tbat will strike a serious blow to superficial 
approaches to self-development, as a greater psychological and 
psychic freedom belps the individual out of his collectivity. 

Occult sciences derive tbeir compendium of knowledge from 
psychic sources which may or may not correspond to the gener
al good of tbose who come in contact witb them, due to the 
nature, obscure origins, and the influence they may bring to 
bear on their student's undeveloped and too often naive person
ality. Occult sciences originate from an inner contact with psy
chic forces wbose teachings conform in general to an astral view 
of life and reality. Unlike psychological sciences, they tend to 
create a sense of reality that is grounded in an arbitrary accep
tance of their euthoritative teacrungs. The nature of these sci
ences cannot be discussed from a rational point of view. This 
leaves much room for interpretation and, et the seme time, 
imposes upon the student a subtle form ofauthority which is not 
easily disposed of by those who lack an essential center of dis
cernment. 

In themselves, psychic sciences are not a problem. However, 
the lack of maturity on the part of those who come in contact 
with them mey he cause for concem. The Churth has always 
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anathemized them not ooly because they challenge its basic doc
trines and undermine its authority, but because they invite the 
individual ta study the mysteries from a point ofview that has 
been channelled from interdimensional realities wbich only 
She is supposed1y competent and empowered ta judge and over
see for the preservation of man's soul and spirit. Those days are 
over, now that the new generation can no longer he halted or 
restrained in its appetite for discovery and knowledge of what 
lies heyond. As a result of tbis, psycbic sciences in many forms 
are inviting the inquisitive investigator inta a vast market of 
"new age- literature and esoteric teacbings for which the indi
vidual is often psychologically ill prepared. 

It should he noted that any occult science gives access te sub
liminallevels of energy wbich eventually alter the personality 
and consciousness. This in itself is not negative. What is or 
could be, however, is the inevitable disorder experienced by 
those individuals who do not have the maturity ta evaluate thls 
information objectively, that is, from the center of their own 
inner intelligence. Man is a psycbic being evolving in a physical 
envelope. He lacks the necessary mental make up ta psycbically 
endure bis contact with certain forros of occult knowledge with
out losing equilibrium. 

The accult is a reality that cannot he taken at face value. As 
a result, the student must learn ta he master of bis own 
thoughts and this can only accur after he has developed the 
intelligence and insight ta distinguish hetween real and astral
spiritual messages, As long as the student of the occult has suf
ficient maturity and a highly individualized mental and emo
tional make-up, these marginal sciences may become unique 
and useful tools in the wak.ing of bis mind te bigher forms of 
thought and knowledge, Under adverse conditions, however, he 
may fail ta see the illusion of the form, 

Psychic sciences, he they occult, esoteric, or simply paranor
mal, can he hazardous if one is to live by them blindly. Instead 
of using them as a taol for increased insight, they may easily 
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degenerate inta astral forces that manipulate the mind. The 
major risk of occult sciences lies in the student's usual inability 
to see through subUe forma of alienation bred by notions that 
disturb the psyche's equilibrium, due te a lack of strongly cen
tred and creative critical faculties. The ego must not surrender 
its identity when dealing with forms ofknowledge or communi
cation that are subject ta unknown and widely misunderstood 
astral influences having the inherent power te channel conflict
ing truths through the psyche. The mind ia easily entrapped 
when touched byextrasensory notions presented as true forms 
of knowledge. The ego experiences difficulty in objectifying sucb 
unknown territary and maintaining its own critical faculties 
with respect to ideas that transcend reason. 100 often, those 
attracted to the occult lose their identity when psycbic sources, 
he they books or individuals or entities, appear te speak with 
authority. 

Occult sciences are the threshold through wbich psycbic 
forces penetrate and influence consciousness. It must he fully 
realized that the dead are not dead in an absolute earth sense 
of the word. They pursue their own evolution on a parallel plane 
of reality whose laws they are absolutely bound te: the astral 
plane. It is easier ta comprehend that incarnated man's ooly 
psycbic shield against the alienating effect of astral disinforma
tion lies in bis capacity ta relate ta bis own inner heing. Man is 
a psycbic being in the flesh. He knows more than he thlnks or is 
willing te admit to bimself. Unfortunately, he has difficulty 
managing his intuitive knowledge when faced with astrally con
ditioned information that colours reality, At tbis point, occu1t 
sciences become a liability where they could otherwise compen
sate for bis intellectual shortcomings. 

The occult may lead t.o loss of identity, should its student 
surrender ta its beliefsyatem. The individual must learn te pro
tect himself optimally, or he subjects himselfto possible psycbic 
manipulation and disinformation that may lead ta the eventual 
domination of his mind by forces that are very much alive and 
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reaI. In surrendering his critical faculties, he victimizes bimself 
through a graduaI loss of identity. Occult sciences are to th~ 
study of the soul what physical sciences are to the study of mat
ter. This fact ls of primary importance to those who involve 
themselves seriously in the pursuit ofoccult knowledge. The lat
ter must he objectively evaluated. While the mind can grasp the 
most obtuse ideas because of the subtle and intimate nature of 
its light, it may aIso he easily sidetracked by the forces of the 
soul. The soul carries within itself karmic weaknesses whicb 
astral forces may use to their advantage, in turn weakening the 
mind. The soul and the mind are two different aspects of human 
reality. The sou! is part of present and past human experiences 
while the mind is the ultimate principle of spirit consciousness. 
The mind is the light, the sou! its carrier. Depending on the evo
lutionary status of soul experience, more or less light may move 
through it, which explains the human experience and its rela
tive suffering due to ignorance of the occult laws of life and 
death, soul and spirit. 

The occult awakens powerful forces that magnetize those 
whose naïve spiritual quest appropriates mucb of their inner 
thoughts. However, above and beyond soul or astraIity exists a 
bigher mentality whose creative intelligence bas instructive 
power as to the nature of the soul world or astral plane of the 
dead. Reality reaches far beyond astral teaching, he it enlight
ening or otherwise. Whatever the astral world may teacb man, 
be must measure and adjust according to bis own mind in order 
to free himselffrom i18 powerfu! influence. The future evolution 
of the mind cao be detined as the absolute capacity to live 
heyond the influences of the soul or the astral plane. Through 
higher mental evolution, man will gravitate towards the center 
ofhis absolute self and bask in his own creative energy. His con
sciousness will experience realms that extend beyond his pre
sent physical boundaries. The path to sucb freedom, however, is 
beavily circumscribed by astral influences which only experi
ence and maturity cao neutralize. 
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The mind originates beyond all belief systems. It only cre
ates and sustains them until the mature and conscious ego no 
longer needs to live under the umbrella of crystallized betiefs 
that foster naive attitudes towards the nature of reality. The 
mind can easily signify its affinity with supramental conscious
ness when tbe ego extends itselfbeyond the rigid framework of 
its thinking habits that hinder the free flow of cooscious 
tboughts. The ego can then gravitate to the center of thought 
itself and allow the individual to learn and understand the 
unwritten laws and the occult forces that underlie their reality. 
While the occult may open up the mind to realms that do not 
correspond to the ego's mechanical thinking habits, it may also 
violate the territoriaJ integrity of the psyche, and force it into a 
difficult confrontation with reflected self-doubt that could, in the 
long run, impair its identity. 

Occult sciences cannot be dismissed. They are parent to an 
infinite source of cosmic facts which lead to clearer insight into 
the mecbanics of fusion or unity between the lower and the 
bigher self. the etheric counterpart of the mind. Nevertheless. 
they must be evaluated through objective, critical and intuitive 
faculties. Otherwise they may damage the egoic fabric and 
deprive the self of the neeessary tools it needs to confront daily 
existence. 

The mind is a force field whose power to reveal is diminished 
or made latent only by the intellectual process and the mechan
ica1 unconscious memory of a soul-filled self. Once the ego has 
learned to move with the free flow of coDscious thought, and 
realized the powerfu! presence of astral energy constantly inter
fering with the clarity of thought, the mind bears witness to 
objective supramental activity. The ego, bowever, must never 
surrender the stability of its life to the occult dimension of the 
mind, since the only result is damage. The occult is of another 
time and bas its rightful place witbin our consciousness. From 
its dimensions oflight and darkness, it composes with the phys
ica1 but must not be left free to dispose of it. It is in the vital 
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interests of those who pursue occult or paranormal forms of 
research to realize and know that nothing lies above man that 
cannot he integrated and unified by him and through him alone. 

The unconscious s urrender te psychic infhœnce is akin te 
going to sea without the necessary vesse!. The occult is but a 
term that bears witness te the relativity of what is seen and 
unseen, known and unknown, provable and unprovable. It 
should never become a belief system. It can, however, create 
many belief systems for it is not bound by logic and therefore 
cannot be put inte effective logical verification. Surrender te the 
occult occurs whenever its dynamics interfere with the equilib
rium of the physical, emotional and mentallife of the student. 
Were the occult experienced creatively,life would he enhanced a 
thousand times and never once diminished. It would be made 
complete through a process of creative growth that lies beyond 
the ordinary and unconscious experience. Until such time, the 
ego must he made aware of its charms, its fascination and its 
traps. Therein lies the evolutioD of consciousness and the devel
opment of conscious thought supported by the opening of the 
mind and the realization that the price for rea1 freedom is in the 
capacity never te surrender te a belief system, especially when 
it is occult and made valid in appearance through the authority 
of so called masters or teachers. Man has but one master and 
teacher ultimately: himself. 

In a more advanced state of soul evolution, one becomes 
more sensitive ta the occult side of nature. The role played by 
the soul and the spirit in the study of occult sciences is not nec
essarily a parallel one. The soul May he attracted to the occult 
for reasons imbedded in past life experiences while the spirit 
May simply use the occult as a means ta an end that ties in with 
the development towards an integrated identity. In general, the 
differences between soul and spirit are not sufficiently clear in 
the consciousness of the student of the occult; they must be 
understood if one is to discern between the influence of the soul 
and the guiding force of the spirit at different stages of mental 
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evolution. Psychics, for instance, will easily interest themselves 
in the occult and he ensnared by their affinity with it unless 
they are sufficiently centred in their minds to see with discrim
ination. Mediums and psychic channelers tend ta serve the 
occult forces moving through them without their willing con
sent. Consequently, they become easy prey te occult poli tics of 
which they have little or no discriminatary notion. The general 
public will tend te lower its guard as it becomes engrossed with 
aspects of t he occult that initiate a spiritual or philosophical 
quest. 

The occult increases the psychic dimension of the mind and 
pulls the individual into a vortex of soul energy, thus creating a 
psychic bond between the ego and other planes of consciousness. 
As a result, it may threaten the individual's identity as it super
imposes views of life, death, and reality that the ego can only 
integrate through a long process of spiritual disillusionment 
which it May or may not overcome. Surrendering ta the occult is 
the inevitable consequence of naively accepting or interpreting 
astralized truths that circumvent the necessity of a solid daily 
ground in life where occult knowledge remains in the back
ground as a support. Psychic or occult influence cornes about 
gradually as the ego loses sight of its life priorities and espous
es interdimensional teaching or knowledge which fascinates the 
mind. The more pervasive the influence, the more impotent the 
ego becomes in a material world from which it seeks to expand 
in order ta unconditionally free itself. 

Surrendering to the influence of psychic sciences is a soul 
experience in the strictest sense of the word. The astral energy 
of the soul is intimately linked to the occult and vibrates in har
mony with ideas that fascinate the ego because of its karmic 
past on the astral plane. The occult is a stream of consciousness 
undetected by the intellect. It seeps through the mind in ways 
that correspond ta the astral, unconscious desires of the ego 
unsatisfied by life and its complexity. It is in the nature of the 
occult to disinform in order to capture the imagination. Through 
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this process, material truths are put into secondary perspective 
and replaced by astra1 truths which in turn condition the ego to 
a self·induced form ofknowledge or education,liberating it from 
the constraining and limiting reality of cont.emporary material 
civilization. 

The mind cannot proteet the ego unless the latter has 
learned to ascertain by itself even the most satisfying and 
apparently fundamental occult truth, otherwise, it may get 
caught in a web of inextricable feelings that correspond to an 
astral view of reality totally detached from etheric or mental 
consciousness. The souI predisposes the individual to the occult. 
Its vibration is at the origin of the egoic impulse that wiUlead 
it towards an inner experience which he alone cao and should 
evaluate. Surrendering to the occult is equivalent to the domi· 
nation of the souI and the loss of one's freedom to discern. 
Discernment can ooly be secured by the support of the higher 
mind wrucb is the seat ofhuman intelligence and creative iden· 
tity. The soul is a force field that must he neutralized by the 
mind in order to proteet the individual from the powerful lust 
for inner search created by the occult side ofhuman nature. 

Future generations will return to the occult. The ancient 
wisdom will resurface and the younger generations, freed from 
materialistic views oflife, will look beyond present conditions in 
order to elevate their knowledge and insure themselves of a 
deeper understanding of the human condition. Many will falI 
prey to psychic manipulation at the hands of masters and enti· 
ties and will surrender to the occult without realizing the inher· 
ent danger of studying dimensions of knowledge that magnetize 
the psyche. They will he ignorant of the laws of occuIt dimen· 
sions and find themselves at the mercy of forces which, once 
released, can no longer he left unheeded. Music is used to move 
occult messages, while literature and other forms of communica· 
tion 5uch as the cinema increase man's severance from himself. 

The occult is not a matter of opinion any more than science 
can he a matter of opinion. Opinion is always conditional to the 
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times. The times are now more and more aligned to the occult. 
Whether one wants to believe or not is itTelevant. When young 
adults or children terminate their lives because of their rela· 
tionship with occult forces, it is no longer time to discuss the 
validity or invalidity of its truths. It is time to act and realize 
the nature of its dangers. Educators, public servants, church 
clergy and psychologists can no longer ignore murderers' claims 
to have heard voices inciting them to commit aets of violence 
that shock our basic sensibilities. 

There are creative occult sciences and Dot 50 creative ODes. 
It is up to the individual to choose. There is a problem when par· 
ents, educators, and society in general, become too far removed 
to oversee what the new generation is reading, seeing, or hear
ing. Educators must he conscious orthe new times. They cannot 
eut themselves off from the modern reality of marginal thinking. 
The frontiers of the human mind are expanding and will change 
man's view of internal and external reality beyond recognition. 
The evolution of coDSCiousness is not ooly subject to mechanical 
forces but also to psychic ones. It i8 inherent in human nature 
to seek reality according to the overtures of the prevailing civi· 
lization. As psychic sciences penetrate mass consciousness, their 
presence will increase the link with the occuJt and replace con· 
ventional forms ofknowledge that have become too irrelevant to 
sustain the sense of purpose necessary to fully understand and 
live life. 

Occult sciences coincide with territorial i_mperatives that are 
yet and for a long time ahead, subject to psyehie studies. They 
have never been screened by psychica1ly competent individuals 
who are recognized on the basis of their own creative minds. It 
is time for occult sciences to come under rigorous and profound· 
ly critical study, as are the physical sciences, even though meth· 
ods will vary greatly in substance and purpose. Until occult sci
ences are submitted to objective and severe critical analysis, the 
individual seeker will he on his own. The more 8piritually naive 
he i8, the more he will remain a potential victim of astraiized 
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information that will, in time, bring mm closer to a point of no 
retum. Occult knowledge tan only serve man if he is intelligent 
enough to understand that its function in its astral forut is to 
dissociate him from the real center of ms mind wbich lies above 
and beyond spiritualized forms ofknowledge. The occult invests 
the nruve personality with traits that characterize man's inabil
ity to defy the cosmic oomponents ofknowledge, that is, the psy
chic dimension of the lie beyond the form. Man is but a child 
when seen from these dimensions. ln reality, he is a giant that 
has not reached full maturity and occult knowledge cannot and 
will not give him that edge until he has seen through the occult 
laws of the form. 

Surrendering to the occult means that the individuallives 
bis experience in a manner that threatens his identity. The 
occult is a dimension of knowledge that converges on human 
consciousness only when man has reached a point of psycmc sat
uration, that is, wben he has finally realized that knowledge in 
itself is but a vibratory support for his reality. As long as occult 
knowledge beoomes a psychological or spiritual support for 
man's reality, he loses his identity to the many traps that such 
knowledge holds in store for bim. Surrendering to it is basically 
the final cry uttered by human consciousness that lives on the 
edge of itself and on the periphery of materialistic or tradition
al race coosciousness. The occult predisposes the individual to 
assumptions which are not necessarily in line with bis own cen
ter of consciousness even though they may conform to his spiri
tual desires. 

The occult is a dimension of knowledge that corresponds to 
the will of spiritual entities seeking domination of the human 
mind for the sake of sustaining tbeir own life cycle on parallel 
planes of reality whicb man deems unrelated to bis everyday 
existence. This basic ftaw in human thinking has caused the 
great 1055 of identity of people who are involved in the occult 
experience until they have seen the light, their own light, often 
after years of deterioration of the fabric of their personality. The 
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occult is a dimension of knowledge that intervenes in the psy
chological and psychic fabric ofhuman consciousness to a point 
beyond imagination. Human nature is sa involved with the 
supraliminal forces of occult nature that, were we made con
scious ofthem without preparation, our mind would collapse. For 
this reason, occult knowledge has always been hidden from the 
collective consciousness. We have difficulty dealing with forces 
whose intelligence lies beyond our subjective understanding. It is 
important ta realize that such knowledge contains immanent 
grey zones that are not easy for the unconscious ego to assimilate 
when seeking egocentric relieffrom formal knowledge. 

The student of the occult must understand that the mind is 
father ta the mysteries. As such, it has the intrinsic power to 
free us from unchallenged truths. Occult sciences may be dis
pensed as secretive and often questionable intentions expressed 
througb Mediums or channelers as revelations, that go unscru
tinized and unchallenged in tbeir dual nature. One of the more 
serious flaws of the naïve mind lies in ils inability to identify the 
source of information from its higher self or double. The occult 
derives its strength from a lack ofhuman awareDess of the need 
to identify a possible inner link with disembodied entities 
absolutely bound to the laws of the astral or deatb plane. 
Because of this blind, uncooscious side of his nature, the stu
dent of the occult cannot cover the whole spectrum of his inner 
experience, and is forced to live under the assumption that what 
he or she hears or reads coincides with the highest levels of 
truth. 
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CHAPTER6 

The Mind and the 
Unrecognized Cosmic Self 

E gocentric consciousness is a finite expression of the whole 
mind. We conduct our lives as if our mind was the sole 

expression of our subjective and personal self. The mind veils 
the covert operation of psychic entities evolving on higher or 
lower planes in a multidimensional reality of which tbe soul is 
an integral, unconscious part. Those intelligences cannot par· 
take in the human experience except througb the communica
tive ability they share with man through rus psycruc apparatus. 
but they can influence his lire to an extent that would shock the 
staunchest supporter of the free will tbeory who is ignorant of 
the occult side of human nature. 

The psyche is a more or less integrated multidimensional 
reality extending beyond physical boundaries. A greater under
standing of psychic forces at work raises the level of awareness 
of it in absolute terms. White the mind expresses itself through 
the electric connection with the physical brain, the psyche is the 
astral and etheric expression of its essence. The universe is 
filled with mind energy which serves the inheren t purpose of 
creation. Man is the creative end of mind expansion. Througb 
the harmonization of rus consciousness or subt1e principles, he 
will benefi.t from total mind experience according ta the level of 
bis evolutionary development. 

Because consciousness is experienced within the confines of 
a physical dimension seemingly disconnected from the total 
mind experience, the task of arriving at the center of human 
reality is achieved through a long and arduous evolution. We 
measure and identify with the pulse of our mind according to 
the success or lack of it that we achieve in life. This system has 
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shortcomings since it only reveals the inherent phases of a pro
grammed strategy of the mind energy penetrating the psychic 
dimension of consciousness. Education is unable at this stage to 
teach us the henefits of the conscious mind. For educators, the 
mind and the psyche are one and the same. In actuality, the 
mind is the psyche's pre-personal self, its cosmic counterpart, 
unidentified within the field ofhuman unconsciousness. 

The mind is a mental universe equal in psychic terms to the 
reality of the physical universe. As with all universes, it is 
inhabited by beings or intelligences. As a world interacting with 
the Many dimensions of man, it is as real as it can he under
stood. The mind is at man's disposition if he does not subject 
himselfto lower astral influences tbat colour it. Fusion or unit y 
with the mind leads to a full understanding of the mysteries and 
traps of human consciousness. We have little knowledge of the 
mind because our objective relationship with it is wanting. We 
find it "m.ind-boggling" ta experience it as a pre-personal cre
ative and intelligent presence tbat evolves alongside our physi
cal, astral and lower, intellectualized. reality. 

The mind cannot he fully investigated unless conscious dia
logue witb it is established, that is, until men communicate with 
it objectively. Nor cao it he revealed. fully until the Hnk is sev
ered. with the lower thinking habits characteristic of the involu
tionary development of human racial unconsciousness. It is not 
of the mind to instruct in the laws of truth. but rather to show 
the way out of experiential soul illusions which have served 
throughout history to keep humanity ignorant of the infinite 
nature of reality. How cao truth he of interest to the mind when 
by its very consequences, it has demonstrated historically the 
depth of naïve, spiritualized consciousness? The mind sooks to 
undermine a1l forms of human truth because they do not, can
not and never did coincide with the universal patterns of cre
ati~e energy generated from the infinite nature of its will. Dnly 
through manifest will does creation occur. U ntil the nature of 
suth will is understood, it remains an impossible task ta under-
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stand the mind. Without will, oonsciousness remains bound to the 
past, that is, to memory which is but a part of the mind energy 
active at the astrallevel ofhuman consciousness. 

The cosmic dimension of the mind and the cosmic dimension 
of the self are one and the same. There is difference only in the 
concept: when one thinks of self it is of oneself, whereas when 
the mind is thought of there is conscious participation with the 
higher self. The higher self is the universal reservoir of human 
thought emanating from a pre-persona! level, and gradually 
descending the scale ofthought vibration until the ego identifies 
with it as a personalized fonn ofthought energy. The egoic mind 
has difficulty differentiating the many vibrationa} levels that 
create the illusion of self-generatîng thoughts. As a result, con
tact is lost with consciousness that would otherwise allow an 
increase in centrieity and a new alignment between the higher 
mental and lower memorial activity. 

The mind is not a terminal of thought energy but its source. 
Self-consciousness becomes its terminal funetion as its reality 
and power diminish when it moves reality to the human psyche 
under the guise of endless self-centered thoughts and contradic
tory ideas. lt is a matter of conseiousness to be able to diseern 
between mechanical thoughts and creative ones. The difference 
becomes self-evident as the seat of a eentered consciousness 
develops. Creative thoughts become highly reBonant and 
vibrant as they penetrate, through sheer power, the egoie fabric 
and imprint themselves forcefully in consciousness. Mechanical 
thoughts have little bearing on the vital function of the con
scious ego, which has the ability to disengage itself from a Hn
ear path of experience in order to generate new self-revealing or 
creative movement that increases its inner freedom towards 
greater mobility and development. 

The cosmic self can be identified through the disengaging 
process of thought egoification. Through this creative process 
the ego begins to understand the inner workings of the mind 
and its relevancy to the whole process of thought generation. 
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Tboughts are used. by the cosmic self to incorporate its creative 
laws into the human dimension of experience in order to elevate 
it and make it perfect througbout evolution. The blind spot in 
human consciousness is to associate thought with one's self. In 
doing 50, the ego colours, through its lower principles, an energy 
whicb otherwise would reveal perfectly the occult nature of con
sciousness. The mind does not belong to man per se. It is created 
instantaneously through the movement of tbought generat.ed on 
levels of reality that transcend the physica1 plane. 

The mind is the unrecognized cosmic self, and functions on a 
lower vibratory scale than would be necessary were man con
scious of the difference between thought generation and thought 
reflection. The generational nature of thought serves the pur
pose of informing through a higher mental channel, whereas 
reflective thought is but a circular process that engages the ego 
in subjective mental activity through the electrification of the 
physical brain. The brain only represents the physica1 dimen
sion or electromagnetic nature of thought. In reality, thought 
moves in ethers that are free and very distant from the mani
festation of the actual tbought pbenomenon. Thought is energy. 
Its meaning is but the coloured reflection of this energy in the 
memory system that has developed throughout physical incar
nation. It is important to understand that the nature of think
ing has little to do with the ultimate nature of consciousness. 
The mind in its cosmic function serves to link the energy of 
thought in its primordial state to a developing experiential ego 
in order ta increase that subject's consciousness through the 
evolutionary process. 

The universe of the mind is a multidimensional experience 
lived simultaneously by the incarnated 50ul and its spirit or 
double which evolves beyond the astral or death plane. If the 
mechanics of consciousness are to he understood, the ego will he 
forced by the evolutionary confrontation of the self and its 
thought adjusting principle to relate to thought as a simple 
mechanism that constantly tests its emotional nature in order 
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ta free it from the want of identity immanent at the physical 
level of the being experience. Not only is the mind a quantum of 
intelligent energy we call thought, it is also a pre-personal evo
lutionary force that embodies the yet unrealized but inevitable 
process of cosmic fusion; fusion with intelligences that are free, 
and a1ways have been, from the incarnational experience. For 
this fundamental reason, the student of the occult must learn to 
differentiate between astral entities tbat have 8CCesS to the 
brain through thougbt manipulation, and the double or spirit or 
thought adjuster tbat represents the oosmic attempt at unit y 
with man. 

The notion of the cosmic self as an undefinable principle 
raises philosoprucal and metaphysical questions of a speculative 
nature only be<:ause man's egoic se1f-centredness bas not been 
transmuted by direct contact with nonastral mind energy 
sources. This will inevitably occur as human consciousness 
matures into a more sophisticated frame of mind. The future of 
human mental deveIopment will accelerate according ta the rate 
of breakdown of egocentricity as mind energy displaces anti
quated race memory and moves doser ta a new advancement of 
inner buman communication. There is a relationship between 
more sophisticated psychic techniques of communication and 
the penetrating forces of tbe mind expanding the frontiers of 
consciousness further away from the unconsciousness of 
humanity's pasto 

Tbeoretical advances in science, aided by new computer 
tecbnology, will force the buman mind to accept dimensional 
models which, in time, will point increasingly in the direction of 
evolutionary forces active beyond highly developed physical or 
metaphysical models. The engagement in the deve10pment of 
new evolutionary models of the uoiverse will force the ego to 
abandon its narrow views of reality and gradually open itself ta 
dimensions ofknowledge which will bring it beyond what is safe 
fOf the maintenance of psychological status quos. From that 
point on, historical naivety will decrease and the seareh for rea1 
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mind freedom will grow as man becomes more willing ta view a 
reality that is doser at hand and more revealing tban his self
centred attitudes have led him to believe. The egoic structure 
will then collapse and a new consciousness will define the para
meters of the cosmic self which have always been considered 
undefinable for reasons of spiritual feer and philosophical 
impotence. 

The cosmic reality of the self is in the psychic, not the psy
chological dimension of the mind. Hurnan nature is tbat of dual
ity: a psychological and egocentric one that focuses on itself; and 
another,less active and psychic one of objective communication. 
From this higher mental plane, there is a relationship with a 
pre-personal dimension of the mind, or to what has been sub
jectively called the cosmic self. The self as perceived egoically 
only represents the lower psychological dynamics ofhuman con
sciousness. It is fed creative thoughts from higher planes but is 
toc imbedded in layers of unconscious thought matter to relate 
objectively ta its source and, therefore, cannot sustain for a 
lengthy period of time, creative thought generation. 8uch 
aw&reness or conscious intelligence tunes in ta a more refined 
level of being, where information inevitably compliments the 
linear and rational perameters of the intellect responsible for 
the unconscious kermic soul experience. 

'The unconscious mind masks the cosmic self. It lacks the 
aw&reness or intelligence ta extrapolate psychic from subjective 
psychological materia!. Were man conscious enough to do so, he 
would find himselfface to face with the dual reality ofhis nature 
instead of being a prisoner of it. The mind can ooly he explored 
through the psychic dimension that stretches infinitely beyond 
any fonn of subjective thinking. One of the great mysteries of 
the human mind lies in its unconscious connection with lower 
astral and higher mental planes, that is, spheres of intelligent 
activity that extend beyond the physical dimension and by 
which the human mind bas always been inBuenced. As human
ity evolves psychically, beyond its psychological dimension and 
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rationallimits, it will come into contact with other worlds whose 
evolution will help in determining the future political and sei
entific development of humanity. The mind is an energy that 
selects its own potential in its evolution. It cannot he stretched 
psychologically into its psycbic dimension. Its confining memory 
binds it to the archives of the pasto Memory is useless in open
ing the mind to the cosmic present wruch encompasses the evo
lutionary future. 

The speculative nature of philosophical questions put forth 
by the human mind is, rustorically, praof of its limitations. Were 
the human mind Cree, it would he capable of directly engaging in 
objective dialogue with the higher, nonastral, mental plane, and 
questions about human and cosmic reality would once and for aU 
he settled. Man would cease 10 perceive reality from a limited, 
rational or planetary point of view. He would na turally gain 
access to the inaccessible and as a result, evolve according to 
cosmic rather than karmic laws. The mind is a communication 
mystery, essentially a pre-personal intelligence field evolving in 
a multidimensional universe, more or less in tune with the 
human psyche. Human conseiousness vibrates only partially ta 
different reality levels. As it evolves, consciousness tunes in 
increasingly ta the psychic planes which are ultimate1y the uni
versal dimension beyond the physical continuum. 

Reality extends infinitely beyond the real.m of astral and 
spiritualized truth, or any bellef system the human mind may 
project for the protection of its egocentric, psychological territo
ry. When the mind projects itself inta other dimensions of reali
ty through the use of the astral or etheric bodies, it is easy to 
observe that the soul is co-terminal between the physical and 
more ethereal dimensions of consciousness. As a result, it pre
vents the mind from freeing itself from the astral chains which 
black its understanding of reality beyond the conscious dream 
state or astral experience. Were man able ta relate intelligently 
to the astral dimension through the use of bis etheric body, the 
astral veil would disappear and his conseiousness would ascend 
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tawards an integral perception of the paralle1 worlds that are 
the fundamental constructs from wruch human consciousness is 
derived. The concept of God for instance is an astral concept 
kept alive by the soul memory to prevent man from using bis 
etheric principle in the study or investigation of reality. It is a 
little known fact that astral dimensions are parallel worlds 
which serve the development of souls at the expense of human 
evolution. On the basis of tbis cosmic facto the nature of human 
consciousness is absolutely subservient to astral forces whether 
man is aware of them or not. The concept of the subconscious 
mind comes from this astral facto Were man conscious, bis sub
conscious mind would not interfere with the psycruc make-up of 
rus creative and universal intelligence, and bis psychological 
nature would not he an impediment ta the full development of 
rus identity. 

It is impossible to understand the nature of the mind unless 
certain occult and universal principles are taken into consider
ation in the study of self. For instance, thoughts do not originate 
within the psychological framework of egoic conseiousness. The 
ego is the result of accumulated. thought and emotional energy 
imprinted on the astral or lower mind; and through the aging 
process, the ego satisfies the astral dimension of its conscious
ness at the expense of the etheric or higher mental dimensions 
of its reality. For this reason man finds it difficult to relate psy
chically to bis integral self, thus the cause of human bondage. 

The mind originates in the higher universes of thought, and 
gradually winds down to the level of human consciousness 
tbrough the expression of the physical brain wbich is energeti
cally supported by the etheric forces of the soul. It is important 
to understand that the soul carries witbin itself, at different 
stages of development, all the incipient principles of energy that 
underlie the past, present, and future potential ofits evolution. It 
does not yet participate universally in its overall energy reality. 
Were it otherwise, human consciousness would he very 
advanced and man a superior heing. Th understand the soul and 
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its limitations, one must understand the psychological bound· 
&ries of the mind. The soul evolves through the evolution of the 
mind, not the other way around. If man had to wait for soul evo
lution ta evolve at the mind level, it would he a very long process 
for there is no active creative intelligence principle in the soul 
except at the etheric level of its psychic organization. 

The astral nature of the soul infrioges 00 the rapid develop
ment towards an integrated self·identity. It impedes natural 
communication hetween the ego and its higher mental level. 
The higher self or double is man's fundamental principle of 
intelligent thought generation, active between the mental 
worlds and the etheric planes of soul activity. The soul is a psy· 
cbic entity. It has a life of its own, iodependent of the human 
experience. Througb the incarnational process, the unconscious 
ego which is composed of the lower mental and emotional 
imprints and created by soul experience, is a retarding factor in 
the evolution of the mind as long as it remains ignorant of the 
source and the mechanisms of thought generation. The soul 
remains ta this day a veiled reality. Mucb ofwhat bas been said 
about it is clouded, archaic, and conforms to religious interpre
tations for the benefi.t of conventional msss conditioning. There 
is little universal knowledge to he round in world literature that 
derives from direct communication with the mental worlds. The 
limited knowledge that deals with the universal and occult 
nature of the soul, is toc marginal for mass consumption and is 
accessible ta ooly a few. 

The cosmic self and the soul are two dilTerent bodies. The 
cosmic selfis the summation ofevolutionary experience which is 
under the guidance of the higher self or double. It oversees soul 
evolution through the manifestation of generated thoughts as 
its ligbt, guiding man throughout bis planetary experience. 
While the cosmic selfis man's highest intelligence principle, the 
soul corresponds to his personal reality in the embodiment of 
this evolutionary experience. It sbould he understood that the 
ego, through the use ofits physical brain, picks up but a fraction 
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of highly generated thougbt energy from the mental planes of 
consciousness. This limited buman receptivity at the psychic 
level is the cause hehind such slow development of man's psy
chic gifts. The underlying nature of oonsciousness will not he 
fully understood until man's psychic level of awareness has 
risen aoove the subjective memorial dimension of bis planetary 
reality. 
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Human Naivety 
and the Mass Mind 

M an eIljoys little or no psychie protection at ail on his own 
planet. Astral consciousness fosters existential illusions 

supported by bis immature bellef systems that are far from an 
intelligent comprehension of the multidimensional systemic 
universe. Subjective make-believe is a permanent psychological 
trap that limits rus lower mental experience. He is exposed. ta 
the vicissitudes of liCe because of his intelligence tbat is sublim
inally influenced by the astral forces of the death plane. Death 
reD1ains IDisunderstood and its occult laws remain locked in the 
pure mental potential of his consciousness. It is known experi
entially as a faet of liCe but its occult reality remains a specula
tive mystery. 

Thoughts are forms whose energy varies according to tbeir 
source and as such, bring light or darkness to experience. They 
have the power ta elevate or lower the level of consciousness 
towards or away from its real center. In order ta become free. man 
must he brought through persona! evolution ta realize tbat the 
a.stra1 plane is an inhabited paralle1 world, whose ancient as weil 
as present objective is to sidetrack human consciousness from the 
ultimate evolutionary goal in life: fusion with the higher mental 
world of light tbat extends infinitely beyond the death world. 
Astral entities colour the human thinking process in minute 
ways through subtle distortions ofreality. Until we leam how to 
consciously put an end to tbeir psychic medd.ling, UDconscious 
thoughts will continue to appear personal. ratber tban as an 
interdimensional interference. Astral contact with the psyche 
will perpetuate the absolute illusion of personal free will and 
distract the ego from the reality ofits multidimensional essence. 
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Free will is but an experiential fonn offreedom. It is not real 
freedom, which can he realized only when the selfhas been able 
to see consciousness as a psychic territory upon which subtle 
mind battles are waged. the unconscious mind groundless in the 
foray. This explains the relentless difficulties of the personal 
evolutionary process, and the terrible price man has had to pay 
throughout history for transitory happiness. As an evolutionary 
heing, man bas lîttle choice, in time, but to dismiss his illusory 
free will and mechanical intelligence and begin building the 
power base he needs to achieve real freedom. Were he in his 
reality, life would he otherwise. Consciousness would be a per
manent, creative expression of his connection with a nonastral 
tbougbt source that he would eventually come to recognize as 
his thought adjuster or higher self. Inner knowledge would be 
Cree flowing. Because of the ins idiousness of astral influence, 
intellectual pride or spiritual naivety have grown to such pro
portions as to systematically block his inner sight from the mul
tiple planes of reality underlying his global selfhood. He can no 
longer fathom the actual organization of his psychic universe as 
a cosmo-political macrocosm of wruch he is a blind subject as 
opposed to a creative partner. 

Man evolves slowly and painstakingly hecause of the endless 
recycling ofhis polluted memories by astral agents that manip
ulate his ingenuity. Modern civilization is the epitome of global 
human distraction and servility through subtle forms of influ
ence by astral forces that induce humanity into difficult, unin
telligent experienœ. Mankind is unaware of the proper tools 
needed to repel those forces that sufTocate consciousness. The 
activity of astral forces on earth today is of such intensity that 
the whole Cabric of planetary consciousness is on the verge of 
being poisoned by astral domination. The American way of life 
has its positive qualities when seen from the relative point of 
view of political freedom, human rights, and allowance for indi
vidua! development; but its astral excesses culminating in 
crime, violence, and undisguised psychic stress and misery are 
becoming a spreading planetary syndrome. The rest of the world 
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will mechanically follow suit until the "psychic connection" jolts 
the individual, and brings him to his higher senses. 

Technically, mankind has Dever been so well off. Psychically, 
there has never been so much subliminal penetration by astral 
influences, seen in the glitz and squalor of modern life, the war 
and peace syndrome, the poisonous dictatorship of the drug car
tels, and countless contradictions such as religious fanaticism 
fanning the winds of war or inviting the individual to support 
capital-driven enterprises that thrive on innocence and guilt. 
Millions of unaware individuals are losing what little identity 
they have to fascination with a growing, glowing population of 
artistic and sports heroes, whose worship of deepens the exis
tential void and psychic alienation. Immense and disproportion
ate fortunes, regardless of the parochial arguments that support 
them, are an insult ta thinkers in the liberal and physical sci
ences whose supportive and life orienting roles go too oCten 
unrewarded, if not unnoticed, bringing ta question the mind 
quality at the heads of governing bodies. The whole fabric of 
modern life is subject to an ever growing astral manipulation 
that refines itself through decadence. 

Astral influences can he seen and measured by a mind which 
has the power to instruct itself, as it bypasses the rnass orient
ed overt and covert disinformation that makes up the bulk of 
impressions consistent with ideas kept alive by the astral world. 
Although the hest and the worst influences seek takeover of our 
psychic territory, the search for identity continues. What 
remains of objective creative intelligence is pitiful, wrapped in 
astral imagery, feeding on a neverending thirst for domination. 

The innocence of the human race predudes the daim ta 
intelligence in a conscious sense of the word. Individualized, 
nonastralized intelligence is indeed rare. lnevitably, global aber
rations of every fonn increase in magnitude as the personality 
is tricked into powerlessness because of its lack of discernment 
hetween the reaI and the imaginary. The sensitive man cannot 
evolve with humanity as his guiding beacon, but the collectivity 
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can evolve through mm. It takes one real man to make one real 
change, no matter how great or small. Collective consciousness 
as a global force is powerless ta create permanent real change. 
Oo1y through the development of self-identity, by neutralizing 
the systematic obstruction of creative, nonastralized thought 
forms can the individual grow and become truly inspiring. The 
mind has to he explored beyond the socially conditioned psyche. 
Although it is linked to race memory, it connects with dimen
sions that stretch beyond the purely imagin8ry and intellect
driven ego. Identity and real mental freedom can oo1y come ta 
those who have objectively identified the astral war. 

Humanity as a race is a mstorical accumulation of psycho-
10gica1 and psychic distortions developed through the domina
tion of ideologies that distract the individual from himself. The 
more evolved human will, in time, dissociate himself from glob
al ideologies and recover his identity. He will take possession of 
ms mind, free!y, with his own power. Consciousness cannot he 
individualized as long as it depends on belief systems created 
for the evolution of planetary consciousness. It requires a 
restructuring of the egoic self and an alignment of the spirit, the 
soul, and the ego. Humanity does not relate to individual reality, 
a creative resource that should serve the public instead of the 
esoteric alcoves of marginal sciences. Humanity has a global 
evolutionary purpose in wmch the ego learns the ways of the 
soul, while the spirit waits on the historical sidelines for the 
time when maturity enables distinction between the astral illu
sions of the soul and the absolute reality of the spirit force. 

Collective mind cannot raise consciousness to a fully inte
grated state. Its race-dominated. memory is patterned in a psy
chologicallabyrinth where unlimited fOIms of subjective notions 
are dispensed out to millions of unsuspecting, naive egos in the 
name of truth. Humanitys memory is a lifeless psychological 
continuum through which it vindicates its many contradictory 
reasons for being. Individualized consciousness has its roots in 
a more integrated relationship with mental planes that are not 
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subservient to the emotions of the mass mind. The unconscious 
ego is only the junction of mind energy with the astral plane, a 
point where a fundamental division takes place in man: he loses 
touch with his origins. His real nature must he explored through 
a mind frame that exœnds heyond humanity's psychological ref
erences, if study and development are not to he thwarted. by 
emotional fantasies that prevent contact with bis creative 
source. 

Humanity moves through history engulfed in an uncon
scious process of egaic development that serves solely the collec
tive planetary development of civilization. As evolution draws 
away from the mass pool of consciousness, in which it has been 
immersed for thousands of years in unconscious serfdom, to 
move man doser to the center of himself, humanity will modify 
its relationship with racial memory, and gradually inspire itself 
with more individualized notions that would have been rejected 
during the involutionary period ofits primary development. 

The mass mind ofhumanity will gradually lose its emotion
al density as the individual discovers that racial memory 
through religious and politica1 ideologies has served astral pow
ers indiscriminately and globally. Mass mind will grow into a 
more subtle and fluid consciousness capable of balancing emo
tional energy, and inviting the planetary psyche into previously 
restricted zones of inquiry, whose absence in the past perpetu
ated human ignorance of the mysteries of life, death and the 
universe. 

Mass mind is equivalent ta planetary ignorance regardless 
of the degree of sophistication it may have achieved through the 
elaborate and systematic development of its historical illusions. 
The ooly creative force that can oppose it, is one of an individu
alized and centric psyche tbat can soar increasingly away from 
its gravitational pull. Unconsciousness shouId serve as a ground 
from which individualized awareness can grow in order to 
attain its real potential freedom. Mass consciousness corre
sponds to the astral dimension of the human psyche. It is not of 
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man himself but of the memory of a lesser god within him. It 
corresponds ta a nature that tends ta divide rather than unify. 
The reason for this will he found in the fact that unconscious 
thought serves a more occult purpose that is rooted above and 
heyond the illusion of free will, its stubborn origins deep within 
the sanctuary of the deatb world. 

The human race creates a state of mass mind that draws on 
the planet's astral forces. These forces lead ta the breakdown of 
objective and nonreflective communication hetween man and 
the universal circuits of the mind, allowing astral influences full 
control over his destiny. While conscious, in terdimensional con
tact hetween the ego and the higher self at this stage of human 
evolutionary development remains inert or at hest awkward, 
the soul forces are engaged in mamtaining the karmic bond 
hetween lire and death. This condition allows the souI to evolve 
at the expense of the self's coDSCious link. with higher mental 
planes. It will he recognized through the conscious evolutionary 
development of the mind that the death world cannot objectively 
inform about the nature of the mysteries since it is bound by the 
laws of psycruc illusions that determine the basis of its power 
over man. No amount of contact with disincarnate soul forces , 
however spiritual or enligbtened they may appear to he, can 
engender freedom hecause of the psychostructural make-up of 
the death world. There is more partnership with death than we 
want ta realize; and ta dissolve ibis alliance of fear, the mind 
must he freed from the density of mass consciousness that 
weaves a neverending web of submental notions througb the 
emotional threads that bind the soul to the astral world. 

The soul and mass consciousness are intimately related. The 
evolving ego struggles througb the historical ignorance of its 
bme until a link has developed between it, the soul and the spir
it. The formation of this axis is the heginning of freedom from 
emotionally charged notions entertained and sanctioned by the 
mass mind. As tbe ego dissociates itself from subjective opinion 
and incorporates higber forms of thought, it approaches a freer 
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mind zone, characteristic of the evolution towards higher men· 
tal planes. Egocentric attitudes gradually disappear, making 
room for thoughts that integrate themselves into a creative 
whole. The ego can release itselffrom mass consciousness as it 
increases its thought contact or mental relationsbip wilh the 
creative self. 

Humanityas a psychological race survives througb the per· 
petuation of its mass delusions. Its memhers have lost toucb 
with inner reality as they espouse the contours of a coUectivity 
that becomes homogenous in ita effort to provide a vigorous col· 
lective bond tbat insulates the individua! from bis psycbic or 
interdimensional consciousness. Individuality i8 sacrificed to 
the cult of a fictitious personality. As evolution proceeds, the ego 
develops and finds itself increasingly tom between coUective 
and personal ideas. There is little choice, eventually, but to 
break away from the racial memory of the mass mind if the ego 
is to experience a full measure of the buoyancy ofits own spirit. 
Mass mind ties the spirit to a historica1line of thought, where
as pure creative mind confronta the ego with the difficult cboice 
and test of free creative thought. 

The fundamental questions and answers to personal evolu· 
tion within a multidimensional frame ofreality cannot he found 
througb coUective opinion. They must he sought on the objective 
mental plane of the consCÎous mind. The eagle does not land in 
the street. The bigher mind spreads its wings far above and 
beyond mass consciousness. Humanity entertains self·serving 
ideas ta ensure its survival within the boundaries of a psycho-
logically compatible field of knowledge. It does not matter that 
such knowledge he real or not, as long as it is helievable. Power, 
he it secular or religious, has always been concemed with the 
permanency of its status, an astral trait of its mechanical, 
unconscious nature. It seek8 as wide a base as possible to insure 
the approval of the mass mind for reasons that are purely polit· 
ical. However, as the individual phase of egoic evolution dawns, 
those facets of race memory are increasingly discarded as the 
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self moves towards the psychic, ethereaI dimensions of the 
mind. Initiation to individual identity begins as growing opposi
tion to the creative thrust makes itself felt, and greater recep
tion to disturbingly objective knowledge takes place in the 
evolved mind. We are witness ta the awakening of conscious
ness: soler initiation. 

Unlimited variations of illusion are cultivated by the human 
race tbrough endless generations. Since the dawn of its bistory 
and throughout the whole involutionary cycle, the formulae have 
simply changed and become more sophisticated as liberal con
sciousness bas risen against obvious abuses of power against 
buman decency. Even today everytbiog remains to he done. A 
long evolutionary process lies ahead where humanity as a psycbic 
race will slowly selfindividualize into consclousness: The key to 
tbis formidable challenge lies witb man himself. The new cen
tury will give birth to revolutionary concepts that push intelli
gence heyond traditional barriers. The twentieth century gave 
rise to democratic and scientific revolution. The nert one will 
witness social and psychological evolution at a rate that will 
undermine secular and religious power over group thinking 
habits. Fresh and vital knowledge will calI for objective and per
sonal evaluation rather than belief and adherence. The ideolog
ical century will be buried deep in the sands offorgetfulness and 
replaced by a century of creative tbinking fully adapted to the 
inner needs and reality of an evolving man, an evolutionary 
force snapping the chains of involution. 

lndividualization is an evolutionary and temporal inevitabil
ity. Powerful forces at work in the world may appeer ta superfi
cially cultivate mass mind, but the indispensable need for per
sonal identity and the inalienable right to freedom from the 
oppression and enslavement ofmass oriented ideas will prevail. 
As the buman race continues to distance itself from ideologica1 
euphoria, it will make way for higher currents of thought energy 
that move past the bistorical, conditioned, mass mind to release 
the individual from the psycbological density of collective con· 
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sciousness. Advanced forms of communicated. interrumensional 
knowledge arrest the collective. psychologica1 enslavement and 
psychic impotence of the mind, seeking its own creative evolu· 
tion beyond the wearisome repetition of the pasto Wbere mass 
rnind conditions the way of thinking, individualized coascious
ness releases human intelligence from the astral power of cul· 
tured opinions ooto a path of ascendent consciousness. The 
sbeer force of objective supermental ideas magnetizes the more 
attentive mind and supersedes emotionally charged ideas con
cerning the metaphysica1 nature of reality and its apparent 
mysteries, releasing new energy into the midst of a weary race 
of men ready for a new age. 
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CHAPTER 8 

The Dual Fantasy 

rJThrough formal or informaI education. we have been groomed 
~ to think in a manner that insulates our mind from in-depth 

tbinking or conscious inner dialogue. We are predisposed to jog 
alang the beaten track of recorded ideas, taking thought for 
granted as if it were a process in which we alone were con
cerned.. We have failed ta realize that the mind is a universal 
network of interdimensional communication between different 
planes: the mental, the astral and the physical world. We bave 
been shortchanged in our ignorance about the mind that is with
out finality, and 50 advanced. in its creative potential that ta ego
centrie rationalism it is beyond intellectual grasp. We want ta 
understand it and yet refuse ta venture beyond self-centered ref
erence points. 

As the basis for all possible categories ofthought, the subjec
tive mind limits us ta the framework of our psychologica1 terri
tory because of a lack of integration of astral and mental energy 
intimately related to the ego's complex psychie make-up. These 
unintegrated forces become the boundaries of our sen5Orially
conditioned existence. Were it not for this limitation, tbe mind 
would be free ta explore tbe multidimensional aspects of global 
psychie reality from a personal as well as a pre-personal or cos
mie point of view. We are sbort-sighted because of a subjective 
perception of the mind, and a rational interpretation of thougbt. 
This end result of a descendant energy tbat begins its radiant 
movement in Iigbt-dimensions that are tbe foundation of being 
reality, is otberwise limitless in its capaeity to inform the self. 
We treat thoughts as our own and in 50 doing fail ta understand 
the complex structure of the mind and its cosmic origin. This 
blind spot bas predetermined tbe conditions wbicb bave 
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brought about unneœssary suffering throughout history and 
have made evolutionary supramental consciousness impossible. 

We like te think of ourselves as 8utonomous beings but we 
are absolutely interdependent, through extension in times 
unknown, with ether intelligences whose relationship with man 
is waven inta the very fabric of his individual and indivisible 
reality. We, as human beings, cannet, for want of awareness, 
understand thst our reality supports another, which in turn 
supports ours to an extent so far-reaching, the unconscious 
mind would crack were it given an instant of gratuitous insight 
inta its universal network. 

We live a double existence and are totally unaware of it. We 
have a1ways considered death a no-man's land when it is inti~ 
mately linked to our everyday existence and decision making. 
Unaware orthe close presence of more or less evolved entities in 
the death or astral world acting as our guides and often uninvit
ed guests, we are unable to communicate or establish a dialogue 
with the guiding principle of our consciousness which is our 
thought adjustor, or higher self. Our mind rarely expands beyond 
an unconscious astral level, which exerts an undue influence on 
it as the Most important force in personality development. This 
sub-mental ' condition is accountable for our lack of conscious 
awareness of the higher self. Wehave no mind of our own, ruled 
as we are by noncreative, egocentric thoughts kept alive by enti
ties that live on our vital forces. 

We have become slaves to thought masters and ideologies 
whose powerful influences have created the false magnetic cen
ters that weave their impressions into our fictitious personali
ties. We have lost the universal capacity to instruct ourse1ves as 
we live under one forol of influence or another. It is no wonder 
that we stray sc far away from ourselves and experience 50 lit
tle of the whole mind. We think we are intelligent because of the 
status of our sciences, when in fact they represent a straight
forward infusion of astral consciousness into ours through forces 
or entities that pursue their goals in a parallel world, not always 
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corresponding to the good of our own. Theu world is called the 
death plane. It should be renamed the astral plane, if oo1y to 
destroy the illusion offinality in its meaning. When we speak of 
death as the end of life, we are playing iota the hands of the 
astral world. We lower a veil over our consciousness which pre
vents us from dealing with the death phenomena in a conscious 
manner. 

Present day psychology, which does not understand death 
beyond its morbid appearances or mythical symbolism, is a 
Promethean science bound by the chaîns of its own uncon
sciousness. Its genius is weakened by intellectual evaluations 
that kill the science of the mind, since it is studied from a pure
Iy psychological point of view. The mind is psychic in origin and 
becomes psychological at its subjective level. Classic8.l psycholo
gy will not deal with deatb in a direct manner through the 
extraordinary tocl of thought contact, as it has not yet grasped 
the objective nature ofits reality, Anyone can communicate with 
the death world. Anyone with an open mind can discem the lies 
which pour forth from this "au-dela" as it seeks to maintain the 
illusions of the mind that spring from subjective thought. The 
universe is not as clean cut and physical as we would like it ta 
he. The astral forces of involution and their accommodating lies 
are total in dominating the psychic and consequently the psy
chologicallife of man. 

The mind is a psychic territary that extends into the super
mentallevels of consciousness. It can he explored freely, provid
ing fundamental changes of the self have secured a fuller under
standing of its inner mechanisms. The mind hovers imperially 
over convention and its duality. It propels itself far beyond such 
polarity as it moves through the network of supermental intel
ligence. Unconsciousness is a fantasy in its perception of such a 
minute portion of mind reality. The fantasy lies in an inability 
to discern between the subjective astral and objective mental 
dimensions of the self, debilitating the self in its maneuver 
heyond the subjective field of consciousness. The personality 
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becomes its terminal, leaving reaJ identity in the unknown. 
Consciousness remains an unchartered. frontier rather than a 
wide open psychic field through which we May Moye at will in 
our quest for a global understanding of life, death and beyond. 

The universe of the mind is akin to the psychic structures of 
intelligent life. Our understanding of it is either mysticaI or 
materialistic, creating conditions that tbwart the necessary 
objective understanding of its occult dimensions. When 
approached mystica1ly or spiritually, it remains unfathomable 
and subject to the vagaries of a void which leads to unintelli· 
gent, naive, blind faith. ln fact, the void is but the totality of 
misunderstood psychic dimensions of the mind, une.xplorable by 
a mystical or materialistic ego. There is no such thing as the 
void in an absolute sense. The universe is inhabited on different 
planes by intelligences of different evolutionary status. AIl 
dimensions evolve absolutely and in absolute relative terms. In 
the creative objective process of the mind, man can MOye 
througb the void of his consciousness aIong its psychic lines of 
force to discover its mecbanisms and principles. AB 8uch, void no 
longer indicates emptiness, but freedom from psychic and psy· 
cbological debris. 

When the fantasy of the mind has been identified, self· 
instruction begins and the ego ceases to he the pawn in a cosmic 
astral game. Inner communication is the key to understanding 
the mechanics of consciousness, and cannot be experienced 
before the mind has fully opened up to a mental plane free of 
astral colouring. Inner comm unication is to the mind what sut>. 
jective thought is to the unconscious ego, the difference being 
akin to that between knowing and not knowing. Subjective 
knowledge has its roots in the reflective thinking process. This 
portion of mind activity is the "'the tip of the iceberg" of its over· 
all creative reach. Beyond the reflective stage stretches the vast 
reality ofuniversal circuits, which can he tapped by the mind in 
its ascendent evolutionary development towards the objective 
sagacity of the self. 
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The psychic universe is an integral part of consciousness. 
The ignorance of this fact contradicts the very foundation of 
human reality, and the naturaI talent te deal with life in a fash· 
ion that corresponds te its ultimate meaning dwindles. We are 
not on earth to simply exist but to acquire a universal science of 
reality and apply it. This is what evolution is all about. Growtb 
must extend beyond sense--conditioned intelligence and lead to 
an integra1 understanding of the mechanics of the mind. The 
latter is of an order that reaches far beyond the basic intellec
tuaI workings of consciousness. Within physical man, tbere is an 
astral and etheric consciousness through which the psychic 
world shares human reality. Until the inner function of thought 
communication is fully understood by evolving awareness, con· 
tact with the universal circuits of the mind will remain a mys· 
tery, and experience will be pursued as befits all astral heings 
cut out for an eventual return to the death plane. 

The notion that the universe is perfect heyond its physicaI 
model is wisbful thinking. In all of its composite and multidi· 
mensional aspects, it remains an evolutionary process in which 
cosmic forces provide the necessary conditions for the develop· 
ment of a unified relationship between the b.igher and lower self 
on the lower planes ofhuman reality. Man takes part in the evo
lution and integration ofthese lower principles towards a poten
tial thought contact with interdimensional intelligence. The 
basic problem faced by the ego witb respect to such a life ven
ture lies in the strong influence experienced at the astrallevel. 
Unaware ofthis existential condition, the ego is preyed upon by 
forces that feed on its denser mentality. The difficu1ty is com
pounded by the lack of integration of the physica1, astral and 
mental reality. Once the se1fhas overcome the body·mind illusion, 
the astral forces at work within beeome self-evident. Then the 
chain of illusions that prevent physical, astral, and tbe b.igher 
mental union can he broken to free the self from the rational 
and emotional subjective personality and the astral influences 
in a mind that has not yet acbieved full maturity. 
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Consciousness pulses with subliminal energy currents that 
distract the ego from objective thought contact with the higher 
mental plane. This conditions lower mental, or intellectuallife 
ta thought pollution and prevents the self from recognizing its 
mind source. Consciousness is here divided. and mental experi
ence of a Iower order is imposed. upon it. Such pollution cripples 
the formative and post-formative years of egoic deve1opment. It 
plunges the individuaI helplessly inta a series of experiences 
and struggles, a measure of the lack of integrated reality and 
the source of unnecessary suffering. This scourge of existence 
makes man's life one of constant strife instead ofwhat it should 
he, one of continuous construction without pain. The dual 
nature of bis consciousness creates the blind spot which must he 
seen through in order for him to increase his power over the 
karma of life he has come to cali experience. 

Consciousness cannot in its evolutionary scheme, escape the 
fact of alternate realities intermingling with the physical expe
rience. Until this fact is dealt with, the ego will continue to seek 
the meaning of existence through philosophy, religion, or mate
rial science rather than through a process that coincides with 
the individuaIized and integrated power of its whole conscious
ness. !ts double nature must be grasped so man may be free 
from astra( thoughts, the fantasy that clouds discernment and 
negates the bond hetween the physical, astral, and mental 
worlds. Without the will 00 realize tbis, "free will" remains for 
the ego a limited involutionary condition. The universe as a vast 
reservoir of intelligence in movement at specific levels of inter
action with man, and invisible to him, is more concrete than the 
physical world it ordains. The conscious ego has the innate abil
ity to live its life in conjunction with a higher mental develop
ment once it has set itself free from subjective and opinionated 
thinking habits. 

The mind, regardIess of its state of consciousness, experi
ences in varying degrees either the astral or the mental planes, 
that are intelligence dimensions in their own right. The mind is 
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co-terminal with intelligence circuits that are as much a part of 
man as he is of them. The foundation of intelligence extends 
beyond the physicaI world. The universe lies beyond human 
imagination and the understanding of life will remain a mystery 
until it is studied through the higher channels of the mind, an 
impossible task for the intellect because it has an astral quality 
of thought. The full measure of the life study can only be com
municated through the mental plane or investigated through 
the use of a body woven ofsubtle etheric energy. 

The fundamental categories of the intellect camouflage their 
corresponding astral veils of the soul. Beyond these veils is sit· 
uated. the etheric energy of the bigher self or double, or thought 
adjuster as it is aIso refeued. 00. This is the COSnllC principle of 
light and intelligence, and the ooly seat of objective knowled.ge 
and freedom, and the ultimate goaI of ail sentient evolution. 
Religions, science, or pbilosopby cannot grapple objectively with 
questions of reality because of the astral limitations of uncon
scious thought. Not until the mind has grown beyond its Iower 
function will man gain total access to the vastness of lire and he 
able ta explain the mysteries in a fasbion tbat will bring tbe sci
ence of the spheres ta his consciousness. The dual fantasy is not 
simply a lower condition of life but more exactly a lower condi
tion of thought. 

The reality of the mind is a galactic phenomenon in which 
billions upon billions of beings are involved. in coordinating 
thought with action at alileveis of the cosmic process. When man 
experiences the astral illusion of free will, he is temporarily 
relieved. and protected from a disturbing realization through the 
mechanism of an illusory freedom. This mechanism allows him 
to live bis earth experience without being conscious of the pres
ence of forces active within him at the soul and spirit level 
which fight for a position ofstrength witbin his experience. The 
sou! is controlled by involutionary forces whereas the spirit, 
double, or higher selfis an evolutionary force that seeks in Ume 
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to bring man back to his source by way of thought comunication 
with him. 

The higher self is a being whose role or activity in the men
tal worlds is the perfeeting of the sou! experience, since the soul 
incarnates in a total blackout of its astral memory. Through this 
lengthy process, man lives, dies, and is reborn until such time 
as the soul no longer needs ta return to the physical experience. 
At this stage of its evolution, it is sufficiently evolved to fuse 
with the spirit force ofits higher self or double, finally breaking 
the reincarnational cycle that is its link and contract with death 
and the astral world. Here begins real freedom from planetary 
and astrally dominated experience. There are legions of beings 
on lower planes of evolution who, in disincarnate or astral fonn, 
intercede in the evolution of man according te his spiritual 
needs. Regardless ofhis lower or higber astral relationship with 
them, the self must eventually he rid ofthem so that fusion with 
rus own spirit force may he established in order ta integrate the 
mentaIt astral, and physical dimensions of self reality. Astral 
beings, or disincarnated souls, are limited to tbe same condi
tions of knowledge as man, except for their access to bis plane
tary records which they can use wisely or unwisely depending 
on the stage of their evolution. Since man is insufficiently con
scious of the astral laws that underlie and condition the activi
ties of the death world, he is easy prey ta their influence which 
can either spiritualize or animalize bis mind depending on the 
karmic link hetween the incarnated soul and the astral influ
ence. As long as the ego reHes on the help of astral beings, his 
life perpetuates the karmic link with astrallife forms. They in 
turn, channel him their own limited consciousness and experi
ence and in Many cases, outright lies that the naive ego cannot 
discern. Lying is a law in the death world to an extent that 
would shock the unprepared and unsuspecting mind. It is a way 
for astral heings to maintain their power over man. This gigan
tic cosmic game is part of the evolution of consciousness. 50 
refined is the mind game, sa advanced its science, 50 occult its 
laws, that generations of unwise men succu.m b ta them witbout 
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the least insight or will ta oppose them. It is the very stufl' of 
wbich life is made on earth. It could he compared to the subtle 
mind games men play in the arena of world diplomacy. In actual 
fact, these strategies emanate from the astral plane of human 
unconsciousness. 

Man is a complete stranger in his own house. Unaware of 
the mind games played on him by astral beings, he lives on the 
sidelines of bis reality and composes with inner thoughts that 
are more often than not, of astral rather than mental origin. His 
light or inner knowledge is so distant from bis consciousness, 
most of his life is spent searching for meaning that cannot he 
found. The dual fantasy ofhis unconscious existence moves him 
through experiences which he must undergo for lack of a cre
ative intelligence that can ooly he had through conscious con
tact with his real self. He searcbes througb religion, philosophy, 
and science, and soon discovers that reality is unattainable 
through those involutionary paths. He dies as ignorant as he 
was bom. More experience has been gathered by the soul, the 
ego remains the dupe, and the soul the beneficiary, while life js 
a path that ooly leads to death. 

Intellectual pride and spiritual naivety are man's worse ene
mies. Through pride, he fails to understand the mechanics of 
thought and its origins, thinking tbat he is in charge ofhis des
tiny. Tbrough religious dogmatism or spiritual naivety, he mys
tifies heaven and hell and adheres to a traditional concept of 
divinity that isolates him from the psychic and multidimension
al universe reality of its governing bodies. His emotions are 
used to weave within him a blanket of arrogance or fear that 
cushions bis intelligence experience but never makes it whole. 
His consciousness lacks continuity and forces him to seek hap
piness under any forro possible in order to forget his ignorance 
of cosmic law and order. Sbould be look beyond the gates of the 
physical world and the astromystical ignorance in the concept 
of beaven and beU, he would understand that the reality under
lying bis experience is greater than fiction, a science 50 exact as 
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to render involutionary philosophy, science, and religion a short 
path that misses a vastly more liberating, organizational. intel
ligent future. 

U nconscious man is unable to penetrate the deep layers of 
his mind in a cognizant state of inquiry. Consequently, he can
nat fathom the mystery of the soul. He does not realize that its 
original make-up is one of pure energy that degenerates 
througb the process of incarnation until the reversal of this 
involutionary cycle takes place in an age when the mental body 
is sufficiently developed for him te pass to another level of evo
lution. Not until freedom from dominant ideologies bas been 
achieved, will full consciousness he possible and thought oontact 
with the mental planes a conscious experience. As a result of 
this change in the evolutionary dynamics of tbe miod, the soul 
or astral forces will recede and the spirit forces of consciousness 
will imprint themselves upon the new mind, freeing man from 
the slavery of ignorance and allowing him ta gain control over 
the astral forces on earth. His mental nature will grow until the 
ability ta work at will witb the elemental forces is restared. 

Elemental forces are astral in origin but do not partake of 
the activities of the death world. They are not of the dead. Their 
fidelity ta the forces of light have made them unapproacbable. 
Never were they at the mercy of the forces that control the 
astral plane. Man must one day regain control ofthem and work 
witb them in order ta add ta the life experience a new dimension 
above and beyond the possibilities of bis materia! sciences. 
Elementals are the only forces devoid of intention in the astral 
world. This makes them perfect servants. Contrary ta entities 
wbo acbieve astral evolution through their manipulative and 
subliminal contact witb man, elementals are at bis service but 
man cannot benefit from tbeir presence and activities beyond 
the plane of bis spiritual imagination. For this reason, he has 
since time immemorial craved for magic, or the suspension of 
the physicallaws. This cr8ving is part of a time·lost contact with 
elemental forces. Astral entities of the deatb world, however, 
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have the ability ta use man's desire for magic against bim in the 
black or white arts. Unconscious as be is, he bas little reference 
tbat would allow bim ta see througb the subtle game being 
played against him for reasons that are deemed good by him, 
regardJess of the leanings ofhis personality tawards good. or bad. 

The end of the twentieth century is witness ta a mass return 
ta the craving for magic through advanced cinematographic 
techniques in general and occult sciences in particular. The 
interest in paranormal activities and psycbic sciences bas 
gained momentum in the most advanced nations on earth to a 
point that contradicts tbeir scientific doctrines and acbieve
meDts. The psycbic and the scientific, traditionally opposed. are 
slowly coming together in their own way, each under its own 
conditions. Much remains ta he clarified in tbe domain of occult 
sciences hefore they cao he assumed safe for the seeker of para· 
normal dimensions of reality. New guidelines must he estab
lished in order ta protect the Druve seeker of trutb. Even today 
the majority of occult sciences are still dangerous for tbe human 
mind for they bave not been deastralized or decoded from their 
ancient meanings. 
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CHAPTER9 

The Systemic Mind 

fT'he universe is 8 systemic world organized. by a governing 
~ body of intelligences that enjoy eternal status beyond death. 

Conscious thought contact witb this intelligence network aeti· 
vates full awa.reness orthe human mind. pinpointing its psychie 
and psychological origins, both structural and mystical. 
Conscious tbought contact wÎtb entities that evolve beyond the 
astral Corm is reestablisrung tbe irreversible and cosmic fset 
that human unconsciousness 15 the subjective reflection of a 
nonintegretated psychic communication circuit. This partner· 
ship, that had degenerated throughout the involutionary phase 
of ego development, that i5, its advance from the astral to the 
lower mental stage of humanity, lives a reversa! in the super
mental evolution of consciousness within the boundaries of the 
physica1 body. Regard1ess of the polarized movemen t of the evo-
lutionary pendulum. from the left to the right, from superstition 
ta shortsighted rationalism, the fusion of the egoic with its cos
mic principle ls taken in stride, tbe time neœssary ta achieve its 
position of balance. Contact with interdimensionaI intelligences 
is a new faet oflife and represents a new man beginning bis long 
trek back to creative freedom from unconsciousness. 

The major concentration of intelligence activity and lue in 
the universe lies beyond the spectrum of visible light. on either 
the astral or mental plane of systemic reaIity. The fallacy of civ
ilization lies in its rigid intellectual or nruve and spiritual dog
matism vis à vis the interpretation of universe reality. This 
causes us ta overestimate our intellectual probity, and covet the 
emotional security offered by theological speculations that 
remain a measure of what we want ta believe within the preset 
limits of our histarically conditioned faith and its social rituals: 
And, we have so come ta underestimate, absolutely, the presence 
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of unchallengeable dynamics of an intelligence-based cosmic 
order, that manifests itself tbrough the complex web of interdi
mensional influences acting through us just beyond the thresh
old of our so ca.11ed conscious mind. 

The evolution of the mmd in the foreseeable future will come 
from a profound and real understanding of the absolute rel a
tionship that binds us, albeit unconsciously and since time 
immemorial. ta other planes of intelligence. The mind cannot 
and will not acbieve full development until it outgrows religious 
and scientific prejudices implanted in the involutionary phase of 
our planetary development and experience. Until then, we will 
pursue our blind participation in a systemic communication net
work whose full access has been short-circuited in man since the 
dawn ofbiblicaI histary. The universe is peopled by civilizations 
so advanced as ta plunge the uninitiated iota a maelstrom of 
contradictions and disbelief that would dwarf the Most far
fetched science fiction. Were he confronted with the objective 
revealing power of the mind without preparation, the mysteries 
of life would shock bis consciousness and lead to the collapse of 
his normative functions and, consequently, give rise to acute 
existential distress. 

The unc1uttered mind is a perfect channel through whicb 
conscious awareness of the reality of interdimensional worlds is 
possible, following the full realization and understanding that 
unconscious persona! thought processes are simply primary veils 
that hide the cosmic dimension of life, intelligence and civilized 
evolution. However, the unnatural pride and narrow-minded
ness of self-centered coosciousness 18 of such magnitude as ta 
make it literally impossible for a race to grow into the knowledge 
and science of things that extend beyond its psychologica1 
threshold, until its individual members have freed themselves 
from the cultural mdoctrination that conveys and maintains, 
tbrough historical inexperience on a msss scale, the body-mind 
illusion. 
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Tbe full potential development orthe mind must. include the 
consciOllS telepathic element in order to advantage the self over 
the lower illusory forms of mental speculation as to the nature 
of metaphysical dimensions that extend beyond physical 
appearances. The mind grants full explanation of the mysteries 
wbenever the self is ready and willing to proceed beyond the 
body-mind illusion. A new mind psychology is the oo1y way to he 
able to impart to the self the science orthe occult mechanisms of 
its own evolution, and that of thougbt science in generaI. 
Thougbt communication with the universal circuits is the basis 
for a new and creative understanding of intelligence and its 
source. Once consciousness bas been adjusted to the interdi
mensional faet of tbought reality, the mind generously offers to 
the self tbat whicb lies beyond the inte11ectual barriers of ego
cent.ric consciousness. Thlepathic communion with pre-personal 
thought increases the field ofknowledge and instructs in the sci
ence of things to come. 

The previously unimaginable notion of cosmic poli tics 
becomes reality when the self sees through subjective thought 
and where it really comes from. As the unfolding of the myster
ies takes place tbrough a natural and growing mental aware
ness, the tl;tinking self abandons the presumptions and short
sightedness of its purely intellectual positions. Ignorance is a 
stat.e of mind that falls short of an objective perception of reali
ty, and Jacks the psychological and psychic maturity necessary 
to dissociate mental perception from the astral memories that 
restrain interdimensional awareness. Poli tics are as present 
and active beyond the visible spectrum as they are within the 
physical dimension of life. The fundamental principle of such 
activity is derived from the law of necessity that subjects the 
organizational power of intelligence, whether seen or unseen, to 
the evolutionary needs of the sociopolitical evolution of oon
sciousness. On earth, cosmic politics are a vast unknown, due, 
in part, to the limit.ed awareness of human consciousness. , 
RegardIess of this fact, they influence mankind's sociopolitical 
achievements. 
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Religions, for example, are an integral, though unconscious 
part of cosmic politics and have had a lasting influence on 
mankind. The appealing emotional nature of their doctrines has 
chartered the path of evolution and raised human awareness to 
a more or less bomogeneous level of feeling and understanding 
within specific environments. but has failed to bring objective 
scientific knowledge of the mysteries and of the creative forces 
at work bebind the pbysica1 constructs of civilization. Once the 
subjective, conditioned opinions about universe reality are sbed, 
the magnitude of life and its hidden components will become 
evident througb a nonpolarized mind empowered to lift the 
veils on its vast, multidimensional wbole. Tbe pbysical sciences 
bave eradicated superstitions and displaced the center of reli
gious beliefs. but bave failed to eliminate the sbortsigbtedness 
inberent in purely intellectual analysis. We have moved from 
superstition to empirica1 science in the study of matter, but have 
failed to move from superstition to science in the study of 
thought, a prerequisite for the understanding of the mysteries. 

The mind in its personalized form, actualized througb the 
brain. generates electromagnetic sounds called tbougbts. When 
its electric potential is raised througb conscious understanding 
and inner refinement of the thougbt process. it becomes more 
expansive and capable of revealing occult facets of reality unat
tainable in the less vibrant forms of conditioned. intelle<::tual 
bebaviour. The universe in its visible and invisible state can he 
studied and understood wben objective mental freedom has 
been achieved. The mind is a magnetic pbenomenon. When the 
mind of a civilization bas been formed through the historical 
process, individuals are forced to conform to notions that may or 
May not conforro to reality. Therefore, the inberit8nce of real 
forros of knowled.ge reduce the impairing effect of sanctioned. 
ignorance and its consequences for the evolution and growtb of 
conscious understanding. 

Mass thinking alienates the mind and retards self growth. 
'Ibday, advanced nations are splitting at the seams of their col-
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lective consciousness as citizens feel increasingly estranged 
from themselves. Mental pathologies are on the increase at a 
time wheD science has raised abundance quantitatively to a 
level never achieved before in the history of civillzation. Unless 
a parallel growth in awareness occurs, damage control may, in 
time, become an unmanageable task as individuals slide imper· 
ceptibly towards psychic disequilibrium. The consciousness of a 
nation cannot stray too far and for too long from a healthy and 
uplifting development or it grinds to a halt. The masses then 
become the bearer of the national guilt, as their respective mem· 
bers are engulfed and magnetized through the Degative process of 
psychic depression of the collective mental and emotional bodies. 

Those in power are aware of the delicate fabric of social con· 
sciousness. The intent oftheir politics forever complies with the 
need to maintain social stability and supplies a perpetuaI effort 
to better insure it. With bme, this task will become more diffi· 
cult as new forces emerge to expand the mind, in minute ways, 
throughout the world. As consciousness accelerates and moves 
from the collective to the individual, society will threaten indi
vidual evolution less and a new growtb factor will bring into 
focus the connection between the physical and the psychic 
dimensions. Tbe mind will gradually develop into a new center 
of force, a new age will dawn, and man will Dever he the same. 

Culture bas never been globally befitting to the revealing 
powers of the mind. The few who have witnessed its reality were 
forced into secrecy, their experience buried with other secrets of 
tbe ages. Tbe mind is not what it has generally thought to have 
been. As a cODtrolled interdimensional expression of psychic 
forces that move through the individual, it masks a powerful 
cosmicity. Historically, it has been framed and contained within 
psychological conventions, waiting for man's entry into an 
ascendent evolutionary cycle or new age. Civilizations are, and 
always have been, protected from the power of the mind's occult 
forces, which has prevented their untime!y collapse. The cor
lapse of civilization as we know it is a1ready in progressive 
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development. The historical junction of the new mind and con
temporary civilization is a matter of timing, and is beyond 
human interference. The unbound manifestation of the mind 
cannot take place in a scientific vacuum. Modern science had to 
precede the paranormal development of mind beyond its astral 
connection. As science progresses and pushes tbe frontiers of 
material studies further, human enquiry into psychic studies is 
aIso stepped up to establish a much needed kinship between the 
material, astral and etheric domains. At this stage of evolution, 
the mind remains an unconscious and unintegrated expression 
of the subliminal rapport with interdimensional intelligence. In 
its rugher and more powerful forms of creative expression, com
monly called inspiration, great men have fell its unexplained 
ethereality and often, paranormal nature, but bave failed te 
relate to it beyond their subjective appreciation. Sensitives have 
threaded spiritual innocence inte its psychic fabric, unable to 
fully understand its inner laws beyond the cloudy conventions of 
astral extrapolation. 

We fear or are bemused by tbe psycruc interdimensional con· 
tinuum that cornes to life once the self has attained a certain 
level of mental evolution. We do not possess as of yet the neces· 
sary tools that would enable us to deal appropriately with the 
astral influences that colour our mental perceptions, forcing us 
into a constant and delicate disequilibrium caused by the pres· 
ence of different nonintegrated planes of intelligence interacting 
with our psychological values. But once the astral veils have 
been shed, consciousness of self alters sufficiently and the mind 
becomes a vast reservoir of creative energy under the guidance 
of a hlgher pre·personal force that makes itself felt from the 
mental ethers, Cree from the lower dimensions of astral mem(}
ry. When the mind is in perfect balance on its mental plane, it 
reacbes stratospheric heights wherein the self is instructed in 
the science of lue, death, personal and universe evolution, with 
all its worlds and inspiring, regenerating knowledge. It expands 
the academic vîrtues of the intellect and voids tbe naive spiri· 
tuality of the ignorant ego. 
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The opening orthe mind channel goes band in band with the 
evolution of a cosmic order. The consequences for man are such 
that i t cannat he fully appropriated until a sufficient need aris· 
es. The law of necessity is prevalent in the raising of the mind 
to a higher mentallevel. The awareness of a pre--personal mind 
connection brings ioto evidence the faet that coI'Tespondences 
exist between the physical, astral, and mental planes which 
must. in due time, he brought into conscious experience. The 
forces of evolution will tben he realigned to allow the evolved 
elements of the race ta pursue the patb that meets their psy
chological and psychie needs. The mind is Dot simply an arena 
where thoughts are generated, but a channel for cooscious 
thought contact with ether levels from where the tremendous 
powers of cosmic intelligence direct the evolutionary forces of 
life on the globe and beyond. It is important ta Dote tbat man 
bas littIe in-deptb. objective knowledge of its mechanisms 
beyond the intellect. Whatever he knows or thinks he knows is 
but a limited fragment of intelligence that partakes mechani
cally in the primary make-up of self-refiection. As computers 
evolve generationally, so will the human mind. When computers 
attain the seventh generation, man will have come into oon
scious rapport with other levels in the universe through thought 
comunication. 

As long as scientmc proof is needed te assess reality, the 
mind is overruled by the senses and intelligence remains unat
tainable. The mind is a channel in an objective sense of the 
word, and the objective perception of this reduces the colouring 
of the thought process by astral forces , and releases conscious
ness of self from soul domination. The mind naturally vibrates 
te the universal dimension, and its psi leve1 can he brought 
within the reach ofself awareness once it has objectified its rela
tionship and perfected its link with pre-personal life currents. 
This Hnk with interdimensional intelligence cannot he explored 
UDtil the self has come te terms with the illusion that thougbt 
cornes from the personality. 
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The ascendance of modern physical science has rumbled 
through the halls of theological dogmatism. The same will take 
place in the post-modern era when the dogmatism and status 
QUO of materialistic sciences are disturbed in turn by realizations 
that transcend their fundamental principles. Psychological com
placency goes hand in hand witb the need not to disturb the 
hard driven fact that LUe is toc short to he changed, while we 
easily infer that time is its own caretaker. Man is not opposed to 
new knowledge but to the temporary disoomfort it creates. The 
exploration of the laws of the mind will create the shock needed 
te dislodge age old, egocentric attitudes. This radical change ini
tiates oontact with notions that bring human consciousness ta 
the cosmic fact of interdimensional communication with planes 
ofreality that have always been, in the past,legated.to the spir
itual rea1ms of the afterworld. There is no other "t:ruth" further 
from reality when death represents only the spatio-temporal 
vacuum of the personality after the soul has left the physical 
envelope. 

Beyond death, the universe evolves through the help of 
macrocosmic intelligences and highly defi.nable powers whose 
scientific knowledge of the universe and its laws has been the 
pillar of the architectural evolutionary orders since the dawn of 
life. They have maintained their collaboration with a human 
race in a continuous, ascending effort te free man from the 
enslaving influences of the souls of the dead on his mind, stead
fast asleep. 

The mind is the travelled patb of thought througb mental 
etbers that correspond to light dimensions or worlds akin to our 
own but differing in density. The post-modern age will break the 
chaîns of the psychological illusion that presents thought as a 
strictly persona! phenomena, a logical illusion maintained 
tbrougb centuries of ignorance of the mysteries. We have for 
thousands of years been burdened with the inalienable fact of 
their insolvability, and we have never recognized the inner free
dom and power to explain them away, through the creative 
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activity of the unpolluted. mind. The mysteries are notmng more 
than the psycbological boundaries created throughout ms1.ory 
by blind acceptance and accumulation of egocentric notions, out 
of fear of moral or psycbological castration. 8ucb fear is a moral 
constant, experienced wben the mind develops a dependency on 
historically sanctioned absolu tes, maintained to act as ancbor· 
ing points for subjective and cultured. ideas, at tbe expense of 
real mind freedom. Man must create bis own inner revolution 1.0 
evolve. It cannot and will not come from the outside. Outside 
revolutions are but tbe result of an inner need for freedom, mis
guided because of the inability of the self to break its own 
heloved chains. 

We regard consciousness as a state of mind. In fact, it is an 
instant amalgam of pure intelligence and soul memory in pro
portions that vary in accoroance with the evolutionary status of 
tbe soul. Both principles converge to create in man bis dual 
nature, human and cosmic. The fonner is familiar as psycholog
ical suffering corresponds to an existential condition extensive
ly coloured by fundamental and bistorical ignorance ofthe laws 
of the mind. Tbe latter bas yet to confront, universally, human 
awareness, since it corresponds to the outer dimension ofreali
ty to which the soul is bound heyond the astral plane of death. 
Tbe soul is but one aspect of the buman dimension, while the 
bigher self or double represents the other. Both must. in time, 
unite to he able to ordain and put into motion the process of con· 
sciousness. Man is the terminal of coosciousness, the soul its 
memorial aspect, while the double, or spirit. governs the whole 
gamut of energy that springs from the universal pool of forces 
directing the evolution of life forms. AlI must, through evolu· 
tionary development, form a creative triad against which the 
astral forces of deatb are powerless. 

The psychology of the miod as it relates to thought identity 
is stiU in its infancy and universally unknown. This is due, in 
part, to the fact tbat human oature has been governed and ' 
manipulated by astral forces grafted to a realm of CODSCiousness 
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cut off from the mental planes from which it originated. Tbe 
scourges wbich have befaUen mankind since Ume immemorial 
were imparted through the unconsciousness and ignorance of 
the ego. The irreducibility of this fact can easily he tested and 
verified through the study of psychic communications and reve
lations divulged by intentioned entities wbose presence is veiled 
to the intel1ect. ln the universe of the mind, violence cornes from 
the death world, because these entities feel cheated out of life. 
Their only recourse lies in the unsuspected ability they share in 
manipulating human nature. Whenever they can, tbey magne
tize the mind tbrough the emotions experienced by the soul in 
evolution. They know they cannot evolve heyond a certain point 
in astral form, and tbat their retum to earth i9 subject to cosmic 
laws that cannot he transgressed. Time for them is sufTering, 
until they have achieved, through successive evolutionary 
cycles, the status of fusion or unit Y with their individual 
thought source, or double, under whose guidance alone, unadul
tersted consciousness becomes pennanent and unhindered in 
its form and purpose. Short ofthis, the soul in the ftesb is influ· 
enced, and in many cases ruled, from the astral plane to which 
it is karmically bound through an extensive memorial and expe
riential pasto 

The bigher selves or, thought adjustors, are intelligences 
whose role it is to infuse human consciousness with thought 
vibrations that correspond to the evolutionary status of their 
respective souls. They seek potential conscious unit y or fusion 
with the soul as the latter progresses towards the final phase of 
the incarnational process. They evolve in worlds of their own 
that correspond to our mental activity. Their presence tbrough
out the universe is awesome, and their permanence in time is 
beyond our limited comprehension. Their evolutionary activities 
bave all to do with the conscious development of the mind. 
Thought adjusters are heings of light in tbeir own right. They 
have never and never will partake ofphysical evolutioD. Theirs 
is 50 advanced as to fonn the basis of the mysteries tbat have 
plagued human consciousness since the daWD of history. 
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Througb the evolution of 8 higher consciousness and the 
development of a creative psychology of the mind directly trans
mitted from a supramental plane ofconsciousness, the self gains 
access te ideas that cannet be intellectually speculated OD. 

Supramental psychology frees the ego from the burden of the 
subjective imagination and allows the development of 8 freer 
thougbt contact witb mental planes from which the highest 
level of creative thought is made available in the present cycle 
of civilized evolution. 

The worltings of the mind become perfectly understood when 
the self is freed from concepts that shackle it to the body-mind 
illusion. The faet that the mind is a phenomenon of thought 
communication wberein idees or thoughts flow in and out 
instantaneously when the time gap between the ego and the 
higber self is bridged. will then appear objectively reaI. The COD

cept of the thought adjustor is essential ta the understanding of 
the occu1t faoots of the thought process. Without sucb key 
knowledge, it is impossible ta break free from the illusion of self
thought and gravitate towards more encompassmg notions of 
reality. The symmetry of the mind must he broken up in order 
to bring out the particular aspects that can he treated through 
a conscious: dialogue with its source. The mind activity must 
become a dialogue or process of communication where the reIa
tionship hetween the recipient and the donor become one. The 
physical illusions of the body-mind relationship can then he 
overridden when the self realizes a faet that cannot he set aside 
through the reflex action of the lower mind, the intellect. 

The revolutionary knowled.ge of supermental intelligence 
will allow access ta vistas larger than the imagination. As sci
ence progresses inexorably, sa will the mind. Inquiries of a new 
order will force themselves upon consciousness in order ta har
moruze material scientific advances with the astral and mental 
sciences that pertain to interdimensional space and time. New 
notions will surface ta round off the rough ed.ges of scientifii:: 
thinking, fostering the need for mental growth heyand the lim-
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its of self-thought. The need for a higher and all-encompassing 
understanding will he felt, at first within more individuated, 
mature members of the race and in time, at the mass levels 
where culture levels off the psychological and psychic forces that 
drive nations. This new cycle stretches over a period of approx
imately twenty-five hundred. years, after which mankind will 
begin its Jupiterian evolution, no longer in need of a physical 
vehicle ta pursue the cosmic encounter with ather civilizations 
and uruverses. 
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CHAPTER 10 

Thought Pollution 

T hought pollution is an indiscriminate aggregate of ideas 
incompatible with psychic reality. It leads to the degenera

tion orthe harmony orthe selfwitb its inner nature. Failu.re to 
break the unremitting cycle of dissonant ideas creat.es a stream 
of consciousness thst lS a determining factor in the growth of 
the unconscious mechanical intelligence in the polluted self. 

The free will notion thst underlies the psychological 
assumption of self-thought and autonomy of the unconscious 
thought process is illusory, and the persistence in maintaining 
this notion increases the personal and collective levels of 
thought pollution. It ignores the role of interdimensional intelli
gences in assisting or retarding the evolutioD of consciousness. 
Thought pollution i9 caused by the absence ofknowledge of the 
inner occu1t mechanics of consciousness. The consequences for 
man and rus world are of sucb magnitude as to destabilize the 
delicate balance of life forces at all levels of being reality. The 
material and psychologica1 pollution of life is the inescapable 
result of thought pollution, and contemporary life concurs its 
quality by the illusions it entertains and perpetuates. 

The sound barrier has been broken but we have yet to break 
through the barrier of light. This ultimate step will occur when 
the mind has been freed. from thought pollution. The unveiling 
of knowledge essentiaI to the understanding of our creative 
partnership with parallel dimensions is our reason for heing on 
this material plane. Not until we free ourselves from self-serv
ing, mind polluting ideas, will we transmute the energy neces
sary for the acquisition of a science that would make it feasible 
te intermingle freely and creatively with intelligences that oper
ate and evolve under conditions different from our own. 
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Thought pollution bridles consciousness to an extent so 
great as te make life on earth a living hell or an illusory par
adise. It is coupled. with the ego's total impotency and con
tributes to the antagonisms ofour civilization. It straightjackets 
behaviour through the dynamics of psychologicaI patterns that 
scatter reality and hinder free access to tbe psychic dimensions 
oftbe mind. Contemporary science masks consciousness. It can
not free man from tbe 8hackles of gravit y and tbe continuum of 
physicaI space. Not until the science of tbought bas been fully 
established and integrated will an ascendant civilization take 
root and begin reversing the degenerated trend of planetary 
consciousness. Until such time, we will perpetuate our illusions 
and persist in using our energy with diminishing returns in a 
field of unconsciousness, redeemable only by death. 

The difTerence between conscious and unconscious thought 
is equal te the difTerence between metaphysics and pbysics. 
Under8tanding the underground forces ofthought and their ori
gin is an inextricable part of tbe evolutionary development of 
consciousness. It cannot he acquired without the elimination of 
thougbt pollution that cripples the will to know, and weakens 
the power te shatter the mysteries tbat cloud the mind. 
Unlocking 8uch mysteries transforms the human force field and 
protects it from global pollution of tbe biopsychic sphere that 
maintains a hold over the buman organism, a hold through the 
genetic programming of the life forces, imprinted. from the 
astral or soul plane. Thought pollution stifles man te 8uch a 
degree tbat his consciousness needs psychologicaI support sys
tems in order to progress through life. Perpetual dissatisfaction 
with life is created from bis psychic incapacity to free bis 
thougbts from the genetic program of the soul. As a result, he 
cannot he happy on eartb. His ego cannot satisfy itself with the 
fact that thought is simply pre-personal energy vibrationally 
adjusted to match the personality profile of the soul. The need 
to identify with thougbt itselfforces the ego inta a search for self 
instead of using thought as a creative catapult onto the patb of 
discovery. 
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Thougbt pollution is 50 much a part of our subjective men
taHty that we cannet fathom the nature of life. We live on the 
edge of consciousness and forego our right to intervene creativ~ 
Iy in its global process. Rather tban creating candi tiens for intel
ligent persona! evolution, we submit to forces that constantly 
influence our emotions through subjective polluted thoughts, 
limiting our mental capacity to dissociate from thought pollution 
that prevents us from understanding the subtle nature and 
mQvement of vibrational energy. Human consciousness thrives 
on emotion and gethers experience as impressions influence and 
magnetize the mind. 

Pollution varies according ta the experience needed by the 
soul, until freedom from sucb astral conditioning bas been 
leerned. With age, the ego cornes under increasing existentiaI 
stress and contributes unwittingly to the mechanïca11aws of the 
social system, short-circuiting the ftow of energy from the higher 
ta lower dimensions of its psychic and material consciousness. In 
so far as we are living on an experiential patb of development, 
we have Iittle access to our integral reality and are compelled ta 
live according to the forces that condition our unconsciousness. 
We seek answers ta our life10ng dilemmas, but never find them 
in a jungle ofideas that have no real basis within the field of the 
oooscious mind. 

Thought pollution deforms egoic reality, making it impossible 
to entertain conscious communication with a higher mentallevel 
where thought energy is created by the individual himself. The 
psychic oonnection between the ego, the soul, and the etheric 
source of the mind remains inaccessible. It is inconceivable that 
the psyche he clear until the insulating power ofthought pollu
tion is removed from it. Dnly then can we realize that much, if 
not all, of the partial knowledge we end orse is alien te the 
dynarnic laws of creative intelligence. Thought pollution is 
formed from the endless consumption and assumption of sub
jective ideas and ideologies we hope will fill the void they them
selves have created. It summarizes the insecurity of the ego in 
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a world that is fast becoming a super bowl of impressions from 
which the mind cannot escape, unless it develops the will to 
stand alone before its psychic portrait. 

Pollution of the human mind has reached. its maximum and 
most subtle level since the dawn of civilized consciousness. The 
System, be it secular or religious, has engineered ideas at the 
top that do not coincide with psychic reality at the bottom. It has 
increased the vulnerability of the ego to a perilous level and cre
ated a psychic mass ofthought pollution, or egregore, that dead
ens hum an sensitivity. The commercialization of life has 
increased the division between men and fostered a quality of 
thought pollution never achieved in the annals ofcivilization. As 
it shifts from the ideologïcal grip of religions and politics to that 
of economics,life will become an increasingly aggressive gesture 
against buman nature, forcing more evolved individuals ta 
retreat from the halls of conventional wisdom. 

Thought pollution grows from the inability to sustain and 
cultivate the inner qualities of self-knowledge. While the world 
is rapidly be<:oming a vast theater of incongruities, we find it 
increasingly difficult to wrench ourselves free from a pollution 
that is gnawing at the very core of our being. The unresolved 
problem of poli ution experienced in our physical environment is 
proportional to its egregore experienced at the individual and 
collective level, proofthat the state of the psyche and the quali
ty of civilization are intimately related . 

Human nature wiU forever seek a greater equilibrium 
between the physical world and the world of the mind. It is guid
ed in its destiny and sustained by intelligence in a Crarnework 
that must coincide with a creative potential. No arnount of 
thought pollution, exquisitely refined or obviously decadent, 
may forever paralyze its society through the slavery of impres
sions that do not correspond to man's unbound psychic reality. 
The unconscious mind cao temporarily acljust ta thought pollu
tion, but the self's inner flarne never dies. 
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Psycbic pollution is proportional to our degree of ignorance 
of ourselves. It increases as we fail to live in accordance with a 
plan or destiny that corresponds to our individualized self, 
where soul and spirit are made one through a fusion process 
that brings out the person rather tban tbe personality. It is not 
in our interest to support ideas and impressions that do not cor· 
respond to our inner knowledge. 

Tbe self is so fragmented by the unconscious accumulation 
of self·justified tbougbts or feelings that its memory meddles 
constantly with the movement of creative energy. Aspbyxiated 
by the weigbt of unconscious memory. it loses teuch with its 
inner dimension, th.reatening the delicate balance between the 
outer and inner dynamics of consciousness. Thought pollution 
prevents the individuai from realizing the uniqueness of bis 
nature. lt disables him f.rom being bimself in totaIHy, prevent· 
ing the full development of bis potentiai as a creatively con· 
scious being. It is a measure of the lack of reai development 
towards an integrated identity. While it reflects a bighly per· 
sonal state of mind. it is also the medium of the civilization in 
whicb we live. We cannot dissociate ourselves from its social 
impact and yet, must free ourselves from its contamination. The 
dilemma lies in the fact tbat unless we are able to live up te our 
inner conditions of psychic freedom and knowledge, we cannot 
shield ourselves from the slavery of socially induced pollution. 

Thought pollution grows with our inability te think from an 
individualized mind center. Our tboughts are artificially con· 
structed from astralized ideas of wrucb we are not the archi· 
tects. The indiscriminate accumulation of ideas. unfiltered by 
the conscious mind. prevents the development of our psychic 
centers. This turns us into mechanical thinkers wbose thougbts 
are coloured by the personality instead of developed by being 
intelligence. According te the social impact on personality, 
tbought pollution will affect behaviour patterns, leaving little 
space for creative action. The astral dimension ofthought poilu'· 
tion is of sucb importance that it. is impossible for man to real· 
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ize its nature unless he has sorne notion of the reality of astral 
forces at work on bis mind. 

The essence of consciousness transpires with the awareness 
of astral pollution in thought. lt sHows clear a nd profound 
understanding of the psychic aberrations and distortions crest. 
ed in the collective psyche by the involutionary forces of civi· 
lization. The inevitable consequence for the unconscious ego is 
pollution of the thought experience by the influence of the death 
plane. Astral pollution cornes from the manipulation oftbe mind 
by ageless subliminal forces that extend into the physical expe-
rience througb subjective colouring of tbought reflectively 
processed in the egocentric thought process. We cannot think 
consciously unless we are aware of influences that pervade our 
mind. Tbougbt pollution is a cumulative graft of lower forms of 
intelligence emanating from parallel worlds upon the mental 
body. This occult activity i8 at the origin of egocentric conscious. 
ness, which is blind because the notion of forces from parallel 
planes affecting human consciousness is 50 foreign to our ratio-
Dal view of reality. We are unwittingly at the mercy of psycbic 
forces that induce us into thinking we are free agents. Real free
dom can only he achieved by understanding the metaphysics of 
thought, the occult dimension of psychic rea1ity, 

The ego has its occult power structure as does civilization, 
and tbis underground cornes alive througb the astral manipula. 
tion of consciousness, which depends on psychic ignorance, The 
human experience thus influenced coincides with the level of 
evolution and needs of the souI, its psychic foundation. Thougbt 
pollution attacks real identity and retards the realization of 
man's multidimensional nature. It also prevents bis psychic fac~ 
ulties from manifesting themselves, as the perception of cre-
ative impulses from a subtler psycbic territory are thwarted and 
consummately misidentified. The unhindered perception of pure 
thought energy would Hnk the lower and higber principles that 
insure consciousness of t.he whole bcing, and protection from 
astral influence, 
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The soul stresses the ego that is overloaded witb uncreative 
thougbts. Wilhout access to a permanent serenity necessary to 
the ebb and flow of the liCe forces, the ego attracts taxie irleas 
that constantly upset the delicate balance of the selts energy. 
The resulting uncOnsciOUSDesS is the origin of the cause of psy
cbological ambiguities preventing real identity. It compels the 
ego to constantly adjust its subjective reality, which puts undue 
stress on the psyche. 1 t corners the ego into a frame of mind 
equivalent to a psychic gbetto, from which it constantly seeks 
evasion. Thought pollution sets the unconscious self spart from 
its inner ground, dividing the self and creating contradictions 
within its experience. 

Pollution of ideas are crucial ta the maintenance of secular 
or religious ideological values in a civilizatioD wbere man has 
never been taught ta think from bis own center. They carry the 
seed of destruction of self identity, and open the door ta astral 
forces that correspond to annihilistic determinism of global 
unconsciousness. They isolate the ego from its inner center, and 
destroy the creative nucleus inherent in all free intelligence. 
Tbey misinform under the guise of a fictitious intelligence. bigh
ligbting the illusory limits and incapacity of the self 10 intervene 
freely in tbe karmic process of lue. Tbe psycbic channels must 
he open 10 understand consciousness and develop a position of 
strength in contemporary civilization wbose influences affect 
the development of a centered consciousness. Tbougbt pollution 
is the ultimate control of the buman mind. 

Psycbology must penetrate the psychic dimension of the 
mind ifwe are ta benefit from a deeper understanding oftbe sci
ence of thougbt. The telepathic Hnk witb the mental plane ele
vates comprehension above tbe limitation of rational faculties 
which are insufficient in grasping the nature of occult life forces 
at work. Interdimensional communication must he brougbt ta 
the awareness of tbe evolving consciousness for it to recognlze 
the uruverse as a multidimensional world, in whicb matter coex
ists wilh sou l and spirit. This rel alionship can ooly he witnessed 
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when the ego is able ta objectively confront the psychic 
unknown. Thought pollution is corrosive and weakens man's 
grasp on lue. It increases the power of the astral forces, and 
diminishes those of the bigher mind that underlie the very fab
ric of consciousness. 

Consciousness remains essentially experimental within the 
karmic cycle of life, which explains tbe agelong difficulty man 
has had in controUing bis destiny. Thought pollution dictates 
experiential reality of soul evolution. until the higher mental 
plane is brought into focus through an objective inner under
standing of the occult psychology of thought. Only then will 
thought evolution allow the creative and individualized con
sciousness ta manifest itself and free man from a repetitious 
experiential process which has been bis lot since the genesis of 
soul incarnation. The concept of self must he raised ta a higher 
level of mental understanding in order ta facilitate the compre
hension of the relationship between spirit, soul, and ego. This 
relationship creates a kind ofinterdimensional structure where
in intelligent forces actualize thought energy through the soul 
or memory implants, reftectively perceived at a lower mind level 
called ego. 

Tbe release of the religious ideological grip on the modern 
mind bas opened the gates to record levels of thought pollution 
as secular media pulpits make their presence felt in the lives of 
millions. While the media has brought sorne forro of control on 
moral or ethical abuses, it bas replaced religious pollution by a 
secular kind that will increase man's psychic addiction by a 
margin never even coveted by religions. The search for inner 
balance is becoming increasingly difficult in a process of mind
busting that proposes to inform when in reality, it simply for
mal.izes through the gigantic machine of media uniformism and 
manipulation. Freed from the doctrinary ideologies of the past, 
modern man has been highjacked by astral powers hent on the 
elimination ofhis inner centers through the creation ofa sophis
ticated reftective process of sound and image media magic, 
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adroitly construed ta deform the mentality of modern societies 
through the powerful incentive of financial wealth and power. 
The media's presence is so efficient it can afford ta pay the enter
tainment elite of actors, comedians, singers, or sportsmen fees 
totally incompatible with the objective value of theu: craft., in a 
world where the greater majority is burdened by relative pover
ty. The uncentered ego becomes increasingly isolated from its 
inner self and made heavily dependent on sound and image as a 
way of formulatîng a false sense of identity through hero wor
ship. Thought pollution has hecome couched under the hypnotic 
label of freedom and success, while increasing numbers are los
ing their minds ta resulting mental illnesses, Though man ia, in 
appearance ooly, experiencîng greater freedom, he remains a 
prisoner until he learns ta deal with the thought pollution that 
deadens his inner sensitivity with sensations offered. by the 
astral pollution in modern enterlainment. 

Religious ideologies have polluted the mind as much as sec
ular ideologies but in a difTerent way. In either case, man has 
been separated from his inner intelligence and enticed to tbink 
from centers of inBuence external to bis own psychic reality. 
Modern freedom from religious doctrines has liberated a seg
ment of humanity; secular ideologies have captured the imagi
nation of anotber. Man still remains captive. The chains of this 
condition wiU be broken, but the period of transition will give 
rise to excesses that confum the need for an întegrated ioner 
center of thought. 

Cootemporary life with its image and sound revolution that 
increases thought pollution, and the lack of an inner center as a 
protective shield for the ego, together and iotercausal, produce 
the constant bombardment of subliminal impressions on the 
mind. Media overkill creates stress. The ego is made responsible 
for the conditions of its world, but has little power to change it 
fundamentally. This iocreases the individual's stress level and 
makes him more receptive ta thought pollution, as he reftects on 
a world in greater difficulty than he would have realizcd had he 
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not been bombarded by media overexposure. Tbought pollution 
increases one's sense of isolation and impotence at the same 
time as it seeks te give hi.m the impression tbat he can do some
thing about it. 

The media May help correct certain evident abuses in the 
world, but thougbt pollution remains on the increase. The 
malaise amplifies. The greatest thought poUuter is the media 
messenger wbose images and sounds brainwash millions on a 
daily basis. Distrust towards the world causes the individual to 
free-Boat psychologically while his psyche remains imprisaned 
in a condition of ioner stress that can only he relieved by the 
development of an inner center of tbought. Modern man has 
more to live by but less to live for; the reason being tbat bis psy
che is put ta sleep by a powerful and sopbisticated industry tbat 
întentionally or unintentiooaUy încreases bis sense of solitude 
and impotence. The clever use of imagery and sound makes 
much of little on the front stage of success, while the majority 
are left to dream helplessly on a wave of hero worship, wbose 
idolatry is oot unlike that of the ancients. 

The star syndrome isolates like never before the individual 
from himself, ooly încreasing bis sense of frustration. Thougbt 
pollution created by many ortbe sa called stars oftbe entertain
ment industry is of such consequence that even the most resilient 
individual cao lose his identity for lack of an inner center of grav
ity. Few manage to salvage what is left of their reality, if only by 
isolating themselves from the "in" crowd. The millions accumu
lated by the entertainment world are creating a slave market 
bent on making the mind a stage upon which art is sacrificed for 
a priee under the label of freedom of expression. 

Governments, lacking political clou t, were pressured inta 
liberal attitudes in the sixties, while the drug problem was still 
in its infancy. A full geoeration later, they talk about the war on 
drugs, and will commit again the same mistake when confront
ed with the problem of satanÎc art or its other forms of dark 
manipulation protecLed by liberal weakness. Thought pollution 
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is a faet of lire today more than ever before. Once in the know, 
we realize the gigantic problem man faces before this invisible 
enemy. The answer does not lie wÎth society or governments, but 
with the individual himself. It is he who is on the line. It is hls 
own identity that must he recuperated. Only he can do the work 
on himself. No one can do it for him, and no one will. 

, 
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CHAPTER 11 

CuIts and Mind Control 

CuIts are the barometer of forces of division in man's contem
porary world. They have been the embryo of spiritual and 

political ideologies throughout civilizations. While the majority 
have died out. ethers have grown and proliferated during peri
ods of heightened alienation. as political or religious identity 
dominated the weaker personality. Some brought moral and 
spiritual comfort through the creation of time-honored values. 
They prevail to this day in the world's universaJ religions that 
result from the life work of initiates whose destinies corre· 
sponded ta the needs of mankind at a specific time of its evolu· 
tion, and whose attributes sprung from tbe depths of the con
templation of the mysteries. Other cuits, unfortunately, are a 
violation ofhuman dignity and need ta he exposed for what they 
sow. 

As c1assicaJ religions and even their modern versions lose 
appeal, cuits become increasingly fashionable due to their mar
ginal profile and the hermetic quality oftbeir culture. Whether 
they are psychic, religious, political, or commercial, they are a 
potential threat ta personal identity even while acclaiming indi· 
vidual freedom. Much has been said and done in the name of 
freedom. History cries it, but real freedom is hard to come by, 
and much clarity of mind is necessary ta acbieve and secure it. 

Today religions are being displaced by a variety ofnew-breed 
cuIts that invade and disturb consciousness with powerfui 
astral ideologies, and at times, questionable leadership tbat 
operates under the cover of inspiration. Sorne cuits go as far as 
robbing individual identity, as tbey invite nruve members to 
tbink in a manner tbat threatens their psychic equilibrium. ln 
Many cases they weaken personal identity, sacrificing it to a col
lective form of knowledge that overrides and slowly eliminates 
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the individual's ioner resources. The mind can no longer operate 
on a creative Jevel, confined to ideas that encourage hermetic 
illusions. When self-estraogemeot pushes one towards a cult 
experience, the ego is farthest awsy from self and at the maxi
mum danger point in its personal development towards con
scious evolution. Members, often unable out oftoo much convic
tion, ta see the astral motives of the cult, put their identity in 
jeopardy when they adhere to belief systems whose primary 
function is to impose a state of psychological submission to a 
doctrine that enslaves the human spirit, as it sets in vibration 
souI forces ta the detr iment of creative intelligence. Cult con
sciousness initiates, ta different degrees, a fonn ofslavery of the 
mind under the auspices of the masterful arrangement ofideas 
to profit self-serving illusions. The ideological quality of cuIts 
that appeals ta the psychological and psychic profile of the indi
vidual conveys to the emotional being a meaning that satisfies 
his fundamental anxiety, and at the same time tires up cult 
greed and domination. 

CuIts that engage in brainwashing and reprogramming, 
break down the psychological resistance of the ego in an effort 
to implant new values dictated through assertive ideologies that 
ihreaten the very lifeline of individual evolution towards self 
consciousness. 8uch dangerous activities are powered by covert 
astral forces that seek domination of the mind through the 
manipulation of the personality. These forces are very present in 
the consciousness of many cuIt leaders through a subtle form of 
possession sufficienUy disguised ta prevent any question as ta 
their sanity. 

Certain cuits grow in power through their hermetic profile. 
Any organization that uses secrecy, for instance, as a part of its 
basic policy risks astralizing its activities ta the detriment of the 
freedom of the mind. Secrecy is a taol used by astral forces ta 
lead the membership into short or long-term deception. Secrecy 
is dangerous as long as it is used. for power, for it implies that 
cult members are not sufficicntly intelligent to judge for thcm-
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selves as ta the validity of the cult's orientation. Were members 
conscious or at least aware of the consequences of secrecy in 
their lives, they would leave in throngs and never adhere ta cer
tain Machiavellian organizations that appear whole but are 
really, profound1y, anti-man, anti-freedom, and anti-reality. 
Astral forces use cuIts insicüously to raise their vibrational 
power on the physica1 plane through the break.down of personal 
critical faculties, the only tool that insures a perspective 
towards eventual development of free creative identity. 
Unconscious man is already highly astralized and weakened 
through lack of a real identity. When he enters certain organi
zations, rus mind becomes the target of powerful astral agents 
that can neutralize his capacity to remain objective uis à uis 
himself. CuIts expose the individual to psychic forces through 
the manipulation of rus emotions. The more negatively astral 
the source, the more powerful their subliminal suggestions, and 
the more deceitful the ploy. 

Our modern world is engaged in cul t fever ta a stunning 
degree. The need ta satisfy the craving for unconventional expe
rience, and ta identify with varied forms of fascinating ideas is 
reaching proportions that could with time create a debilitating 
effect on the mass mind as weil as on individual mentalities. 
The American mercantile temperament may weil increase the 
spreading power of certain cuIts to the potential detriment of 
the democratic process and its devotion 10 the human rights 
issue. The cult phenomenon in America is reaching proportions 
that eventually spill over into the politica1 and economic arena. 
Sorne cuIts are seeking political power, while others are bound 
to the development of a commercially wide base control of con
sumer allegiance. Others have enshrined spiritual or occuIt 
forms ofknowledge through either subliminal or direct contact 
with the spirit world. In the more liberal countries, certain cult 
organizations make no bones of using legal loopholes and lax 
laws te reinforce their grip on membership. Only when exces
sive acts ofbrainwashing have been brought 10 public attention 
does society move to restrain or put a term to the violation of 
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human rights; onen too Iate, as libersl inertia becomes an airl ta 
the proliferation orthose orgaruzations. 

The spiritually naive personality is naturally attracted ta 
cuJts. They instill values strongly reinforced by the group and 
their leader. Psychic disinformatioD and even deformation 
results when ft leader creates or establishes a belier system 
whose astral plan the group member is unable ta evaIuate objec
tive1y, lack.ing the proper inner re50urces, swayed by group rein
forcement, and magnetized by the psychlc effects of these new 
betiers on the mind. The personality is slowly and unconsciously 
taken over by entities who become a forceful influence over the 
real self, poisoning the mind. Thought pollution goes hand in 
band with tbe astral pollution of cuits. As their power grows 50 

does the level of thought pollution, until the leaders themselves 
lose track of their own identity. Thought pollution grows imper· 
ceptibly until such time as members are brought ta realize that 
sometrung might have gone wrong along the way. Such observa· 
tions will not usually come from tbe leaders themselves, who 
May have strayed from their original path, but from the adepts 
who may feel they have been drawn into a maelstrom of experi· 
ence tbat has developed in an unexpected direction. 

CuIts encourage psycruc submission ta astral forces which 
can, in many cases, give rise to paranoid responses to real or 
imaginary outside threats. Paranoia measures up to the degree 
ofmarginality of the cult untilleaders and adepts fall under the 
spell of an imaginary need for armed protection. Sorne cultists 
become soldiers that soon transform themselves ioto a militia. 
At this stage, paranoïa beeomes the general psychological pro· 
file and the cult deviates inta a dangerous tbeater of trapped 
players, finding it increasingly difficult ta retain what little 
identity they May have had before being manipulated into such 
a collective role. 

Some cults impress the personality profoundly and lastingly 
through the powerful astral currents that arumate their leaders. 
When the mînd is framed within a hermetic structure, it loses 
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its centricity and enthusiastically adopts views that seem, at 
first, ta offer an appealing picture of reality. The leader appears 
particularly strong and commanding in contrast ta the weaker 
personalities, giving him an aura of authority that mesmerizes 
the adept, rendering him fearfully unable to challenge the one 
who created a psychic fixation of supremacy. There are cults 
that literally kidnap their members and extract from them their 
renlaining resources. Such organizations do not seek ta free 
those who come to them in trust. They do not, of their own, 
release those who have sought refuge. Sorne have developed the 
art ofkidnapping through possession and have refined it through 
the legal grid, ta the tune of constitutional rights and legsl 
amendments, and even outright threats. 

Cults create egregores in the astral body and imprint in the 
personality a rigid mind frame that projects human reality as 
an everpresent mechanical thought program that blunts sensi· 
tivity ta one's ioner centers. They destroy the creative potential 
of self-identity, and substitute illusory personality parameters 
that increase the dependency of the self on astral forces which 
easily magnetize the naive mind. They harbour a unique power 
to dilute self-image by giving an enlarged importance ta self
portrait. They condition the mind and cultivate the powers of 
the astral plane ta the detriment ofa higher mental plane. Cults 
have the power ta interfere with their members' psychic balance 
by creating often irresistible modes of perception that inadver
tently confine the ego to a form of slavery it would free itself 
from, were it allowed to steer tawards its own reality. CuIts fas· 
cinate as they arouse inner feelings that compensate for the lack 
of a solid, centered identity. They oITer a fictitious identity based 
on the need ta belong, instead of helping their members realize 
the wholeness and self-supportive quality of their own identity. 
Often, after a cult experience, ex-members come ta recognize the 
illusions that have brought them in contact with such organiza
tions, strengthening the happy and hard won conviction that ta 
steer tao far away from oneselfmay be hazardous ta one's mental 
and emotional health. 
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It is oft.en difficult to stand the harshness oflife and its fun
damental problems on one's own. The cult allows adherence to a 
program that promises to deal with such existential sensitivities 
as self-help or self-advantages. In the experience, however, one 
comes to realize that the cult is a crutch that must he set aside 
in order to understand reallife. Psychic cuits, for instance, May 
appear innocuous to the spiritually naive person, but in reality 
are subtle traps that create astral bondage to the death world. 
The charisma of a psychic leader gives the impression to a weak 
ego ofheing special, and privy to information that is unique and 
Most important. The spiritual pride of many "selected" leaders 
May not be apparent to one who sees them in a rather loft y 
light. This manipuIative astral trickery is more treacherous 
than can he imagined. Conscious strategy against it must he 
developed before psychics can know what really goes on hetween 
the death plane and the physical world. Not until a sufficient 
level of mental awareness has been achieved, will the înspired 
he able to protect themselves and their adepts from the astral 
c1aws of entities ruled by a light that is far from universal. 
Astral contact will cease and its subtle influences wane under 
the control ofbigher mental awareness. 

Psychic cuIts May he a menace to the individual's psycholog
jcul equilibrium. Mediums or trance channelers wbo receive 
information from the astral plane do not necessarily understand 
the underlying intent of the forces they are dealing with, regard
less of the spiritual quality of the messages. The astral plane i5 
not the mental plane where the individual soul i5 made to unite 
in fusion with its own reality. The astral world has always 
waged an undeclared war against humanity. That is its uncon
firmed role and function and it has always been 50. It will in 
time he recognized that light does not come from the astral but 
from the mental worlds. Entities have no advantage of knowl
edge over man once he 1s in his own conscious identity. The emo
tionaI 10ve-spirituaIity that is presently dished out from the 
astraI plane through Mediums is no indication of creative intéI
ligence. Spiri tuality in this form has an astral flaw that corre-
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sponds to the psychic make-up of unconscious humanity. Until 
man becomes intelligent in bis own right, spirituality on earth 
will he used to the detriment of his higher mental state, for the 
ultimate control over his astral form, as a vital connection for 
the death world to the physical experience. Regardless of what 
they May say to open-minded and unquestiorung Mediums or 
channelers, the dead are sad and envy the human physicaI expe
rience; they will do everythlng in tbeir power to maintain their 
link with the physical plane. 

Black art cuits are the ultimate nest and working place of 
lower astral entities. They fascinate and then mesmerize those 
who develop an interest in rituals that serve as contact and 
channelling mechanisms to powerful and devious forces. From 
such cuJts emanate the most advanced forms of domination that 
can lead to psychic possession, a very real danger to tbose who 
adhere to such helief systems, and a danger that can only he 
objectively studied through methods not yet familiar to classical 
psychologists. The high and low astral spheres are real. In both 
cases, man is subdued by them until he has learned to recog
oize, through his own creative intelligence. the hidden fact of 
the cosmic lie that allows astral entities, whether negative or 
positive, to encroach upon human freedom through a variety of 
teachings that hide the cosmic reality of supermental intelli
gence alive within the consciousness of man. Once fusion with 
tbe higher mentaI principle of self-identity as been established, 
the astral world is threatened by man's supermentaI intelli
gence rooted in conscious fusion beyond the death plane. 

Cuits need not he organized into a strict social format to 
retard individual evolution and the development ofidentity. The 
super culture that has grown out of the entertainment industry 
has created its own brand of cult and its members, the fans, help 
support the artistic morale ofthose performers who need the love 
of the public to find credibility in their art forro. While the super 
culture brings much to mankind, a fme line exists between cre
ativity and its aberrations. 
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Tbe super culture had a heavy band in the sixties in the pop. 
ularization of the drug experience througb image and sound. It 
inftuenced. the minds of millions through tbe convenient and 
powerfuJ medium orthe entertainment industry. A whole gener
ation was affected as many superculture heroes inflicted, iodi
rectly, irreparable damage to many who could bave otherwise 
grown througb a more DaturaI process of evolution, unscarred 
by the ultimate mental disease of drug-induced possession by 
negative astral entities. The super culture should never he 
allowed ta Forget its excesses regardIess of the tu deductible 
charity benellts that compensate on a small scale for what it has 
managed to accomplish on a world wide scale. It used its power 
without maturity. While many ofits stars have cleaned up their 
Bet, many more are still under the influence and, as 5uch, per
petuate the mystique of aHenation that helped develop and 
expand the drug cult and consequently, its social invasion and 
mental epidemic. 

Contaminated in the drug scourge, a number of popular 
artists indulge in black magic. Their relationship with satanism 
has been translated into 50 called "creative" impulses, driving 
them to influence unsuspecting fans to profit from an iUu50ry 
freedom designed to destroy social values and equilibrium and 
order in the evolutionary process. They have projected a power· 
fui image to the masses through the stimulation of baser 
instincts dissociated from the harmony of a progressive social 
order. Millions of youngsters in search of an identity have suc
cumbed to idolatry. They have been uprooted from a search and 
rescue experience proportional to their existential nihilism. 
Artists have a great responsibility towards the evolution of 
social consciousness throughout the world, and must come to 
realize that the use of the media must render social service, not 
the easy astral manipulation through a drugged mind, of them· 
selves and their public. 

The American love syndrome is indicative of the dissatisfac
tion with the totally unreal maquette of modern materialistic 
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living, and of the need to feel emotional relieffrom its inconclu· 
sive experience. The United. States is the Most advanced nation 
on earth because of its spiritual endowment, but is plagued by 
grave problems at the underground level because of its spiritual 
naivety. The cult mission to bypass those problems only results 
in the instrumentation of more subtle illusions. While Americans 
are making "love" a popular tenet of their social consciousness, 
they remain hard-pressed to indulge in the mental realization of 
its mystery. 

Hollywood love cults are weIl positioned to bring an astral 
forro of love into the world. The silver screen mirrors the illu· 
sions of the force of astral love and the perversion of its resul ts. 
The strong astral link with spirit guides of certain cuI ts and 
their trendsetting centers in the west coast tradition, and the 
love cuits oozing out of California, testify tQ this grest nation's 
politico-spiritual legacy whose role is of utmost importance at 
the grass roots level. Nevertheless, the deep astral curreots that 
nourish its centers of spiritual fetishism need a creative per
spective through contact with higher mental planes that are 
free of the influences of the death world and its spiritual agents. 
Such a perspective is necessary in order to understand the 
whole spectrum of human spirituality beyond the sincere feel
ings and teachings channelled. througb individuals sti ll karmi
cally linked. to parallel planes. Astral teachings on love are 
merely spiritual parameters of a science of tire, which is not yet 
universai knowledge on earth. Unless love is brought to a con
scious mental leveJ, it remains an astral function of the sou! and 
serves the spiritual world of the dead instead of serving man as 
a cosmic entity. 

Real love is more than a spiritual function of consciousness. 
It is a universal principle ofindividualized and integrated intel
ligence and will. ln its mental forol, love cannot he simply trans
lated into a socio-spiritual function of the emotions. As a cosmic 
principle, it can only he experienced within the unit y of the res
olution of the self in a universal aspect that would make its 
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astral components seem farcical. As a comprehensive and inte
grated experience, it is much removed from the trends and cuIts 
that are turnlng love into something that must he sung or 
praised publicly. Love bas more depth than one can sing about 
and more power than its Hollywood contraptions can deliver. 

The social shoek that aecomparues miracles, or paranormal 
phenomena such as Fatima or Medjugorje, to name but two 
famous ones, gives rise to spiritual cults of a kind that bring 
moral support ta the needy and the spiritually motivated. Tbe 
churcb bas always maintained an open but criticaI position 
towards miracles, until fully convinced of their spiritual foun· 
dation, but their astral background has never been put ta test 
through the investigative faculties of fully qualliied Mediums. 
Tbase who bave come in contact with the spiritual entity are 
usually simple, rcligious people who, bec:ause of the lack ofhigh· 
ly crystallized psychic centers, have lost, in the process, the fac
ulty to dialogue objectively and critica1ly with the entity, and 
confront it with man's own higher mental knowledge concerning 
interdimensional politics of the astral planes. A centric medi um 
unimpressed by the spiritual aura of the miracle force would 
discover the entity's interdimensional cover·up and the intelli
gences behind the manifestation. He or sbe could put ta test 
man's psychic knowledge of the spiritual dimension or astral 
plane beyond the influence of the materialized projection. 

The reality of miracles is not questioned here, but the astral 
intentions and politics that underlie the projection. The psychic 
shock ta the mind tbat miracles create as the entity penetrates 
the spati<rtemporal dimension of the human field of perception, 
hypnotizing by suspension of the psychomotor faculties, must be 
counteracted by an inner capacity ta remain mentally and psy· 
chically alert while in contact with the astral plane. There is 
more ta miracles than appears at first sight. The multidimen
sionality of the phenomena must he scrutinized through a 
human agent whase consciousness is spiritually and astrally 
free, capable of undertaking an objective, creative study, 
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through communication with the astral forro, of the intentions 
of the entity. Regardless of the symbolic figurehead used in the 
ma terialization, messages of peace and prayer, in themselves 
valid, are hypnotic and insufficient to put life, death and immor
tality inta cosmic perspective. The hypnotic effect of the calI for 
endJess praying is part of the spiritual tactics of the astral 
world. While it helps the spheres support their own evolution 
through the long, astral peregrination, i t shortchanges mankind 
in its need for a higher mental understanding of the mysteries. 
The dictates of spiritual entities enrobed in the universal arche
type of the virgin do not convey intelligent and intelligible infor· 
mation that would lead ta a higher evolution of the human race. 
They rather serve their own needs and carry within them the 
seed of subtle astral manipulation of the emotions, interfering 
and retarding human development and conscious growtb. The 
astral world feed.s on humanity. SufTering on the earth plane is 
directly consequent ta the ignorance of specifie astrallaws that 
undermine buman consciousness, karmically bound ta the 
planes of death. Evolution cannot take place only in science. It 
must also take root in the mind ta he able to liherate man's psy
chic forces essential to bis knowledge of the mysteries. Miracle 
cuIts are the necessary consequences of spiritual naivety. They 
have kept man awsy from the science of the vast worlds that 
extend beyond physicallife. 

Psychic limitations have brought about psyehological illu· 
sions as ta the structure of the uruverse, leaving shortsighted 
perceptions which, iffully understood, would give access ta end
less knowledge that is presently blocked by astral influences 
rcsul ting in spiritual innocence used to stunt the growth ofmen
t.al knowledge ofa parallel universe.It is not through an endless 
cali for prayers that the spiritual worid wi1l bring light ta the 
mind of man. Prayers support the soul through its own suIfer· 
ing but what is essential is understanding of the motive behind 
the miracle. When we have learned through our own conscious· 
ncss how the astral plane exerts its age old influence on human
ity, we will understand the miracle. Any group or organization 
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that would want to understand the occult side of miracles 
should call on the services of mentally conscious Mediums 
karmically Cree from the astral plane. A person in this position 
would see through the spiritual Maze to obtain objective infor
mation as to the nature orthe entity, without debunking ils spir
itual message or the spiritual figurehead used in the material
izatioD of the astral fOrDl. Religious groups do Dot seek the per
ception of those who are the Most fit to see through astral mys
tification in a universe tbat cantains more than a physical and 
astral plane. ln order to understand the subtle karmic relation
ship that exists between these two worlds, life must he under
stood as a whole cosmic game in wruch man is an UDCODSCious 

participant instead of an intelligent student. 

Miracles must he seen and understood 8S part of the activi
ties orthe death world on the physica1 plane. Their moral bene
fit cannot he dissociated from the faet that they control the 
buman spiritual state of mind in order to prevent tbe light of 
creative intelligence from diffusing the laws and mechanies of 
the astral world within the pbysical experienee. Conscious man 
understands the invisible realms as he does the physical, ta end 
bis experience as a pawn in a cosmic game whose astral dimen
sions prevent mental growth because of spiritual indoctrination. 
Religions are necessary to the spiritual development of eiviliza
tion, but tbey are not the final pbase in the science of parallel 
dimensions whicb, even today, baffles modern intelligence. The 
more the universe meets tbe eye, the more it becomes amenable 
to scientifie investigation, through eitber empirical methodology 
at the materiallevel, or psyehie investigation of its intemporal 
dimensions. U ntil we become conscious of our own supermental 
plane, free from tbe astral domination of thougbt, the link 
hetween the pbysical and cosmic sciences remains unattainable. 
and humanity, an experiment. 

U4 

CHAPTER 12 

Parasites of the Mind 

'l'he mind is a relay that connects the physical, astral and 
~ mental dimensions beyond tbe tbinking range of the lower 

intellectual register. It rechannels all ofits unassimilated infor
mation through the dream state, an egoically disengaged func
tion that processes unresolved conflicts until they have been 
integrated by the lower self. Tbe intellect i5 only a facet ofmind 
reality. Througb consciOU5 thought, the mind challenges the 
personality's illusions and bas the ability to inform from van
tage points that give comprehensive understanding and depth 
to life. The level of incoming data is raised beyond the condi
tioning of the physical senses, freeing the personality from the 
astral re1ationship it unconsciously main tains with spiritual 
guides or presences tbat condition thinking for reasons linked to 
their own experiential memory. The mind is globally advanta
geous only when experienced within the framework of a com
prehensive. muJtidimensional reality. When thought vibrates 
above a subjective frequency, the new mental dimensions that are 
brought into perspective increase understanding. Interference 
with creative intelligence decreases and the karmic link with the 
astral plane is severed. 

The unconscious mind is a support. rather than a creative sys
tem, permeated by unstable psychic energy nonintegrated within 
a universal circuit ofpre-personal communication. It informs and 
disinforms. which accounts for the disordered nature of life and 
the endless need for experience. Disinformation results from the 
inability tç rnstruct oneself from higher planes, wbose function is 
to adjust thoughts from sources beyond the astral or death world. 
'l'he limitations of the unconscious mind come from its astral 
colorat.ion t.hrough the programmed life plan of the souJ. Astral 
consciousness is expcricnt.inl and unbalanccd. It requires con-
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stant adjustment. Were the mind fed from the supramental 
sphcres, it would exert its cosmic privilege. Its creative under· 
tokings would harmonize the lue process through perceptions 
that wou ld insure equilibrium of the life forces. 

Wc do not understand the cosmic nature of the mind. We 
have no conscious rapport with it except througb the subjective 
thought process. We are constantly seeking, tbrougb a fictitious 
identity, wbat corresponds ta our subjective nature because of 
the partiality of our being. The mind is a universa1 circuit of com· 
mllnication that stretches beyond the boundaries of the persan
ality. lt appears otberwise because of our involvement with its 
lower psychologica1 function ratber tban its psychic dimension. 
This fundamental flaw is the cause bebind planetary ignorance, 
and the invollltionary difficulty in acceding ta selfidentity. 

Consciousness follows the realization that the mind is not 
s imply a lower self operation but an information channel that 
moves energy from higber ta lower dimensionallevels. Man is 
not conscious; be is energy·conditioned from astral levels and 
thrust ioto experieoces from which he suffers so thal the soul 
May evolve through the wrenching of his subjective attitudes. 
'rhe latter are part ofhis astral consciousness. Through them he 
seeks in vain ta grasp the nature of reality, while this limiting 
experience bars access to the full dimension of the thought expe
rience. 

Subjective attitudes are soul forces that give rise ta negative 
feelings which cao easily boycott mental freedom, unless they 
are brought ioto the light of the creative dimension of the mind. 
They use the feeling center througb the blind spots of the per
sonality to create a psycruc bond with the astral plane. We seek 
by way of subjective emotions, a false and temporary grasp on 
life which pushes us into astral experience. Sucb a life is not 
real. It forestalls the development of an axis hetween the dou· 
ble, the soul, and the ego, the potentially intelligent terminal of 
cosmic energy that mus t he integrated before conscious entry 
into a life stream where leaving bebind the physicaI envelope no 
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longer necessitates returning ta the astral death plane. The 
intelligent understanding of attitudes is fundamental, if an 
integrated knowledge ofselfis ta make up the inner components 
of consciousness. The emotional energy used in subjective feel
ing rwsed by attitudes carries with it a vibrational register that 
strongly entangles the individual in distorted values that reveal 
the weaker aspects of the lower self. This is due ta tbe fact that 
the bigher mental heing has not sufficiently taken root within 
the self. Attitudes black the higher mental presence and prevent 
access ta the dimension of self reality. They replace reality with 
perceptions tbat are emotionally cbarged and conditioned. 

We do not experience freedom of the mind. Parasitic eIe
ments tamper with mind energy as they move through astral 
consciousness. We are usually unaware ofmind parasites unless 
we have been versed in psycbic sciences and related experi
ences. Parasites affect the mind and feed on its energy from a 
variety of sources. Some are very low psychic matter, while oth
ers are more subtle. They belong to the psychic world and are 
retarding factors in the evolutioo towards self·identity. The par· 
asitic elements that constitute subjective consciousness infringe 
on the quality and evolution of intelligence. They are responsi· 
ble for its gradual deteriora tion throughout life and the disequi· 
librium of the life forces. We fail ta see the mind as a psychic ter
ritory constantly invaded by forces from other planes. We have 
secured ourselves fictitiously within the boundaries of an intel· 
lectual persuasion as to the nature of coosciousness. Oo1y when 
mental disease or breakdown appears are we tempted to explore 
the possibility that distorted communication from tbe spirit 
world might he the cause behind this affiiction. Someone on the 
brink of a mental collapse would he much c10ser to the under
standing ofparasitic conditioning were sucb psychic facts known 
or avai lable. 

Clurity of mind is diminis hed by astral parasites. Tntruders 
in the fie ld of consciousness, they diminish the li ght that 
emonutcs from the menta l plane by thCÎr unsought a nd 
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unknown presence. Their energy emanates from entities that 
feed on the mind through our slavery to lower emotions and 
their attendant thoughts. They interfere with and distort self 
reality. They weaken the natural creative psychic functions and 
deform the personality through the infusion of thought vibra
t ions that divide t he lower and h igher self. Self-cognition i8 
based on the intuitive relationship between the higher and the 
lower self. When thi s relationship is jeopardized by astral para
sites, the mind loses its light and is eventually magnetized by 
non-intelligent thoughts that paralyze the psyche a nd keep the 
ego from an adequate perception of its reality. 

The psyche is the opening of the mind to an infinite path of 
inner communication. As the mind grows in awareness , the ego 
adjusts to its new inner territory, and begi ns te understand the 
complex manipulation to which it has been subjected s ince the 
beginning of its development. As consciousness matures and 
loses its parasitic elements, the psyche takes on a new configu
ration, allowing the ego to communicate with planes th at were 
existent before its present incarnation, and which have a lways 
been part of the selfreality entrusted ta the sou l as the undying 
principle of energy that character izes human con sciousness. 
But the psyche is also a territory which can be invaded by ele
ments that do not belong to human consciousness. Such intru
sion into the mind is the cause behind psychologieal suffering 
and lack of identity; the result, the growth process of the 10wer 
mind rather than an alliance with the higher principle that 
underlies its psychic activity. 

Consciousness evolves with the mind, but the soul evolves 
only when the mind has been freed from the factors that para
lyze intelligence a nd force upon the ego a state of consciousness 
unbefitting of its potential reality. Mind parasites are part of the 
psychic nature of the death or astral worIrl. They are whole or 
parts of psychic entities that feed on egoic emotions and 
thoughts in order te fu lfill their own evolutionary development. 
Very little is known in the astral world about the cosmic di men-
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sion of consciousness. The astral world is basically an archive, a 
vast memory bank that serves the soul's spiritual neerls. But the 
mind goes far beyond the astral plane. It is an infinite process 
that starts at the astral level and stretches beyond until it 
reaches the highest planes of mental energy from which the 
human forro was derived hefore its descent into physical matter. 
Until the ego bas taken notice of its thought process ta reallze 
that interferences oecur which are responsible for much of its 
noncreative elCperience, the soul remains the main force behind 
its actions; and the double or source of its conscious energy is 
unable to change creatively the unnecessary ignorance in its 
evolution. The soul has great power over the unconscious ego. 

For the self to understand the nature of the mind it must 
begin to understand that thoughts do not originate in the brain, 
and that this part of the physical heing is but the terminal ofits 
consciousness. Such realization is shattering for the self, inexpe
rienced in interdimensional communication. Once this barrier 
has been overcome, it hecomes evident that the mind is highly 
subjected to interference, and that parasitic elements are con
stantly trying to obstruct its sight. The evolution of conscious
ness will bring the individual in contact with knowledge that 
defies science fiction, freeing man from all notions that have 
heen entertained through the ages. It will propulse him on a 
path leading te a communication that will increase inner knowl
edge and diminish reliance on intellectual helief systems, in his 
search for personal identity. 

Conscious communication with astral entities will eventuru
ly confirm that little is ta he learned from them and that the 
energy source of the higher mind is in itself an infinite recourse 
to the understanding of t he science of lue throughout the uni
verse. Not until the mind has been set free from astral parasites 
will it he possible to undertake an objective s tudy of the paral
lei uni verses. The mind's energy, no longer absorbed by the 
astral fie ld of thought, becomes a perfect channel for supra men
Lai intelli gences LhaL collaborate with Lhe development of inLel -
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ligent. creativity within the lower parameters of mind reaUt.y. 
Parallel universes are ta the mind what the physical universe is 
ta the body. The sciences that need to he developed ta under
stand tms cannot he astrally manipulated. The intellect is an 
astral fundion of the lower miod based 00 the collective power 
of the ego, whereas its menta1 function resides in it.s coupling 
with the etheric self, unconditioned by the need to relate psy
chologically. The astral function of the mind creates a psychic 
barrier which prevents systemic intelligence from coming ioto 
official contact with mankind. This condition is eliminated once 
the earth's etheric forces have generated sufficient energy to 
protect its etheric envelope from astral parasites. Contact with 
outer civilizations will then he officially established, and earth 
sciences will he able ta he aligned with systemic sciences under 
the guidance of a planetary regency. 

Mind parasites are the most important single eLements that 
retard the evolution of the human race. They correspond to a 
form of faliout from the astral plane. Earth sciences today are 
the embodiment of the astral conquest of the human mental 
sphere. It takes full coDSCiousness to underst.and the relation
ship that exists hetween death and the physical experience. The 
intellectual self still remains a virtual reality perceived and 
measured through astral consciousness, the very matter that 
gives substance ta egocentricity. Under these circumstances, the 
individual is limited ta experience life on the basis of a freedom 
of will that fails to correspond to the freedom of the mind. 
Freedom of the mind cannot he achieved until the self has taken 
over the ambivalence of his own thoughts, that is, until he has 
learned how the thinking process really works above and 
heyond its astral attributes. The intellectual naivety of the 
unconscious ego represents the astral in8uence over the mind, 
and calls for a readjustment of its psychic energy in order to 
increase the psychic rapport with the parallel dimensions that 
evolve heyond death. 
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Mind parasites deviate the light or the energy of intelligence 
that pulses in from the center of the systemic universe for the 
evolutionary benefit of sentient heings. The dead play a major 
parasitic role because of the insufficiency of their light, and the 
cosmic restriction under which they evolve with respect to 
knowledge born of the fusion of the thougbt adjuster and the 
sou! via the cooscious ego. They fai l ta realize the vital aspects 
of supramental evolution. 

Many levels and sources of parasitic disinformation exist in 
the universe. Those forces have easy acœss ta human uncon
sciousness when assisted by man's lower emotions, the closest 
form of terminal energy they can relate ta as they actualize 
their unseen influence from the astral dimension. Systemic 
intelligences are usually free of such low astral interferences 
which explains their advanced stage of intelligence evolution: 
But, many ofthose races use the earth's astral field ta their own 
scientific advantage. For this reason, no civilization evolving 
beyond the earth's atmosphere is allowed ta come inta open, offi
cial contact with mankind until a supraconscious regulatary 
body or planetary regency will have been set up on the earth's 
etheric plane. Any contact with systemic civilizations at the 
physicallevel will remain unofficial until sufficient occult knowl
edge has been released ta accelerate and Însure an alignment, of 
the astral relationship with mankind, with disincarnated. enti
ties sufficiently advanced ta understand that the urgency of their 
own evolution is dependent on that ofhumanity. 

The mind is a multidimensional continuum whose connec
tion to the physical brain through the astral body makes the 
physical experience possible, while its connection through the 
mental body brings intelligence within the reach of human con
sciousness. The mind cannot he expounded upen simply through 
t.he Darrow investigat.ion ofa materialistic philosophy of science. 
It. must he st.udied t.hrough t.he psychic stream ofbigher mental 
communicat.ion. The evolut.ion of consciousness dcpends on the 
dcgrcc of assimilat.ion und intcgrut.ion of kn owlcdge, transmit.-
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ted via the brain to consciousness from dimensions that lie 
beyond the physical plane, and as free as possible from astral 
parasites. The new man is conscious, and free of karmic sou! 
experience. He is connected psychically to mental sources, no 
longer the slave of a subjective thought process conditioned by 
the social dynamics of the collective mind, which retains the 
involutionary, retarding, racial memory. 

Religions bave created belief systems that correspond to, 
and promote the naivety and ignorance of the buman race. They 
have spiritualized the reality of parallel dimensions into such a 
fable that intelligent telepathic contact with the spheres bas 
been completely astralized. Prayer became a subjective and 
pious form of domination, inviting the individual into astral 
communion with the dead, instead of raising bis telepathic fac
ulty ta communicate intelligently with higher mental worlds. 
Gradually, we have lost touch with reality as well as the ability 
to develop an objective understanding of the polltics and impor
tance of the invisible unÎverse. Religions have perpetuated the 
mytbs of the spheres. Consciousness has become 50 astralized 
that intelligent contact with evolving forces throughout the uni
verse has been l05t, resulting in the endJess search for personal 
identity. The difTerent time frames which separate the worlds 
and their cultures were never made part of an integral univer
sal reality, except through the limited efforts of an esoteric sub
culture tbat beceme, through the centuries, increasingly astral
ized but nevertheless remained a constant thorn in the side of 
the church. 

Mind parasites can push the unconscious ego ta obsessive 
actions or exert over it a restraining power that holds it back 
within a form of inertia it finds difficu1t to overcome. They are 
present in one forro or another in unconscious liCe as part of the 
soul forces that the ego learns ta overcome throughout its evo
lutionary experience. Whether we perceive mind parasites as 
entities, or thought-forms, or just "negative psychology", maltes 
litt.le difference in the short run . In the long run of evolutionary 
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development the difference must be taken seriously, since it 
allows the ego to dig into the mysteries of consciousness ta iso
late the elements that infuct upon it karmic suffering. [fwe con
sider the parasitic elements as entities, it is easier ta deal with 
them in a more objective manner. [f we choose to relate to them 
as thought-forms, we lack the intellectual courage and advan
tage of releasing the necessary inner resources against them in 
order 1.0 neutralize their influences and put an end 1.0 their 
nefarious presence. Words carry the meaning we choose ta give 
them. According to the degree of objectivi ty we can muster 
towards the transcendent aspect of psychic reality, we radiate 
more or less light. Not any man can deal with the idea of enti
ties possibly infecting his mind. His chances in dealing objec
tively with parasitic reality are increased , however, to the 
extent of his capacity to pen:eive psychic reality as part of a 
multidimensional one. 

The difficulties we encounter when dealing with psycho
pathic illness wherein voices are heard and commands imposed 
on the feeble mind of an unbalanced ego, gives some cIues as te 
the power of mind parasites that defy the human order by 
imposing their own astral brand of confusion on the mind of a 
nruve humanity. We accept easily enough th.e historical fact or 
legend that prophets May have been in contact with other 
worlds or dimensions, but dismiss, for obvious ressons, the fact 
that millions upon millions ofhuman beings are in contact with 
parallel dimensions whose denizens or entities May not be of the 
seme order as those that came in contact with the great reli
gious or mystical figures that gave birth ta the religions of the 
world. In doing 50, we maintain naively that the oruy beings 
that can come in contact with man are of the loft y kind, while 
the others do not. This "ostrich outlook" May be the reason why 
mental illnesses still remain the MOSt elusive forms of sickness 
expel'Îenced by man. Thrning down the volume of the mentally 
ill patient's radio through drugs does not eliminatc the waves 
that pulse within it. Wc will evenlually have to admit that the 
brain is but a radio rcccivcr and that the wavcs that pulse 
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lhrough it. come from the multidimeosionaI reality of e universe 
lhoL is supra-material. 
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CHAPTER 13 

Ideas and the Mind 

I deas are the terminal evolutionary function of interdimen
sionaI activity. They serve out ofnecessity the development of 

consciousness, beyond the values idealized by the uncooscious 
ego in a perpetuai need for expression. They are a living mental 
bridge that links the brain to the mind. They are the psychic 
and psycbologica1life blood of an ego under oonstant pressure ta 
manifest itself in order ta fulfill, unwittingly, a karmic l'Ole 
determined before incarnation in a world ruled unknowingly by 
the law of psychic necessity, Creative ideas are the gllal'Bntor of 
civilized evolution because they iosure the activity of the mind 
as the channel of consciousness for the benefit of the race, the 
civilization and, ultimately, the individualized self. They are tbe 
measure of the relative evolutionary potentiel of civilization 
withln the time-frame of the l'Bce wherein the individual, at the 
end of a long evolutionBry cycle, must he elevated to a universal 
status ofperfected, creative independenœ and psychic attribut
es. Ideas do not correspond to an ideological finaIity, although 
they seem to when expressed forcefully by those who are in 
power. The advancement of ideas constantly adjusts the abuses 
and ill usions of the pasto 

The mind does not issue from man himself.1t pulses through 
him while ideas cater ta and support the illusion tbat it is of 
him. This oondition gives the ego the age old illusion offreed.om 
of will, necessary for psychic and psychological equilibrium, 
until it atteins a level of conscious intelligence sufficiently 
advanced ta understand the intimate relationship with psychic 
forces Lhal mold personal evolution, tbat of society, and of 
humanity in general. While the mind transcends ideological 
dimensions, idcas correspond to man's psychic needs. They 
nll ow him ta experiencc psychologica l re flection in arder to live 
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and experience, at the soullevel. the impression of belonging ta 
the world and ofbeing the master ofit. Consciousness at the end 
ofthls cycle is still too primary for the selfto see and apprehend 
its relationship to pre-personal intelligence; such an inner quaI
ity depends more on the science of the mind than the nature of 
idess. Ideas are simply chronological aspects of the evolutionary 
development manifested by social forces put iota motion 
througb the psychic dynamics of flow and pressure identified as 
organizational power. 

In order ta understand the relationship of the mind te the 
psychic dimension of thought, one must he Cree of tbe psycho
logicsl insecurities orthe ego ta perceive the self, a conscious aet 
more or less devoid of reflection. It then becomes evident tbat 
the mind is the creative seat orthe self and tbat the latter reacts 
ta it or acts in barmony with it according to the degree of free
dom from the astral colouring of its ideas. When thought is 
experienced, the ego associates îtself with it instead of relating 
te it in a creative mode. Wben the roind is increasingly per. 
ceived as a pre-personaI creative state, ideas are naturally and 
easily elevated arove the threshold of memory, and the ego 
enters a creative zone that increases the perception of thought 
to a level beyond the intellect. Such contact witb the mind at 
work allows the self to channel conscious thought and discover 
that ideas are but the projection of thougbt energy coupled with 
the psychologlcal dynamics of the intellect. 

It is not evident at first tbat ideas emanate from a mind cen· 
ter truly dissociated from the psycbological elements of the per
sonaIity. The science of the mind begins at the intersection of 
our psycbological and psychic territery, a point rarely investi· 
gated objectively in a cultural medium where the individual has 
been trained te think in terms of definite psychological parame
ters, easily traceable te the vicissitudes of the personality and 
its memory. This veils the fact that ideas emanate from dimen
sional planes that use tbe personality as a shield against the 
devastating impact which the sudden and unprepared disclo-
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sure of psychic reality would have on the uninitiated ego. Idea 
levels always correspond te personal reality, and reinforce the 
subjective thougbt experience whicb, in turn, maintains a ficti
tious certainty of our relationship with the world that conforms 
te our psychologicaI expectations. Creative and objective con
sciousness is lost in this exercise, not te mention conscious prox
imity with the psychic world of the mind that would otherwise 
open wide the deors of higher perception and understanding. 

Supramental psychology indicates that the mind includes 
the infinite relationship of the self, the soul, and the spirit or 
etberic double, and consciousness of self experiences the exis
tence of such an axis. The physical entity experiences either a 
conscious or unconscious communication level with the etheric 
persona or pre-personal thought adjuster, through partially or 
fully developed telepathic faculties that shatter the illusion of 
thought emanating from an egocentric source. 

Psychic contact with parallel dimensions is an essential part 
of the reality of evolutionary consciousness. A new psychologïcal 
approach to mind reality is essentiaI if the basis of a perfect sci
ence of the mind is to be established. The componeots of the self 
should he uoderstood in their order of ascendent function, oot 
from egocentric configurations established since the dawn of 
philosophy. The mind is truly an accessible dimension of uni
versaI dialogue hetween higher and lower orders of iotelügence 
for the beoefit ofboth. It is not a memory bank confined te intel· 
lectual parameters, but a source of intelligence in which preper
sonaI views are accessible, for the evolutionary development of 
the race in general, and man in particular, through civilization 
as its medium of expression. 

Tbe creative potential of thought depends 00 the soul vibra· 
tion and the psychic tension that conditions the evolution of the 
self. Consequently, !.he unconscious self cannot focus on the 
highest vibration of the mind, and lives for the whole duration 
of his existence on the lower register of thought consciousness, 
nover rcoching the full depth of the mind. A new cvolutionary 
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psychology could point out the objective difference between con
sciousness and the mind, and allow the individual to realize ms 
psychic partnership with knowledge which is only accessible via 
the telepathic connection to higher intelligence reality. Personal 
evolution can then he satisfied, and the self allowed to gravitate 
towards a supermental freedom by his inner contact with ms 
higher etheric self. This would put an end to the psychic isola
tion of the unconscious heing. Mental life would he fulfilled 
through the permanent telepathic bond with the etheric self. It 
would permit access to the most unreachable facets of reality, 
initiating the self to the foundation of supermental knowledge 
or consciousness. 

The poetic notion that inspiration is a movement of the mind 
that gratifies the creative needs and impulses of the thinker 
indicates a rudimentary understanding of the forces at work 
beyond the human expenence. Inspiration, as it is called, only 
reveals the personalized. aspect of the occult relationship between 
human and other levels of intelligence. Even if it is thought of as 
an unregulated movement of the psyche, it is truly an interd.i
mensional creative expression, though coloured by the psychic 
profile of the soul that conditions the telepathic connection with 
the etberic double or spirit force. 

The notion of inspiration does not in itself explain the c~ 
ative phenomena. Furthermore, it restricts it to the subjective 
level of thought experience. Inspiration is a spontaneous func
tion of the mind. The latter bas the power of instant pre-person
al creative thougbt construction through tbe movement of a 
higher mental activity that veils the inner nature of intelligence. 
Were we mnscious of the different planes of tbe mind. the notion 
of inspiration would he instantly replaced by a direct telepatbic 
communication permanently established within the field of con
sciousness. 

The creative power of the mind is interdependent with other 
planes fully dissociated from the hum an intellect. The under
standing of this foundation iniroduces conscious ness to the 
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bigbest possible levels of knowledge attainable on a planet with
in its evolutionary time frame. In other words, the inspirational 
quality of the mind remains an experiential racet of the ego-soul 
relationship, whereas the communicative aspect of the mind 
frees the ego from experience. and transforms inspiration into a 
new and permanent form of expression related to the untainted 
ongin ofthought itself. Through inspiration thought ls coloured, 
whereas in communication, thought cesses to exist as an expe
riential device of the soul and becomes a tool for revelation. 
Inspiration can he suspect, for it calls into action psychic forces 
that cannot he controlled from a perfectIy integrated supramen
taI point of view. It is akin to a tire the creative mind cannot 
extinguish, so important it is to the subjective survival of the 
self-image. 

Ideas are processed through the movement of mental energy 
and constantly a<ljusted te the evolutionary level of intelligence 
experience. The more intelligent and creative the consciousness 
the more elevating and harmonizing the ideas. The occult 0; 
unknown laws of the mind bide full comprehension of the 
dynamic process ofideas, 50 the individuaI is conditioned te their 
impulses instead ofheing the ruler ofhis own mentaI energy. The 
unconscious mind constantly puts the mental body into a vibra
tionaI or pulsating state. This creates in the self a permanent 
psychic tension that easily becomes ex.istential stress, until the 
ego learns how ta deal with energy translated into ideas. 'Ibo 
often ideas beoome a source of experience during which the ego 
is unwittingly brought to realize the lack of control ofits lire and 
its subsequent sufTering, which is part ofsoul evolution, at the 
expense of the self. 

Man is a multidimensionaI being whose physical, psychic 
and psychologiesl functions correspond to the need for the self 
to acljust to hi s mind energy so that his consciousness may in 
lime bccome permanently s tabilized within the human frame
work. Looking furthcr inte the meaning of the mind, the indi
viduol is broughL to th e understanding that hi s cOllscious ness is 
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based on the rapport between different planes of intelligence 
activity. Thought is a subjective racet of persona! reality, becom
ing 50 through the coloring of the uncoDscious mind that lacks 
the understanding of the nature ofthought itself. Pursuing the 
development of the thought process beyond the psychological 
limits of the ignorant self leads to the perception of a contact 
point between the lower self and a higher mental or psychic 
plane. the seat of the higber self or creative mind. This percep
tion crestes a sbock that opens the psyche within the egoic fab
rie, inviting the self ta witness a readjustment of its tbought 
process that facilitates a greater influx of pre..personal data 
unconditioned by past experience. At this point, the objective 
reality of the mind becomes one witb the ego. Made aware of 
mental dimensions above its own, accessible through telepathic 
communication with an intelligence source previously silent 
because ofhis unawareness ofit, the ego now becomeS conscious. 

The next cycle ofevolution will bring inta focus the faculty of 
the self to interact consciously with the psychic mind. A person
al psychologica! and psychic revolution will propel conscious
ness permanently beyond its past historical limitations. The 
development ofsupermental thought will aHow global individu
alization of the psyche at its axis of spirit, soul and self. 

The soul is the quintessence of present and past experiential 
memories from which the double, or higher self, programs 
future incarnated models of experience towards the eventuaJ 
fusion of soul and spirit. As the mind is brought into conscious 
focus through the supermental comprehension of the psychic 
laws ofthought, the ego can free itselffrom the powerful soul or 
karmic forces. It can expand its telepathic or higher mental rela
tionship with pre-personal intelligence, the source from which 
unfolds its personal reality. From then on, ideas can partake of 
an uninhibited process of creative growth imprinted on the psy
che by forces freed. from the karmic pressures of the soul, and 
represent the cosmic link between the lower and higher self. 
The soul cannot prevent the eventual contact of the !ower and 
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~igher pl~es ofhuman reality; but it can retard their fusion by 
Its unconSCIOUS expression of the forces at its disposai, due to its 
connection with the astral or death plane. 

The translation of reality into understandable concepts 
requires a psychic alliance with the knowable, over the tbink
able. The mind as a well grounded science of supermental psy
chology, can throw light on the nature of the psyche. Such an 
e.volutio~ cannot take place through the egocentric manipula. 
tian of Ideas characterized by rationalism. Supermental con. 
sciousness derives i ts knowledge from the telepathic challenge 
of contact with the higher mental plane. 

Ideas and the mind are interrelat.ed but not neeessarily corn
plementary. In t he former case, they cannot be dissociated from 
the mind but in the latter, the unconscious ego does not imbibe 
~ece~sarily in a creative and pre-natural processing of its 
~deational .energy. If the ego does not experience mental energy 
ln a conselous manner, it is subject ta the karmic law of con
sciousness as it relates ta the forces of the soul that influence 
and ~olour ide~ f~r the purpose of experience, forfeiting a per
fect mner eqwllbnum. When the self becomes consclous of the 
mind and its complimentarity ta the flow and creation of ideas 
?e is able ta end the soul's imposition of unconscious experienc~ 
ln a manifestation of real will, as opposed to "free will". This 
karmic law of consciousness, maldng life a consequence of alien
~ted incidents, is replaced when a controUed destiny whose con
tmuous flow of intelligent movement justifies conscious living 
througb an ascendant development of the mind within tbe para
meters of the self's individualized identity. 

Unconscious ideas are the manifestation of the saul's control 
over the human experience where one is forced to admit, regard
less of his idcas, that life is a process conditioned by forces 
beyond his control. The elevation of the human state of con. 
sciousness replaces mechanical habits. The human mind is a 
psychic world accessible to highcr intelligence lhat adjusts the 
now of energy within the sclf to oli!,," psychological nnd psychic 
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reality. The bigber mind can ooly he brought to tbe conscious
ness of the ego througb the opening of a supramental center 
that converts psycbic energy ioto boundless creative power. Tbe 
mind is an inner world of thought communication, not astate. 
It is perceived as astate because we fail to unravel its subtle 
inner workings. This is what prevents harmonious understand
ing between men, as their personalities disrupt the energies of 
their communication. This egocentric blindness victimizes the 
selfwith accumulated disinformation that is a result of the invo
lutionary nature of civilizatioo and societies in general. The basic 
limitation ofhuman consciousness finds its cause in tbat the indi
vidual is devoid of a developed psychic mental center tbat would 
give him access to his inner faculties that put him in conscious 
contact with objective intelligence, the source of reality. 

The intellect uses egocentric knowledge, while supermental 
consciousness creates conditions of mental perception that 
probe into the mechanics of mind energy. This difference is fun
damental to the two states of consciousness and Dot mutually 
exclusive to either. White the intellect uses the lower centers of 
consciousness te understand the mechanical forces of life. super
mental intelligence elevates the mind to a leve! tbat can actual
ize the psyeruc faculties of the individual. giving him indepen
dence from karmie forces of the soul responsible for blind expe
rience. Human intelligence is untapped. This boundless energy 
lS available ooly if self-centered attitudes are transformed into 
nonegoic, transparent intelligence. 

The new cycle of conscious development will shed light on 
the revelations of the pasto The self will gradually understand 
the mechanics of thought that facilitate communication with 
interdimensional intelligence in harmony with his evolutionary 
status. He will discover the underworld influences that have 
manipulated him for thousands of yeaI'S since bis descent into 
matter. The selfwill take stock ofhis own light, the source of con
sciousness. and confirm his cosmic condition as a free being. The 
passage to conscious awareness will require profound transfor-
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mation ofself. The individual's inner needs will expand with con
sciousness into perfect understanding of what initiates of the 
past could not explain in times ofprofound buman ignorance. 

The evolutionary development of the mind will lead to the 
awareness of supermental consciousness. The new growth will 
come about as the self gradually overthrows the notions of the 
past in excbange for ideas that bring it doser to its psychic real
ity. The passage from mental or psycbological te supermental or 
psycbic evolution will transform the selfs view oflife, death and 
the mysteries. It will he a difficult experience for civilization as 
its in1luence on the mind will he brought to question as the self 
witnesses the legacy of astral illusions tbat bave kept bumani
ty in the dark for thousands of years. The self stands at the 
crossroads of the past and future of civilization. 

The self's battle for freedom from mass consciousness will he 
the greatest ever fought at the individuallevel. The role of past 
teachings, regardless of their importance to previous evolution
ary consciousness, will be cast aside at the final stage of self
determination through newly found psychic awareness. 
CODSciousness will no longer belong solely to the psychological 
aspects of reality. It will plunge into the psychic dimensions of 
the mind to vanquish tbe psychological guilt syndrome round at 
the basis of a1l religions sinee the dawn of civilization. 
Consciousness cannot become transparent as long as guilt is part 
of its make-up. This part of its astral nature precludes, because 
of the negative manipulation of the emotions. tbe full develop
ment of creative intelligence. 

The mind is a cosmic phenomena ofhuman proportion. As its 
internallaws are brought to light, ideas will come increasingly 
under human control, leading towards the perfect understand
ing or the mind's infinite nature. The thought experience must 
he brought to a new level of awa.reness that will satisfy the 
quest for knowledge beyond the astral limita of the s ubjective 
ego. The difficult phase now in progress in our societies will 
se rve to insta ll the ncccssary mcchnnis ms or self-prese rvation 
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sadly lacking in ages pasto The great battle for freedom of expres
sion even though in apparent decadence today, will tomort'Qw be 
see~ as tbe period in which the individual had fought bis way, 
unconsciously, through the dark ages ofhlstorical brain-washing 
that conditioned aIl aspects of human intelligence. 
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CHAPTER 14 

The Ego 

T he ego can he detined as the summation of aIl psychological 
attitudes that block out its multidimensional experience. It 

feeds on impressions that serve in the development of the 
unconscious personality, and that eitber weRken or strengthen 
it, depending on the evolutionary status of the soul from which 
it gathers its psyehie energy. It is contagious with astrally infil
trated tboughts from the soul plane that have maved down from 
the mental circuits. The soul memory infuses the personality 
witb the energy currents that confine it to a diminished expres
sion of the creative mind, and blocks the self from the awareness 
of a conscious thought contact with intelligence sources whose 
role is to forge the unit y of the ego, the soul and the spirit to end 
the incarnation cycle. The unconscious ego does not participate 
in the reaI nature of its consciousness. l t expresses a reduced. 
self·awareness that is sacrificed to the mechanica1 operations of 
the subjective consciousness which crafts the personaIity. 

Personality is the totaI accumulation of impressions that 
mark egoic experience. lt confronts the self with faIse premises 
as to the reality of its experience and corners it into a state of 
mind that does not allow it to consciously assist the ego·soul· 
spirit union. The ego cannot easily see into the occult nature of 
self·reaIity, and even less into the reaIity of its causal link or 
higher selfprinciple. Because its consciousness 1s veiled., the ego 
operates through a stereotyped memory that stifles the person 
or reaI self to benefit its personality or fictitious identity main
tained by the ego's reflective process. 

Consciousness is born from the inner layers of selfreality. It 
dwarfs the ego's reflect.ive impressions in relative proportion to 
ils objective rca lization t.llI·oughout. t.he Iife experience. lt. is not 
cgocentric in nat.ure bu t. rat.h er nuid, a nd capable of part.icipa· 

1~ 1i 
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tion in the creative process coming from the mental planes that 
secure the link between the spirit or thought source, the soul or 
memory system, and the intellectual level, where differing 
degrees of reflection are enjoyed by the ego. Consciousness is a 
state ofbeing that increases in proportion ta the ego's noninter
ference with the creative pulse of the higher mind or mental 
plane from which it draws the highest thought vibrations. When 
the ego reflects on its inner reality subjectively, it fal ls hehind in 
the understanding of the mechanics of consciousness and grows 
more and more isolated from the inner self. A dichotomy is cre
ated in the consciousness through thought habits, and conse
quenUy, Lheir actions. 

As the ego espouses the contours of a consciousness that cor
responds litUe to self reality, it cannot he permeated by higher 
mind resonanee that would increase the level of awareness and 
allow for the radiation of creative forms ofthought ta uplift. the 
self and free the ego from subjective reflection that c10uds its 
mental state. The ego is consequent to the self-soul linkage. 
When the higher self is added. to the linkage througb the under
standing of the Iaws of consciousness, the whole being emanates 
creative power that begins to fulJill its role in the evolution of 
man and his world. Until the se1f has seen through the egacen
tric thought habits that undermine ils reality, the ego cannot 
accede ta the state of mind it requires ta ftùly understand lue 
and acquire a permanent peaee of mind, the perfect balance 
between the emotional and mental energy that maltes up the 
reality of persan. 

Personality is the mask of the self and the illusions of the 
ego. As the self grows in awareness, personality leaves increas
ingly more 1'OOm for the development of the person, actualized. 
through a transparent ego and a more active self. With the 
development of a supramental consciousness, the true person 
begins to appear. A more permanent trend in the growth process 
of the whole being is felt, relieving the ego from the gymnastics 
of the past and allowing it to finally acquire more and more cer-
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titude in the new state of mind that evolves through a height
ened awareness of the illusions that had created its mirror 
image. Personality is Most interesting in that it allows the ego 
the necessary leeway it needs to compete with other egos in 
ascertaining its own illusions. Personality is the image the ego 
needs in the world wben dealing with enemies or friends. It is 
false insuranee to which the ego entrusts its security, sinee it is 
made up of the egocentric reftections of the intellect that help 
foster the image it has of itself. 

The psyche is fashioned to an advanced degree through its 
connection with the astral plane. Because of our ignorance of 
the astrallaws and their imperfections, we are victimized in the 
search for our real identity. Through the neverending ftow of 
subUe and not so subtle disinformation that assBils our minds 
entities thrive On our lack of self-knowled.ge and main tain ~ 
nonapparent but nocuous power over our psyche. Identity can 
only spring from the awareness of the source of our thoughts fol
lowed by the deastralization of the thought process. When the 
ego bas achieved real identity, it is no longer affected by its 
astral energy or that of others. The self then becomes the center 
of tb~ soul reality in psychic harmony with the higher self, the 
creative source of thought. The soul must he upgraded in its 
energy ifit is to be free ofits peripheral astral thoughts or egre
gore. This only happens when the egocentric thinking habi ts, 
formed. throughout the unconscious phase of the development of 
the mind, have been eliminated.. 

The unconscious ego is a limiting factor in the evolution 
towards consciousness. It engages its potential ta fulfill needs 
that are a measure of its fictitious strength or weakness, 
depending on the spiritual status of the soul. It cannot through 
a weakened self dominate the inner forces of the soul for lack of 
awareness of the powers at work that seek its domination 
through the astral eonnection, totally hidden and yet the most 
important element in unconscious mental life. Such a dire con
dition is sufficient to undermine the fuIJ development of con-
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sciousness and short-circuit creative intelligence. l t is the cause 
hehind the fundamental ignorance of the science of life and the 
karmic experience that forever confines us to existential suffer
ing. The level of the ego's psychic awareness must he raised to 
sustain it through tbe difficult period wherein consciousness 
begins to indicate more than what is apparent. Memory is the 
sole support for egoic knowledge that would otherwise benefit 
from pre-personal, supramental communication with planes of 
intelligent life, that would open up awareness of the common 
bond that unifies the ego with the source of though l. 

The ego uses memory ta support its illusion of the under
standing of its experiential reality, leaving the self belpless in 
its isolation from its source. A barrier of egocentric opinions ren
ders access to mind reality impossible. The self in substance is 
the center of the soul; it is the very core ofits energy, the essence 
of which we are made of. When the soul is laden with too much 
obstructive and unnecessary memory, the self is unable to chan
nel the forces emanating from higher spheres that seek union 
with it so as to give the ego the creative drive necessary for the 
fulfillment of a conscious destiny. 

Consciousness can he identified as a psychic selfwhen it has 
dropped egocentricity that screens the subtle thought currents 
pouring in from psychic planes. It is essential to the ego's psy
chological equilibrium to eventually be able to use this thought 
energy ta master disinformation that magnetizes the ego and 
increases its spiritual illusions. This is the last bridge to cross 
before contact with the higber mental planes of the conscious 
mind_ The ego is not familier with conscious thougbt and bas a 
tendency to colour its experience because ofits spiritual nruvety. 
The universe is a vast occult underground of forces that have ta 
he controlled through an awareness that prevents naive mean
derings of a consciousness filled with desires for spiritual eleva
tion. Man is an intelligent being. He must he vigilant in the 
atTairs of the world, and even more 50 in those of the psyche. 
Psychic thought is an addition ta human consciousness. It is not 
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easily accessible because of lack of understanding of the astral 
flaws in the mind. Once aware of pre-personal intelligences, the 
ego has to tearn ta deal with them in a communication similar 
to its physical experience. The forces at work on psycbic planes 
must he mastered. Until the ego becomes aware of its contact 
consciousness, it remains a pawn in a cosmic gambit where 
astral whims have kept mankind from conscious communication 
for thousands of years. 

The conscious ego is a force in itself. It reaps a global vision 
that bas the ability to see through the astral make-up of plane
tary consciousness. The problem with the modern as weil as the 
ancient trends of spirituality lies in the fact tbat we have a ten
dency to take them for granted when in actual fact, they repre
sent subtle forms of astral manipulation that can only he avert
ed through increased awareness of the psychic flaws that under
lie the construction of spiritual views. Evolutionary consCÎous
ness will counter the astral process of the mind. Collaboration 
with the forces of intelligent mind communication will he the 
basis of a balance created through an internaI struggle for real 
freedom. The passive spiritual heing, ignorant of the astrallaws 
of the mind, will he transformed. Regaining control of his psy
chic self will mean increasing bis awareness of the laws that 
govem the spiritual astrality of his consciousness. 

Astral consciousness is not of the living but of the world of 
the dead. Human consciousness must he freed from such an 
involutionary condition in order ta increase free creative part
nership with all planes of reality from where energy is drawn. 
Once the ways and the means of spiritual manipulation have 
heen learned, the ego begins ta comprehend the real self. The 
development of the self and his maintenance in a state of per
manent equilibrium, requîres an ego free in mind which means 
in full control of the quaJity of its thoughts. When such control 
has been achieved, the ego becomes conscious of the self and 
henellts creatively from thought contact with the mind planes 
from which the double or cosmic principle actualizes itself 
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through the conscious self or soul center, down through the 
transparent ego, or real person, as opposed ta personality. 

The ego is a lens through which mental or astral though ts 
shape consciousness. When this lens has been sufficiently pol
ished by lite, and awareness of the astral traps that accompany 
subjective thought, it develops an acute ability to perceive the 
fine registers of pre-personal intelligence, free from astral 
manipulation. Pre-personal intelligence is the essence of cre
ative genius and indicates the ultimate quality of conscious 
thought development. An objective ego is the door te creative 
consclousness when it begins to realize the multidimensional 
nature of mind reality. Until then, it is but a personification of 
subjective reactions, an addiction to the mechanical habits of 
thought, an inability to differentiate between real thinking and 
self-indulgence. Objective thought consciousness is fundamen
tal and revolutionary. It increases the level of awareness above 
and heyond that of present humanity. 

The evolution of consciousness is related te factors that can 
he grasped through the msstery of the astral forces that domi
nate intelligence rooted in an emotional ground. The ego, basi
callyan untutored mass of emotions and opinions, is the source 
of trickery ta the self until the shock of the extent of soul pro
gra.mming has been realized. It has never .been made a free 
agent through a balanced. relationship with the higher planes, 
and therefore remBins a permanent sufferer and plaintiff in a 
life experiment that sustains the soul forces and starves con
sclousness. The soul as an energy system must he deprogrammed 
through pre-personal intelligence perceptions of the ego. Until 
such vision has been achieved, it is impossible for the ego to 
obtain knowledge of self and its source, having no contact with 
an all-encompassing reality. 

Mind communication is a unique vantage point for compre
hensive development of the ego. Once this aspect of self reality 
has been grasped, the ego no longer opposes its creative dynam
ks and psychic objectivity. In its unconsciousness, it is but a 
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vehicle of expression for the soul, that unnecessary slave te the 
astral world from which it came and to which it will return. The 
soul is memory and the unconscious ego its channel. Once the 
ego has become aware of the occu1t laws of the mind, it cesses to 
he a slave of the soul.lt begins using its own forces for the devel
opment of a creative partnership with higher planes of the invis
ible spectrum of intelligence. Conscious destiny is the higher 
evolution of otherwise dormant psychic sources that correspond 
te the architecture of the mind. 

The tiniverse is peopled by intelligences that differ in their 
scale of experience ta ours, due to the quality of the worlds they 
inhabit. Our short-sighted rational vision makes it difficult for 
us te imagine reality as being other than what we think. And 
yet, we easily bring ourselves to communicate with those inter
dimensional worlds through the mechanical formulation of 
prayers. Were we doser te our real self, praying would rapidly 
become an antique form ofunconscious communication replaced 
by direct mental contact through the psychic communication 
network. We would become acquainted with the inteUigent 
nature of universe reality. The whole hasis of subjective life 
experience is linked ta the inability of the ego ta extract from its 
mental experience a higher form of communication, knowledge 
that coexists with the lower mental function or intellect. The ego 
in itself is not a problem as it represents oruy a portion of the 
psychic development of consciousness. It becomes a barrier 
when psychological data is reflected upon, forming the basic 
illusions of the personality, instead of objectifying the pre-per
sonal thought flow that surges from the creative relationship 
witb forces that sustain reality heyond psychological experience. 

The supremacy ofpsycbic evolution over psychological expe
rience is te he found in its multidimensionality. Psychic evolu
tion is the next stage of development of egoic consciousness. 
Once cannot forever live in the absence of a consciousness firm
Iy rooted in the mind. It is noL a matter of choice but of evolu
tionary necessity. Life is bas ically a ncverending process of 
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development of the physicaI and subsequently. the psychic por
tion of human nature. It becomes psychlc at the junction of 
genetic materia! with consciousness of the œil. The subjective 
ego is temporarily deficient of the naturaI link between these 
two strata of developing life forces. The psyche is the summation 
of forces thet Dourish and main tain the genetic materiaI in har
mony with cellular oonsciousness. When this barmeny is bro
ken, througb either karmic or accidentai reasons, it can DO 

longer operate on energy from the higher planes. Astral con
sciousness takes over and breaks the ego's lifeline to reality. 

The supramental science of the ego is creative and useful 
when it raises the awareness of the self and its supporting COD

sciousness. It can he applied from a vantage point thst cannat 
he coloured, as it demoDstrates the rapport of psychic forces 
actualized in a more or less manipulative fashion, depending on 
the degree of egoic maturity. As a creative taol for inner investi
gation, it takes into consideration not only the human, but aIsa 
its astral counterpart, as revealed through the power of the soul 
over the ego in the unconscious phases of the life ex:perience. 
The inability to engage in a conscious relationsbip witb higher 
intelligence planes, wbose role is to move energy througb the 
mind with ever greater efficiency, creates the experience of 
doubt and uncertainty, limiting life consciousness to primitive 
basics. Even those who enjoy a certain amount of freedom from 
their subjective personality through psychic contact with other 
planes, do not understand the laws of those planes. They are 
infiuenced. in ways that would shock them out of their fascina
tion, should they become aware of the traps that match the 
extent of naivety experienced by any psychic who persists in 
dealing with forces without questioning tbeir origin or light. 

The new man will challenge ail forces that stand above mm 
in the psychic spheres, and will bring bis ego to a state of trans
parency that will clearly separate it from mass consciousness. 
The price to pay will he high, for he has never experienced what 
helongs to mm, total creative freedom of the mind. It will not he 
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given te him until he mmself wrencbes it free. There is less love 
in the invisible world than we want to believe in our emotionaI 
and naive spiritual nature. Reality is far more power based tban 
we can imagine, and human consciousness far from under
standing its Iaws. The universe is not at par with human spiri
tual ideals. The psychic forces that underlie human mind activ
ities are much more astral than we have been led to believe, and 
humanity's future role in the evolution of the mind will he to 
restore its naturaI order. This will require a minimum degree of 
creative, objective intelligence that can oo1y he had through the 
dissolution of the emotionallink with spirituality. Until spiritu
ality is freed from emotion and intelligently understoocl, it will 
remain the most powerful astral tocl on earth. Regaining full 
control of conscious thought and creative freedom implies break
iDg the bonds between the death plane and the real self. 

Human reaIity cannot he divided. forever. If we are to gain 
access to our creative partnership with planes of energy which 
make up the whole of our reality as evolutionary beings, we 
cannot forgo knowledge that belongs te the new age. We are 
complete in ourselves but partial in spite of ourselves. We can 
ooly regain full use of our faculties through the reevaluation of 
thinking habits that have forged a personality so far incongru
ous with our unique identity. 

... 



CHAPTER 15 

Psychic Territory 

T he mind is a psycbie territory that expands as we leam ta 
deaI with the forces that define its boundaries. Astral forces 

are concealed within our subjective and emotionaUy nurtured 
thought systems and feed unconscious values espoused by our 
immersion in an experiential rather than a creative civilization. 
Their control iDcreases with the inertia created by our emotion
al affinity witb concepts that secure and maintain our fictitious 
identity. When the mind grows in consciousness, its involution
ary Dotions change radically, leaving the ego te increasingly 
fend Cor itself. The illusions of its astral support dwindIe in the 
ligbt of a new awareness. Its crystallized values gradually dis
solve, compelling a more mature state of mind. Maturity of the 
mind goes far beyond planetary experimental consciousness. 
gravitating psychically towaros an integral system oftelepatruc 
communication with interdimensional planes that lead to con
scious recircuitmg with universal intelligence. 

The territory of the mind becomes a conscious faet of life 
when the ego begins to understand the difference between self
centeredness and psychic centricity. This task is made difficult 
by the nature of unconsciousness, where parasitic elements in 
the mental vortex weaken the clarity of mind and decrease the 
capacity to see through the ambivalence of a thought system 
that has lost touch with psychic reality. Culturally conditioned 
psychological values are false premises to the mînd's psycllic 
dimension. They represent unconscious aspects of egoic mental
ity, and inhibit the psycllic elements of thought that connect the 
ego to the real parameters of consciousness. 

Psychic evolution is the next phase of the development of 
human intelligence. lt will increase the ego's consciousness of 
lligher mental planes and reveal the forces that have retarded it 
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in the pasto The territory of the mmd must he made conscious if 
the self is to deal intelligently with the symboIs of bis culture, 
or those of other civilizations, encountered physically, astrally, 
or etherically. Psychic territory must be understood in the same 
manner as physicaJ space is. The mind has access to this com
prehension provided there is sufficient inner strength to deaI 
with the psychic elements that block its creative intelligence. 
Myriads of sentiment from age old attacbment to culture form a 
racial memOly that smothers the ego enough to separate it from 
its own psychic territory. 

The t.erritory of the mind should he as evident as that of 
dreams. Whether reality is grasped tbrough thoughts process
ing symbolic images in the dream state, or through the rational 
process of the awakened thought experience, consciousness 
should he maintained permanently in order to protect our minds 
from psycbic interferences we wrongfully associate with person
a! intelligence. Our ignorance of the psyche's multidimensionaI 
nature creates its mystery. The ego can learn to deal with all 
aspects of self, providing it cesses to act like an ostricb. A limit. 
ed psycbologica.l approach to reality, on the basis of egocentric 
behaviour. undermines inner understanding by the intrusion of 
parasitic e1ements into the mind's t.erritory. 

Dreams are evidence of the territorial reality of the mind. 
They are the foundation of thought systems that animat.e three 
dimensional thoughts into an astrallife forol or process whose 
purpose is the development of a greater psychic understanding 
of self. Dreams are the astro-psychic counterpart to the thought 
system. They allow consciousness to deal with un-thought, or 
unwant.ed aspects of persona! reality in a manner which does 
not threaten egoic perception. the foundation of lower con
sciousness. The dream state is the "other '" side of the self. whose 
inner puzzles the ego cannot or has not integrated or brought 
wilhin the field of conscious realization. People who refuse or 
bypass inner development for reasons of fear. limit themselves 
by faîling to fully investigate the mind terntory. They Jjve with-
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in a reduced mind space wherein dreams are unfinished busi· 
ness. When misunderstood or overlooked, dreams are not put ta 
rest. They remain alive in the unconscious mind in three dimen· 
sional tbought forms and affect the daily thought process 
througb their subliminal presence. 

The mind is a communications network of different intelli· 
gence levels that meet, providing the ego has the resources to 
focus on the real aspects of self instead of the clichés supported 
by the subjective memory of the race. Unconsciousness is the 
perpetuaI ignorance of tbis universal fact of lue. Psychic territo
ry becomes endless when the ego learns ta assume its inner rela· 
tionship with other mind levels without losing track of its own. 
Otherwise, it leaves itself open ta astral manipulation that can, 
if left unchecked, result in the creative impotence of a psychic 
blackout. Mind territary increases as the perceptions of rea1ity 
evolve beyond the subjective parameters of experiential con· 
sciousness. 

The mind is a uruverse. We fail ta grasp that we have bare
ly experienced its components, and we have reduced its vastness 
to the level of a primary instinct for psychologicaJ survival. 
What we know of the mind and its network is 50 insignificant, it 
has turned our knowledge of lue into a psychological farce. The 
notion of the psychic territory of the mind can only be grasped 
through a knowledge fully dissociated from involutionary 
thought systems. We are conditioned ta think in a manner that 
insures emotional security in the mind. This reduces access ta 
advanced thought systems that lie beyond the rational confines 
of the intellect. Consciousness of the psychic territary leads ta 
thought systems that give full understanding of human nature 
and its multidimensional network components. Without sucb 
inner science, the psyche remains a ghetto tbat satisfies the 
astral pulses of the soul at the expense of a creative, supramen· 
tal intelligence. 

The soul contrais much of the mind's energy through the 
feeling center. This enables it ta put man through existential 
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suffering to feed the soul world or astral planes which in turn, 
influence the unconscious mind and distort ego reality. Without 
psychic understanding oflife, it is impossible ta free onese1ffrom 
crass materiallsm or naive spirituality to integrate the thought 
systems that energize them. We remain karmic prisoners of life 
in either the physical or astral form. 

The evolution of consciousness will require an openness of 
the mind to other planes. Living within the restrictive quarters 
of an emotionally conditioned intellectual experience is insuffi· 
dent ta understand the underlying forces active tbroughout the 
physical and psychic uruverses of lue. Fear and real knowledge 
do not mix. The reaIization that the mind is a psychic territory, 
a vast network of communication that requîres an inner capac· 
i ty to dissociate oneself from preconceived notions about reality, 
will facilitate contact with intelligences that affect life at the 
individual, collective, and universal levels. The new man will 
see and understand the complex web of forces at work, and it 
will become clear to him that life became a mystery when his 
forbearers lost contact with higher thought systems. 

Consciousness is a joint venture wherein the thought 
adjuster or double increases its participation with the life pra
gram througb the soul's basic working material from which the 
ego validates the physical experience. The relenUess activity of 
the thought adjuster or spirit force, through the soul , reaches a 
final cbapter in the evolution of consciousness once the latter 
has been traversed by its light, bringing it ioto psychic unit y or 
fusion with its creative ray. However, this next stage of intelli· 
gence evolution is fraught with spiritual traps never before 
encountered in the long and arduous searcb for self identity. 
Astral knowledge forms the very center of a disparate, plane· 
tary, spiritual foundation whose influences can only be dissipatr 
ed through an integrated consciousness that alone has the 
power to lay ta rest the astral spiritual domination over the self. 
Knowledge orthe mind and its inner terri taries will cast Iight on 
antiquated. spiritua l disinformation, and leave the new man 
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emotionally free from the astral contamination of a spirituality 
that has alienated bis creative intelligence and aborted. the real 
understanding of the consciousness of self. 

The new age that is dawnÎDg on an irreversible interest in 
the psychic and spiritual sciences, will eventually heed the clear 
message that ail is not well with its spiritual interests. Many 
people caugbt up in this positive illusory emotion will realize 
that the new age is not as crystal clear as it appears to the spir· 
itual eye, and that the real picture of cosmic reality helongs to a 
time when the tides of astral influence are no longer sweeping a 
world of spiritual incomprehension. There is more te mind real· 
ity than naive new agers cao appreciate, or sacrifice. The 
advanced state ofnew age consciousness will he totally removed 
from any forro of astrally dominated religious, spiritual. or sei· 
entific tbinking. 

The mind of the new age increases its territory as con· 
sciousness grows in objective communication with thought SyS
tems that do not belong te an involutionary order. Th benefit 
from higher thought systems, the ego must he informed through 
a new register ofthought vibration that pierces the astral mem· 
ory of the race. Race memory weakens the inner capacity te he 
finely tuned to universaI thought systems that regenerate the 
mental relationship and communication with planes that are 
the source of thought energy. The psychic territory of the mind 
is akin te a vast reservoir of knowledge fiowing from advanced, 
cosmic pre-personalities radiating vibrational energy beyond 
astral thought systems. Man tbinks with astral rather than 
mental energy. and for this reason bis knowledge of reality, as 
weIl as tbat of self. remains relative to parameters conditioned 
by race memory. Astral knowledge is ruled by disincarnated 
souls evolving by way of their relationsbip with man. through 
subjective thought systems that personalize bis involutionary 
consciousness. 

The mind is a territery thatcannot he experienced fully until 
we have been made free to separate from the physical envelope 
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at will, in the etheric rather than the astral forol. Following this 
stage of psychic evolution, it becomes evident that the mind is 
not simply a perception system. It is alse a transport force that 
has the faculty to assist in the displacement of the subtle psy
cbic envelopes of tbe human make-up at other levels. 
Conseiousness is actualized lines of force determined by the 
relationship hetween mind energy and the envelopes of subtle 
bodies that make up the invisible side of human reality. The 
mind has many functions. While we recognize its communica· 
tive and thougbt function, we have yet te realize its transport 
function, when it is freed from the lower thought systems that 
incapacitate its cosmicity. 

The territory of tbe mind expands as the ego disengages 
itselffrom its conditioned memory and frees itselffrom the emo
tional forces that bind it te the collective egregore. The mind is 
an active and powerful force. It has the innate function of 
asserting its reality within worlds that are undefinable from a 
pbysical perspective. Once it has been awakened to its interdi
mensional nature, the psyche is liberated. from the electric field 
created by the pbysical OOdy and moves slong tbe auric lines of 
force that contain the psycbic dimensions of the self. When the 
latter's psychic centers are sufficiently transmuted, tbis process 
takes place quite naturally, leaving the mind free to investigate 
the outer limits of consciousness as perceived througb its own 
cosmic reality, fully dissociated. from the astral spberes that 
seek to maintain their hold on its psycbological components. 
The etheric plane is a systemic one where the etheric envelope 
moves along coordinates of interdimensionality in an ultimate 
free zone of excbange between planes and their attrihuted. 
worlds. 

Mind territory is Dot a pbilosopbica1 concept. It is a psycbic 
reality that unifies consciousness and gives it meaning beyond 
its intellectual canvas. It is an unknown parameter of mental 
life, and responsible in its unconscious state for tbe subjective 
nature of hum an thought. The mind as a universal system of 
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communication cannat bring ta light its higher mental aspects 
untii the ego has come ta understand that it is impregnated 
witb subtile thougbt currents making up its conscious and 
unconscious register. Once it has become aware orthe mind ter
ritory, the ego gains access ta its transpersonal dimensÎons. This 
enables it to dissociate persona! reality from its subjective per
ceptions, increasing its te1epathic communication with realms of 
intelligence that are the source of uruversal or cosmîc thought 
systems. The reality of the mind territory can no longer he ques
tioned by the intellect once the higher mind center has been 
opened and the ego's mental energy converted ta a vibrationa! 
level independent of its subjective memory. 

The evolution of human intelligence in the next cycle will 
revea1 that we are on the physical plane ta eventually unify our 
consciousness with the psychic forces that radiate from pre-per
sonal planes of intelligence. "Seing" psychology cannot advance 
beyond the astrallevel until consciousness has opened up to free 
thought systems. The mind is a vast array ofinterfacing psychic 
planes, disunified through the breaking of the ray of creation by 
unconscious notions perpetuated in our planetary civilization. 
Intelligence is systemîc, more or less in harmony with the over-
all psychîc dimensions that stretch infinitely beyond our intel
lectual interpretations. 

The psychic forces at work through the mînd are astralized 
by subjectivity in man. They cannot connect with systemîc 
thought because of the egoic need to identify with the personali
ty, to the detriment of the reaI persan. The ego will be compelled 
ta shed it's most cherished illusion, free will, before acceding ta 
real freedom in a psychic territory involving eventual telepatbic 
correspondence with interdimensional media. As such, the ego 
advances the science of the psyche, creating a psychologîcal vac
uum in a continuum born of the inner contact between the 
thought acijustor and the thought receptor. Higher thoughts test 
the psychic resistance of the ego. Vntil it has learned ta dissoci
ate itself from its subjective emotional values, it drifts away 
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from pure thought to he pulled down to the level ofthought gen
erated feelings, the status quo of contemporary civilization. 

The territory of the mînd grows through the application of 
psychologica1 and psychic laws that uproot consciousness from 
deeply imbedded impressions. It cannot perpetrate the faIlacies 
of unconscious thought patterns that dissociate consciousness 
from its source. The mind terri tory is equivalent, at first, ta a 
world attainable by inner communication, only until it is dis
covered that communication is but the tirat step towards the 
opening of its frontiers. The mind has little to do with the actu
aI thought process, a limited aspect of itself. As consciousness 
grows, the mind becomes an extension in time and space of pow
erful energies that have the ability ta orgaruze themselves ta 
resemhle the physica1 being, differing in freedom from the laws 
of gravity. The mind has the ability ta perform psychicaIly with
out the support of a physical means, enahling it ta interface with 
causal laws, and ta actualize them through other than a per
ceivable mechanical pl'OCess. The mind is pure energy. It can 
inten:ept and dissect energy currents opposed ta its will, on the 
physical as weIl as the psycbic planes, a higher form of its cre
ative action. 

Psychic energy is the peraonalization of multidimensionaI 
forces that have not yet gained human attention. It is a form of 
consciousness that belongs ta realms tbat have little creative 
effect on human life and destiny. The unconscious ego cannot 
identify psychic energy other than tbrough astral cbannels that 
use it for the domination ofhuman thougbt patterns. The ego is 
not oo1y a subjective seat of consciousness, but also an experi
mental aspect of conscious awareness in evolution. Higher 
forces cannot deal harmoniously with the ego until it bas 
learned ta work with them, a long process. When we recognize 
the fragility of egoic consciousness, we see that we have not 
been taught ta think in a manner that confirms our reality. Had 
we Dot been taught ta identify our selves with our thougbts, we 
would bave discovered tbat thought reality is directly propor-
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tional to the mind territory. Mind reality transcends the Mean· 
ing conveyed by thoughts in UDconscious interdimensional 
modes of perception. 

The ego experiences ooly a fraction of the overall self or iden· 
tity. The other part is hidden somewhere in the mind territory 
and awaits its disco very through knowledge that cannot he hrui 
through rational psychology or philo5Ophy of being. Mentallife 
is far from common. The uruverse of the mind corresponds 10 the 
universe of energy. We have a tendency to separate the world 
into sections, material, vital, emotional, and mental . This way of 
seeing things is useful but not roal. A corpse on a table that was 
alive a few moments before, is not an absolute form of death, but 
a relative withdrawal of mind energy. The emotions character
ize the experience as death when in actual fact, it simply repre
sents a withdrawn state of energy to a previous level,long for
gotten sinee birtb. 

The mind territory is a psychic fact that underlies mind real
ity beyond the intellectualism of our thinking habits. The mind 
is a world, not a state. The notion ofstate comes from our inabil· 
ity to communicate within its hermetic dimensions. The intel· 
lectual process maltes the mind a perceivable experience while 
retaining an unknown. 1t is througb the mind tbat we think, but 
it is also through the mind tbat we are able to comprebend the 
forces at work at alilevels of our conscious self. The self can he 
defined as a more or less conscious force that permits us to orga
oize our psychic energy in proportion 1.0 the ego's penetration of 
the mind dimension. Goly tbrough such an awareness cao we 
hegin to increase our participation in different levels of being 
reality and release ourselves from lower states of consciousness 
that rule over the world tbrough their control and manipulation 
ofour thinkinghabits. The mind is a continuum ofthought com
munication that ceases to he experiential once we have learned 
to communicate with its psychic counterpart. The net result of 
this conscious development is in the provocation of events 
rather than the unconscious subjugation to them. Mind territo-
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ry is the science of energy applied to the conscious portion of the 
human mind at the brain level. It extends beyond the physical 
into the astral and etberic dimensions of consciousness, and has 
the ability to portray future events as weU as their destiny. It is 
part of the unknown dimension of human consciousness and it 
must he revived before open contact with other civilizations is 
establisbed. 

Mind territory is equivalent to the science of tbe uoiverse 
studied from within the pbysical body. It is an extension of the 
etberic dimension of the psyche at the physicallevel of life expe
rience. The new cycle of the evolution of intelligence on earth 
will come about in time to encounter other world civilizations. 
The human field of consciousness must expand to include a 
wider base of communication witb life that bas participated, in 
the distant past, in our evolution. Tbe race problem on earth 
cannot he solved througb polities alone, impregnated as it is 
with distrust from thougbt programming inseminated into 
human consciousness for thousaods of years. The nature of resl
ity cannot he dissociated from the politics of knowledge which 
has kept our civilization on the brink of despair for 50 long. A 
new cycle of intelligence will imprint itself on the consciousness 
of the world that tbe generations of the future will have nothing 
to do with tbe generations of the pasto 
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The Astral Connection 

T he astral body is primarily responsible for the sensorial 
functions of consciousness. Its secondary task is to glimpse 

the astral world through a universal symboüsm experienced in 
the dream state. The astral body is the most important vehicle 
in the perception of self consciousness, while the mental body 
remains ooly partially activated. until the selfis made aware of 
the psychie world of the mlnd. At this time he discovers his men· 
tal relationship with universal psychie terri tories that make up 
the etberic plane of oonsciousness, and the energy field through 
whicb interdimensionaI civilizations travel in their systemic 
order. Contact with advanced thougbt systems will follow the 
transmutation of astral consciousness. The mind cannot experi· 
ence higber mental communication unless astral consciousness 
has been revealed and the ego made aware of the primary laws 
ofthought that structure its link with interdimensional worlds. 

Contact with other mind planes through the manipulation of 
the astral form has been a recurring experience throughout his
tory. The evolution of consciousness will demonstrate that the 
astral displacement ofmind energy is no terminal proofofsuch 
experience. but simply a taste of what conscious contact with 
interdimensional space will he in time. It May he self-serving to 
tbink that astral contact with other levels of consciousness is 
final and absalute. when it is simply a test of human character 
put inta psychic situation in order to determine the degree of 
emotional reaction experienced at this level hefore full etheric 
and physical contact can, if ever. he established. While the 
astral nature of the experience does take place in actual psychic 
terms, the subject remBins bound to the cosmic law of disinfor
mation that accompanies aU human contact with other levels of 
life, until the mind has been freed from its astral connection. 
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Destiny does not lie witbin human civilization alone. As we 
know it, civilization is a limitOO sketch of evolutionary life that 
extends much further than we are 100 ta believe, or can even 
imagine. Interdimensional contact cannot take place on the 
basis of our present psychological make-up and knowledge. The 
mind territary must first expand and stabilize for bigher sys
tems of thought ta imprint themselves on the psyche to make it 
possible for the ego, through unhindered perceptions, to 
inc.rease its understanding. The mind must he depolluted or de
astralized ta become an accessible continuum ta bigher forms of 
intelligence. If not, any form of psycbic connection is subject to 
disinformation in accordance with the systemic laws of pro
grammed evolution. 

The astral connection is a tentative link with intelligences of 
other planes. It is fraught with lies and deceptions that can ooly 
he overcome through the knowledge of its laws. The etheric 
counterpart of the mind is the consummate plane that will make 
objective understanding of systemic reality possible. Life does 
not begin on the physica1 plane. It ooly evolves tbere for reasons 
of deve10pment ofits physical, astral, and mental forms. Life as 
we know it is a necessary step towards immortality, the perma
nent bond with consummate consciousness devoid of astral veils 
and free from the experiential karma of the soul. Cellular con
sciousness must he raised ta incorporate the physica1 and psy
chic make-up, the elements of the life force of which man is an 
integral part in other dimensions and from whicb he originates. 
The astral connection must he broken before he gains full con
trol of his energy field and can apply bis conscious will. 'lbtaI 
integration cannot take place until he has learned ta sever his 
Iink with the astral planes that divert bis energy and make rom 
deviate towards lower instincts that colour bis subjective 
tboughts. 

Advanced human experience wiIJ make a complete reversaI 
in the lue flow as it regains control over its inner dimensions. 
The astral connection is sa strong, it prevents the self from con-
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necting with his own source. He Îs reduced. to the life of a pup
pet, incapable of dealing with the reality ofhis psychic make-up, 
the subtle material ofwhich he is part. The nm age will see civ
ilization, as we know it, crumble under the weight of dishelief of 
the thought systems that sustained humanity for thousands of 
years. We have lived for toc long apart from our psychic reality, 
swept away by the astral influences ofour civilized illusions. The 
mind must he upgraded in vibration through the fragmentation 
ofits astrality. This reversaI of fortune will affect allieveis oflife 
on the planet, from individual to the collective governing bodies. 
The fabric of consciousness will he stretched to i ts limits in oroer 
to free man's inner potential to connect with the etheric or high
er mental dimensions of systemic reality. 

Understanding the astral connection willlead to the under
standing of consciousness, allowing the ego to separate its self 
reality from its egaic sensitivity. It will increase the relationship 
between man and his source at the mentallevel, and decrease 
his dependency on thought systems that have the power to 
develop his intellect, but are unable te free his consciousness. 
The level of awareness of the mind can oruy be raised through 
the knowledge that the astral connection distorts selfreality. It 
divides consciousness and leads man to believe that his reality 
is ft by-produet ofhis tboughts when in faet, it is a by-product of 
higher thought systems that have notyet been integrated by the 
Jower self or intellect. This explains why ideas are often per
ceived, yet not consciously thought about on the astrallevel of 
consciousness. 

The mind is a territory, not simply an ex:ercise in thought. 
Thinking is a lower fonn of consciousness unless it becomes a 
psychic territory (je conscious), or space that allows the mind to 
communicate with its source. Thought does not originate with 
the lower self but vibrates through its lower mental plane. This 
causes its coloring and creates an impression ofreality unfit for 
higher understanding. Mind reality is infinite and enables con
tact with other dimensions on the etheric as weIl as the astral 
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level. Death, for instance, is the ultimate contact between the 
astral and the physical plane, allowing the self freedom from the 
physical envelope to enter a paralleI dimension founded by 
memory. Beyond death, however, consciousness is free of astral 
energy and enters into sympathy with levels of intelligent life 
that are not subservient te the buman, memory-based psyche. 
Memory is the ultimate measure of lower thought systems, 
while telepathic contact with higher tbought systems involves 
intelligence planes empowered to Încrease human awareness 
and knowledge beyond its astral perimeter. Such planes are free 
from subjective memory and enable the self te clearly distin
guisb between the astral and mental worlds. 

The astral connection is the enclosing perimeter of uncon
sciousness. Beyond it man is free, in the cosmic sense of the 
word. He has finally the ability te know beyond any subjective 
form of restraint from parallel worlds involved at different 
stages of the human involutionary development. The human 
psyche is a time machine that informs and disinforms according 
te the nature ofits link with astral beings. Tbese, to serve their 
own purpose, hide their identity behind human symbolism in 
order to maintain their psychic grip on consciousness. Man does 
not exist by himself and for himself aJone, until he has overcome 
bis inner ignorance of the psyehic laws that determine the man
ner in which he sees the universe. The evolutionary develop
ment of the human mind is based on the complete grasp of the 
nature of thought. Until thinking is fully understood in its 
occult process. dreams are interpreted from an astral percep
tion, and thought remains a subjective function of the astralized 
ego, disconnected from its source and serving only the soul. 

The self must understand the nature ofhis astral connection 
if be is ta grasp the symbolic order of the dream world of which 
thought is the organized. rational counterpart. This will enable 
him to perceive the quality and depth of the mind when deter
mined by the power of individualized thought. Thinking is not 
simply a reflective process. Tt is the medium of interdimension-
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al communication througb the mind that can he brougbt to the 
9wareness of the self once he bas learned to accept its supra
mental source. The mind gives access ta its fulliandscape when 
the ego no longer feels threatened by ideas that pulse in from 
beyond its astral perimeter, the seat ofits false identity, the per
sonality. The astral connection is the driving force of both sim
ple and educated ignorance. Beyond tbis subjective state, 
emerges ft being that ca.n no longer live under influences tbat 
mask his reality and knowledge in arder to preserve another's. 
When the self realizes the inner need and strength to dynamize 
bis own individualized. thought system, which can bring mm out 
of his subjective attitudes by its compatibility with interdimen
sional mind levels, he will break the astral connectioD. 

The mind is not a human convenience but a psychic terri tory 
which the ego experiences through endIess attitudes of which it 
is more or less aware. As it moves beyond self-indulged igno
rance, the psycbe will tune in to higber mind levels. This will 
determine its capacity and right to know. as it gradually draws 
away from collective ignorance, a measure of its involutionary 
consciousness grafted to race memory. Evolution cannot take 
place througb the collective process. Individual identity must 
eventually he regained. The astral world locks the self in a col
lective evolutionary cycle from wbicb he must escape in order ta 
gravitate tawards individuality where the mind is free to 
explore the many mansions of reality. In this process the self 
will be strengthened as he begins moving away from the astral 
perimeter of bis consciousness. 

Contact with other dimensions remains a bermetic fact of 
life. It will grow, spread and transpire as humanity enters a new 
pbase of awareness, its collective consciousness streamlined ta 
allow an enhanced development of individualized intelligence. 
The human intellect is extremely naive, proud, pseudo-intelli
gent, and narrow-minded, regard1ess ofits apparent sophistica
tion. It has historica1ly interfered witb the full development of 
conscious thougbt. As evolutionary ideas seep througb the mod-
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em and post-modern mind, open contact witb other mind levels 
will rivet human consciousness and create, at tirst, great trau
ma, a necessary step tawards establishing a new arder in the 
science of the mind. Time is 00 the side of evolution once the 
a1pbabet of coosciousness has been learned. 

The psychic control of one's destiny can ooly come about 
through control over the astral connection. The ambivalence 
experienced in thought must be put to rest ifwe are to enter into 
contact with, and, in psychic time, individually fuse with inter
dimensional intelligence. The nature of consciousness is not 
measurable by the intellect. This explains our difficulties in the 
experience of living. at alllevels. We expect lire ta behave as we 
wish and it never does, for the karmic link with the astral plane 
has not been broken at the planetary level. We constantly gam
ble for the best and fear for the worst. Life is not sufficiently 
harmonized with the higher dimensions of the psyche to allow 
real self determination and freedom. The astral connection is 
our passport to recurring experience rather tban permanent 
peace. 

The astral connection prevents the self from living in peace 
because ofits negative bombardment of the mind and its offset
ting of the mental focus through stress-related emotions. It cov
ers the whole range ofhuman experience, from the time ofbirth 
to the time of death. It is a psychic trap of such power and 
unimaginable presence that it weakens the center of conscious
ness and puts life under subtle influences that gradually warp 
creative intelligence. The UDconscious mind is overwhelmed by 
forces so pervasive, they create a barrage against higher con
sciousness. leaving the groping ego in a perpetuai state of need 
for self-justification. The astral connection is a force ta reckon 
with. It grows imperceptibly as the ego further disengages itself 
from its center. Life becomes more difficult with the passage of 
time. The return ta a focused inner center requires a radical 
break with lifelong thinking habits that have paralyzed the 
mind through illusion, feBr, and the need to believe. 
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The mind feeds on mental impressions emotionally thwart· 
ed tbroughout the buman experience. It cannot evolve beyond 
its astral limitations until it has broken free of the historical 
thinking patterns imposed by civilization. The mind cannot 
grow into an autonomous entity until it has converted its psy· 
chological knowledge into a form of psychic consciousness total· 
ly independent from the collective archetypes of humanity. The 
archetypes are astral symbols whicb effect powerful reference 
systems of thought and behaviour, conditioning the mind ta a 
way of thinking that serves the experiential levei of soul con· 
sciousness rather than the intelligent dimensions of ego aware
ness. 

The astral connection is the experientialllnk with the world 
of the soul. Dnly the supramental sphere can provide the knowl· 
edge and understanding of the function of astral archetypes 
used throughout the involutionary period of human history ta 
keep man prisoner of antagorustic bellef systems. The fact that 
archetypes exist does not make them fundamental to the mind's 
psychic structure. Belleving them 50 makes us subservient ta 
their astral meaning, and keeps us from the powerful thrust of 
a supramental connection with the forces of the thought 
adjuster that lie at the very foundation of the human tbought 
system. 

The unconscious mind is inundated by the astral appetites of 
the soul, manifested through the subjective aspects of human 
knowledge inculcated aince birth. Man lS so dissociated from bis 
own inner center, he has llttle or no ability ta free himselfwill· 
fully from notions that have given the human mind a suh-
servient role in the evolution of consciousness. The astral con· 
nection imparts ta the mind all the possible and imaginable 
material it needs emotionally ta support the soul forces that coa· 
lesce ioto a psychic pattern deviating from reality. The psyche, 
when nourished from external sources, tends to absorb materi· 
al slong the llnes of least resistance, Dot haviog tbe maturity to 
support its own ioner dimensional reality that would forcibly 
divorce it from its collectively induced passivity. 
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The notion that man is an intelligent heing lS based. on bis 
capacity ta deal with matter. Even here, his intelligence js ques
tionable if we consider the harm be has brought ta bis people, 
not to mention his planet. As saon as he moves into more ethe-
real spheres, he loses bis composure and is forced ta identify 
with forms ofknowledge that suit bis emational needs on a pri. 
mal hasis. Substantive knowledge transpires not from the ratio
nal efforts of the mind, but from the supramental composite ele
ments that make it a universal system of communication with 
other levels. This will remain a hard faet ta swallow as long as 
the intellect 50 ardently refuses ta realize the psychic interven
tion of multidimensional reality in the affairs of men at alllev
els of their experience. 
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CHAPTER 17 

Sub-mental Symbolism 

Civilization dominates the unconscious min,d. immersing it in 
its collective, sulrmental energy, where lt evolves oaly as 

changes take place in the collective memory of the individual 
psyches that sum up the symbolic structure of civilization as a 
whole. Civilization and its inner order does Dot develop in ft vac· 
uum. Its lire forces. supported by the totality ofindividual mind 
energy, are subject to inevitable recuperation once a critical 
rosss of disregard has been attained globally by the individuals 
tbat compose it. Involutionary civilization was. in appearance 
only, able to progress as if it were on its Qwn power, a collective 
destiny summed up in its total symbolism. ln the new cycle of 
evolution the symbols of civilization will he dissidently rejected 
by an increasingly individualized consciousness. 

The universalization ofbuman rights and its renewed values are 
able to spread wben civilization's sub-mental symbolism and its 
consequences have been exposed. Collective symbols no longer 
having authority over the spiritual and temporal destiny of 
increasingly individualized members of society, will he the clear 
signal of a new age. The more conscious self will no longer sub
mit to the mind of civilization and its attendant arcbetypes. At 
this point in time, evolutionary ideas will explode into areas of 
buman quest that bad in the past been deprived of the legitima
cy of bennetic notions. wbich would bave weakened the power of 
civilization's astral symbolism over buman consciousness. 

Civilization is built on symbolism that unbalances individual 
consciousness and binds it ta a self-negating role. ta the detri
ment of a more mental order of development. It i8 a force that 
bomogenizes thought and keeps the self in a status ~f ~ri
numeral importance. This will change with the systematic elim
ination from the social landscape of dictatorial , totalitarian, and 
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dogmatic temporal or spiritual forces that use authority as a 
straightjacket ta subdue individual development and hamper 
further advancement into the realm of individualized thought. 
Sub-mental consciousness predisposes the self ta symbolic con
formism. forcing it away from its own mental center. Its ficti
tious Hnk is constantly renewed by the mind pool of a civiliza
tion that takes away rather than gives. 

An involutionary civilization does Dot allow for real needs. 
This would destroy its foundation and force into play a new evo
lutionary cycle requiring a new set of rules. In the near future, 
however, individualized consciousness will he reaching a point of 
inner growth ta counterbalance the critical mass of institution
alized., involutionary ideas. The mental axis of civilization will 
correspond to tbat of the individual when its symbolism bas been 
eradicated from bis consciousness through supermental thought 
evolution. This will take place on an individual basis, since men
tal growth cannot sbare involutionary collective tbought, an egre
gare that serves ta astralize the consciousness of self. 

Symbolism actualizes astral energy that dictates the level of 
emotional response needed to ensure psychologica1 survival of 
the unconscious member in his collective race. Mentally violated 
by belief systems in the interests of civilization, were be con
scious, he would decode sub-mental symbolism. extricate himself 
from its perpetuai astral web, and use it cre&tively towards a full 
understanding of fuis "cosmic gossip" running througb his 
opened mind. 

Decoding symbolism is an integral creative function of the 
individualized mind. It unmasks tbe elements ofmeaning orthe 
astral world, freely apprebended through mental channels. This 
increases the psyche's equilibrium and fosters the understand· 
ing of deep layers of cosmic knowledge hidden behind symbols. 
Symbolism is a sub-mental quality ofunconSCÎOUS thought that 
brings Ît into being. It allows the mind te deal witb its sub-real
ity and face its organizational psychic structure with impunity. 
As consciousness evolves in lo a new mental order, it will draw 
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further away from the imposition of symbols. The need to know 
will increase the ability to communicate perfectly with the men· 
tal planes that ensure psychic survival. Civilization has little 
choice but to use symbolism, lacking the ability as a collective 
mind to integrate the systemic forces of evolution of all of its ter· 
ritones, physical, psychological and psychic, at once. Unconscious 
man has identica1limitations until he learns the higher laws of 
the mind. Then symbolism becomes a lesser reference need, and 
in the final stage of race evolution is fully discarded. This will he 
a new epoch where the needs of man perfectly coincide with those 
of a transmuted social oroer, which today, cao only offer a ficti· 
tious shelter. 

Sub·mental symbolism is the vested power of civilization. It is 
sub·mental in its focus on the ambiguities of consciousness, 
regardless of its, apparent psychological or psychic role. It cannot 
be understood in a perfectly objective manner unless studied with 
the full awareness of its interdimensional backdrop. Symbolism 
paralyzes the unconscious intellect, distorting its understanding 
of the soul forces. The higher mental systems that bypass reflec· 
tion, and infonn the ego of its dimensional meaning as revealed 
at the sourœ of thought it.self, cannot he accessed through sym· 
bolism. As symbolism touches the mind, its astral power over· 
cornes it and locks it within a meaning which may take centuries 
for a civilization to overcome, or a whole lifetime at the individual 
level, until the mind has been tuned to a plane that moves freely 
over the sub·mentallevel of astral meaning. 

Symbolism in its sub·mental form screens the thought 
process and compels the individual to adhere to a thinking level 
unripe for passage to another dimension of perception. Its power 
encourages permanent unconsciousness, even though, in 
appearance only, it suggests a more profound appraisal ofreali· 
ty. The illusion is so real, that change can only occur when the 
self's psychic foundation has been transmuted. The stagnation 
of psychological matter engulfed in civilizations of illusory sym· 
bolism explains why there is sa much repetition, and so little 
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advance in the history of mankind, and further illustrates the 
reason behind the recurrence of aberrations of civilized behav. 
iour and the continaity of ignorance. Regardless of the degree of 
its intellectual sophistication, civilization has contributed to the 
uncbanging norms in its collective level of intelligence. 

A search for identity based on involutionary ideas about the 
nature of reality, maltes sub--mental symbolism the exalted trap-
pings of the nature ofbeing, that precludes freedom from think. 
ing habits associated with the insecurity of the self. Even the 
trends or cul ts in self·development that periodically strike the 
fancy of spiritually minded people, are associated. with the astral 
plane. The much sought-after freedom is tainted by sub-mental 
symbolism, even when approached with the utmost sincerity. 
The nature of heing cannot he fully experienced through expedi. 
tive ways offered by gurus or cult leaders, in either physica1 or 
astral expression. Involutionary thought is tao astral ta support 
a full understanding of the illusions of the self, when unaided by 
a direct contact with the mental realms of consciousness. 

Spirituality is a form of consciousness that feeds on loft y 
thoughts. But spiritual thought in it.self does Dot provide securi. 
ty against the astral illusions of the spiri tual worlds. The 
thought system must be raised in vibration in orcier to establish 
telepatbic contact with realms of life that lie heyond the astral 
plane. Flying within the earth's atmosphere does not make one 
gravit y free. One has to fiy beyond the limits of the planet's 
atmosphere ta understand what freedom from gravit y really is. 
Sa it is with spiritual sciences. Spiritual development keeps man 
within the limits of bis psychosymbolic orbit. As he learns ta 
move further away from tbis emotional comfort zone, he hegins 
to understand that supramental thought, unattached to sul>
mental symbolism, can propel him heyond his astral connection. 

The fundamental problem with any form ofsub-mental sym. 
bolism is its inability to turn away from the gods. As uncon. 
scious planetary beings, we suffer from a historicsl, misty.eyed 
s ickness we call the spiritual quest. Through symbolic expcri. 
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ence, we've been running in circles around pyramids for 50 long, 
we've lost touch with intelligence and its science of the mind. 
We've adopted our thinking system to alternate forms of sym
bolism that are part of the sub-mentallevels of consciousness. 
We've refined tms intellectual or intuitive faculty to such a 
degree that we bave become pawns in 8 cosmic spiritual gambit 
controlled from the astral plane in accordanœ witb the evolving 
sophistication of our intellect. We look to spirituality to see what 
we want, Dot wbat i8. Whatever the gods wish us to see bas 
become a relative article of faith. We have lost touch with cos
mie consciousness and ifs universal intelligence, and with it, 
rea1 identity. 

The intelligence barn from the freedom from sub-mental sym
bolism will never he graciously banded us from the temporal. 
spiritual or more occu1t planes, as it is part of the game of life and 
thought. The role of aDy sentient heing in the evolutioD of the 
spheres, he they physical, astral, or mental, is the application of 
a science that unifies consc.iousness at allleveis at the same time. 
This is wbat evolution calls for. The manner in wmcb this will 
unfold will vary according to the preeminence given 1.0 the science 
of the mind in the new cycle of race evolution. Man will have to 
fight for real freedom until be immortalizes bis consciousness. 
The amount oftime is irrelevant from a cosmic perspective, for it 
will neutralize the forces that bave made of bim an experiment in 
a faraway laboratory for the development of a Cree consciousness, 
&gainst the greatest of odds. Consciousness is a multidimension
al experience in which many planes are involved at the same time 
for the same reason: evolution. Consciousness only appears to 
belong to man. Actually, it is a more or less open field of cosmic 
communication, interpret.ed in our subjective dimension as pero 
sonal thougbt. As we move on, tbis perception will change and 
thought will become pure communication with identifiable sys
temic networks whicb are the source of aIl tbought. 

The mind derives its judgement from ingrained points of ref· 
erence wbere symbolic values sustain the individual tbrough 
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the life experience without offering an understanding ofits laws 
and inner processes. It receives notions tried endlessly in the 
unconscious human experience instead of at the source of cre
ative intelligence. Suh-mental symbolism is at the very core of 
those notions. It pervades tbem in the most subtle thougbt 
movement. Mentallife becomes involved in a collective referen
tial system detached from the systemic reality of multidimen
sional consciousness. The emotional content of symbolism 
makes it abject from tbe point ofview of more advanced thougbt 
systems. It is useful as a reference tocl ta identify the underly· 
ing forces at work in the universe of the mind, but it quells cre
ative intelligence and prevents the more occult understanding 
of tbese creative forces at work. Involution is the neverending 
buman effort to end this condition. Evolution will make this pos
sible, on the condition that the thougbt system is raised in 
vibration to finally arrive at its conjunction with systemic mul· 
tidimensional communication. 

The sub-mental nature of symbolism can he traced back te 
the dawn of civilization. It was transformed with the psycholog
ical and psychic level societies had reached, and the sophistica
tion oftheir mental make-up.1t grew out ofnecessity and igno
rance and became the pharmacy oftbe mind, consumed without 
discretion or knowledge ofits astral functions, the laws ofwhich 
were unknown and remain so today. It became the psychological 
and psychic crut.ch ofbotb primitive and sophisticated societies. 
It coincided with a primary need to extrapolate from toc partial 
a knowledge of life, and it structured the buman psyche at the 
expense of the science of the mind. It institutionalized emotions 
ta a point where they have been associated with the fullness of 
life regardless oftheir creative or noncreative aspects, enslaving 
humanity under a karmic law neither understandable nor 
revokable. Unless symbolism is fully integrated within the self, 
it remains skeletal knowledge, only a shadow of consciousness. 
It is astrally useful but mentaUy insufficient to create a higher 
understanding that does not validate access to tbe mystc ries of 
the supematuml. It violates the terri toria l intcgrity or the mind 
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and imposes upon the ego incomplete, ambiguous, spiritual illu
sions. Sub-mental means from helow the mental plane. It indi
cates that the meaning ofsymbolism is subject ta a higher order 
ofknowledge than that available through the inteUectual facul
ties of the unconscious mind. It implies tbat symbolism is not an 
end in itselfbut oo1y the graffiti of consciousness. This sub-com
munication must he broken down to bave access ta a global sci
ence, providing the laws of thougbt and consciousness from 
heyond the astral plane are understood. 

Spiritual symbolism creates an impression ofknowledge dis
connected from the objective reality of the cosmology of lue. It 
inhibits suprarmental researcb, and .consequently, the study of 
the mysteries independent from the subjectivity of the uncon
scious mind. The quality ofthought must he upgraded to unrav
el the mysteries of life and the actual psychic structure of the 
self, througb paths of investigation that do not intersect involu
tionary thinking habits. This will occur on an increasing sca1e as 
a new cycle of evolution sets in. Supramental tboughts will 
throw a defi.nitive light on the psychological function of the "1" 
and "You" relationship. The ego, in its perception of so-ca1led 
persona! thought, is obliged to break the frail and subtle thread 
of communication that universally exists hetween man and the 
mental worlds of the mind. The '1" through which the ego iden
tifies itself and the "THOU"or "YOU" it uses to communicate at 
a personal level must he extended to communicate' internally 
with the mental plane of the self. The extension of this involu
tionary psychological mode of identification will make the "1" 
nonfunctional to the real self and upgrade the "VOU" to a pre
personal level of communication with the thought adjuster. 
Supramental communication requires a reevaluation of the 
pronominal egocentric function of the '1" and its replacement by 
the transpersonal "YOU" concept, to enable the reintegr&tion of 
the universal circuits of communication within the field of 
human consciousness. 
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The Interdimensional 
"1" and ''You'' 

Throughout involution, the pronominal function oftbe "1" and 
"YOU" became gradually enroverted, leading to the devel

opment of an increasingly self-centered consciousness. A pro
portional deterioration of the psychic link with the cosmic intel
ligence of the thought adjuster or higher self followed as a 
result. The consequence for mankind was the growing alien
ation of man as weil as an increasing ignorance of the laws of 
life, death and immortality, and millenniums of human suffer
ing. We lost contact with the source of thought, forfeited our 
right ta know and understand our progressive evolutionary past 
as well as the clairvoyance inta our own destiny. The uncon
scious '''l'' created in the ego a mirror image that reduced the sta
tus of the cosmic self ta egocentric proportions. Gradually, self 
perception became limited to the physical senses, oblivious of 
interdimensional, unified being reality. 

Evolution towards conscious intelligence leads ta a reevalu
ation of the internal dynamics of the thought process. This new 
awareness brings inta mental focus the adversarial relationship 
that exists subliminally in the unconscious mind hetween the 
mental forces of intelligence and the astral forces of the soul 
giving birth ta an individualized psychology of heing, and a co~ 
mological rather than a psychological definition of the self. The 
introverted function of the '''l'' and "VOU" is then restored along
side the extroverted one. The self is more than an egocentric 
perception of the "1- within the field of subjective consciousness. 
It is a relational Iink with the mental planes of universal net
work intelligence. The pronominal function of the '1" and "YOU" 
must he interiorized for the ego to engage in telepathic commu-
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nicatiOD with the tbought adjuster from wbom an absolute 
knowledge of life and evolution is available. This new c.on-
sciousness requires that the ego reach beyond the psychologtcal 
status quo ofinvolutionary experience. to plunge freely into the 
study of the yet unknown territory of evolutionary mind dynam
les. When it addresses itself internally to an invisible entity 
5uch as the higber self through the use of the pronominal 
"VOU", it receives an answer which it tends. at first, to doubt as 
objective reality. It has lest touch witb its inner ground for 50 

long, it finds it difficult, if Dot impossible or irration~. t? share 
its lower self experience with a cosmic partner. Feanng Its own 
dissolution prevents it from acceding to a system of thought 
communication that could Cree it from a fictitious psychological 
identity. As the science of the mind is experienced from ft point 
of view tbat ls free of the psychological dynamics of the uncon
scious ego, and thrust into tbe forefront of tbe psychic study of 
tbe interdimensional "1" and "'VOU", the lower self will increase 
bis psychic terntary and gain in creative experience as weil as 

knowledge. 

Involutionary art expresses the dissimulated frustration 
and struggle of the unconscious self in bis search for real iden
tity tbrougb the eupboric, sub-mental symbolism of t?e art 
fonn, an avocation of the soul that bas little in common Wltb. the 
interdimensional identity of the self. Tbe astral or unconscloUS 
artist can easily change psychological identities te express du
ferent facets of tbe lower self in bis quest for expression. But 
real identity is ever elusive. The involutionary artist, equipped 
only with the unconscious pronominal forms, lacks th~ inner.sci
ence to connect to his real and bigber self. Astral art IS a dehght 
ta the lower self. Conscious or mental art is inspired from the 
bigher self, and is a channel for the dictation of the conscious 
science of art. instead of being simply a lower form of self 
expression, a cultural artifact of relative ~alue. Tb~ men~ 
artist bas little need for unconscious expression and directs bis 
creative "expiration" taward tbe exploration of bigher con
sciousness through bis art, rather than simply entertsining a 
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fictitious roIe, in part to quell the domineering impulses of the 
soul, and in part for the recognition ofhis peers. Art in its astral 
form belonga ta our kind of civilization. We still need its con
tention that there is more to reality tban appears at first sight. 
In fact, we need art because we lack the consciousness of our 
real self and our cosmic dimension. We cannot communicate 
with reality, so we communicate through the sub-mental sym
bolism of art. It takes more than art, science, or religion to dis
cover the laws of conscious tbought. 

As civilization turns i18 back on tradition, people turn ta 
modern entertainment, a distracting astral art experience. 
Sports mania is becoming a secular rituaI whose art form is 
measured in terms of performance. Much of modern music no 
longer oiTers solace to the soul, but poisons the spirit whose 
inner voice is shut out, while other more astral voices figbt tbeir 
way into the unwary minds of young people seeking relief from 
a world they do not understand. Violence is turning into an art 
form and the fragmented self identifies with it in tbe name of 
psychological survival, a euphemism for the lack of real identity. 
Tbe restless search for some forro ofidentity witbin an ever pre
sent swirl ofart entertainment testifies to the growing emptiness 
of modern existence. Identity is sougbt after in sucb panic that 
fsilure lures Many towards the drug experience, aIready inte
grated into tbe art forms of a mega-civilization too complex and 
dehumanized to understand or identlly witb. Sinee the death of 
the more cautious, institutionaIized symboHsm, insufficient ta 
nourisb the basic needs of a civilization tao sopbisticated ta 
return to the past, the pain of loneliness is soothed by the 
Walkman. Millions seek not to walk aIone in a world devoid of 
sense and order. 

Tbe cinema creates heroes to emulate, sinee the screen's lat
est sub-mentaI symbols are part of an art form that can be 
duplicated on an individual basis, in the form of violence or 
eroticism. Mood chilling movies project and duplicate astral and 
even Satanic symbolis m, tuning the psyche into forces thaL 
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point the way to death through blood-curdling pleasures and 
controUed fear. Religions turn their forums into amstic crowd 
management, and magnetize the astral-spiritual feelings of 
unconscious, naive egos, cutting them off from their mind 
source. Hypnotic mantras replace the sub-mental symbols of 
another age, the ultimate trick ofastral religion on human intel
ligence. Television becomes a psychiatrist's couch, the problems 
of the nation analyzed, rationalized, and reBected upon until a 
psychosis spreads its cold sheet over the minds of millions. 
Distressed. ïndividuals are emotionally infected by the public 
disclosure of a civilization doomed to degradation by astral 
artistry and frenzied competition in the powerful medium of the 
entertainment industry. When this type of art form becomes 
meaningless to the individualized consciousness, its civilization 
becomes a museum, and only the individual can change himself. 

The interiorization of the pronominal "1" and "VOU" creates 
a new consciousness, allowing the lower self ta experience men
tal intimacy witb rus source. The spiritual legacy of a civillza
tion dries up when the mosaic of its sub-mental symbolism dis
integrates. The individual must then learn ta explore his psy
chic territary alone, burdened though he is by ancient mema
ries. The insularity of the mind must he developed. and the self 
brought inta contact with the inner dimensions of his psychic 
reality that cannot he unJocked through symbolism. Civilization 
bas its cycles and when it can no longer help bim penetrate the 
inner sanctum of a psyche seeped in formalism, he must do it 
alone, fearless, with inner strength. Communication with inter
dimensional intelligence is the beginning of man's reconnection 
to rus source. Contact alone will not suffice until the astrallink 
with involutionary thought systems bas been broken. Astral 
memory placates consciousness because the unconscious mind 
is connected ta the past, and its symbolism and reality remain 
unknown. Before rus astrality has been transmuted, the mwti
dimensionaI nature of man and the universe prevents him from 
becoming easily conversant with the mental planes that are the 
foundation of his personal reality. Evolution will bring ta hear 
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upon the self the notion ofa pre-personal intelligence, acting as 
a guiding principle in human development. This will come about 
through the raising of the pronominal va lues of the "1" and 
"YOU" in the psychological and psychic structure of egocentric 
consciousness. The self will learn that inner contact extends 
beyond the astral-spiritual experience. Tt is part of a communi~ 
cations network with other planes of universe intelligence that 
are symbolically referred ta as the higher self, the ambiguous 
addendum ta spiritual reality. The higher selfis an independent 
intelligence source in intermittent contact with the unconscious 
ego through subliminal thought tao low in vibration ta catch the 
attention of the lower self. Its interdimensional role stays hid
den in the grey refl.ective zones of consciousness, and its creative 
role is the last stumbling block ta unraveling the mystery of con
sciousness. 

Knowledge of the thought adjuster, or higher self, is the 
beginning of a series of objective cosmological explanations that 
will bring about evolutionary advancement. The objectivity of 
the inner "1" and "YOU" will become a fact of conscious mental 
life, and lead ta the materialization of the invisible portion of 
the planetary "1". This materialization will create a new open
ing in the earth's etheric field and alter the planet's conscious
ness, introducing the earth ta other space civilizations, held 
back from open contact with humanity until this central cosmic 
event takes place. The inner "1" of unconscious man is but a 
refl.ection ofhis cosmic "1". It is dissociated from universe reality 
through the egoic mirror image that the thought process creates 
in the lower self. The new man will become conscious of this and 
attain a level of mental vibration allowing him ta interl-ace 
fre~ly with other intelligences without falling under the hyp
noti~ spell ~f their highly vibrant mental energy, thus avoiding 
the mvolutlonary repetition of the formation of religions or 
cuits. The new evolutionary cycle will be diffe:rent from the invo
lutionary one, in that the conscious self will achieve full being 
status in the local system. Such status does not as yet exist even 
though humanity has achieved a high level of lechnical devel-
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opment tbst remains comparatively primitive from a systemic 
stand point, those worlds having long aga broken the light bar
ner, and therefore. the death barrier. 

Once the inner 'T' and "'YOU'" have been brougbt within the 
field of awareness. the new man and his institutions will he free, 
in an open contact with ather intelligences whose encounter will 
have been cleared by interdimensional systemic government. The 
inner laws of thougbt are occult. and cannat he apprehended 
through the intellectuaI process of a race that has lost touch with 
its origins. The mind must he freed before contact with ather 
planets, thst are the cradle of the human race, can he fully initi
sted. Conscious integration of the interdimensional "1" and 
"VOU'" will grow througbout the new evolutionary cycle, bringing 
man closer than he has ever been to the dissolution of the karmic 
law of death. These changes will he of an order thet will affect the 
very foundatioD of civilization 8S we know it. 

Interdimensional knowledge is Dot accessible to materialistic 
sciences and mass religions. It can ooly follow a revolution of 
intelligence based on inner communication with the mental 
planes. This fact is an unalterable part ofhuman destiny and its 
contact witb the spheres. Sub-mental symbolism rooted in plu
ralistic and diversified cultural backgrounds will finally he put te 
rest, as the psychic connection is established with more advanced 
souI evolution and psychic perception. Inner growth and develop
ment will proceed at a pace never achieved in the involutionary 
phase of civilization. The bigher mental human psyche is suffi
ciently deve10ped to absorb new knowledge. Man is ready te 
know. What had aiready imprinted itself on bis mind will he 
wiped clean througb a persona! phase of inner transformation 
that prepares the lower self for psychic contact with the mental 
planes. The ego will no longer interfere with the mental registers 
ofthought communication. A new man will he ready to meet with 
bis parent race, no longer subject te the memory black-out of rus 
"close encounter". 
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It is important te know thst msnkind is polarized because 
it responds to different thought systems. Tbought is ~ commu
nication phenomena in the systemic universe, thst is ruled by 
absolute powers thet incarnate the very nature of knowledge 
and scientific achievement. The "1" and "YOU" relation5hip i5 
part of a masking operation from the highest levels ofuniversal 
governments until man has reached sufficient inner maturity to 
comprehend the cosmic dimension of life and thought. The ev~ 
lution of intelligence begins at this point and spreads in the uni
verse to reach levels of perfection unimaginable by human stan
dards. Life is a branching out process that started on other plan
ets and materialized on earth in order te form a new link, allow
ing universal governments te interpenetrate the consciousness 
of new life forms, man being the latest and most primitive adap
tation. 

An objective mental network absorbs the "1" and "YOU" 
pronominal duality only when conscious dialogue with the 
thought adjuster becomes a unified field ofthought communica
tion. This is where inner thought displaces reflective thought, 
and raises it to an objective level of telepathic communication 
that reinforces the link with an intelligence source independent 
of the ego but integrated with its psychological duality. Then 
inner thought will he converted into inner communication. The 
new man will realize that thinking is a process that does not 
come from bim but to him. It will he fully understood for the first 
time that thoughts originate from the highest mentaJ planes 
and lose their light as they are adjusted to the PsyChological 
parameters of the unconscious re8ective ego, maintaining the 
karmic illusion of free will. This illusion is broken once the 
lower selfhas achieved full psychic maturity, independent of the 
psychological components accumulated through long immersion 
in the cultural conditioning ofhis race memory. 

The inner ''l'' and "VOU" are part of a bilateral system of 
communication that enables the thought adjuster to instruct the 
ego in the science of life, while enabling the self to freely corn-
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municate witb a plane of intelligence that can only unveil its liv
ing knowledge according to the degree of soul evolution. The 
soul must he tested to he freed ofits basic karmic fears hefore it 
can henefit without psycbological and psychic upbeaval, from 
the multidimensional power of the self's reality. The soul must 
he made to feel and see this outer dimension wbile incarnated 
in a pbysical envelope that sensorially limits its psychic nature, 
as it compels the unconscious self to live in accordance witb life 
designs that are not part of its cosmic destiny. The soul must 
learn how to deal with forces tbat engender an energy that the 
lower self at tbe ego level, tends to perceive subjectively.1t must 
also acquire a psycruc maturity sufficiently advanced to deal 
witb two levels ofreality at once, its own and that of the thought 
adjuster. Mental life borders a yet unrecognized pre-personal 
dimension, and a personal one created and reinforced by subjec
tive tbinking througbout the formative stages of tbe uncon
scious self. As inner maturity sets in, the new man will gradu
ally understand the difference hetween thinking and communi
cating. He will realize the illusion of self thought, and the exis
tence ofhis communications network witb objective intelligence, 
screened by his retlective evaluation associated with the inner 
"1" and "YOU-, in a culture whose thinking babits were formed 
and imposed on an unsuspecting, unconscious self. 

The inner voice does not always come from the tbought 
adjuster. It may weil originate from guides or entities on lower 
or higher astral planes, in vibrational sympatby with man's psy
chic apparatus. Thoughts are eitber astral or mental in origin. 
The more unconscious the mind, the more polluted it becomes, 
and the more astral and subjective the thougbts. Man was not 
created to communicate witb tbe astral planes but with the 
mental planes. Astral communication created a perversion witb
in the universal thougbt systems of buman consciousness, and 
retarded the individualization of tbe self. Man was tricked into 
tbe astral thought network because ofhis unconscious link with 
the dead, who think like the living witb the exception that they 
evolve in astral rather than physieal fOim. He has paid dearly 
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for his naivety that has kept him. cbruned to the involutionary 
cycle of mechanical intelligence development. As a result the 
unconscious mind has gradually poUuted. itselfta a point w'here 
man today, whether in contact with low or high astral entities 
c~ n~ver achieve fully integrated selfidentity, or fusion, unles~ 
he l~ m contact with the thought acijuster on the mental plane. 
FuSIOn can only take place if the soul is incarnated in the physi. 
cal body. Astral entities, regardless oftheir spiritual status can
not b~g man to full cosmic consciousness. Psychics are u;ually 
conSClOus of astral communication, and develop their faculties 
through personal engagement and refinementof their astral net
work and its components. Their sensitivity ta astral energy is the 
source of their faculties. Most are unaware that sucb contact 
spiritualizes their mental energy, marginalizes their intelli
gence, and makes them subservient ta entities or souls that are 
Cree of the physical envelope, but just as ignorant of the cosmic 
l~ws of evolution that underlie the development of human intel
ligence, whose level they cannot achieve in astral form. 

Psychics have the spiritually nruve tendency to believe their 
astral contact, and consequently retard their fusion with the 
thought ~cij~ster, the astral network thereby remaining the only 
commUnIcation system they experience. They fail te see the 
astral game and its Iaws, and sa fall prey ta esoteric or occult 
heliefsystems tha~ retard ~eir fusion with the higher self. They 
often confuse thelr own higher self with a spirit guide. This 
fatally leads ta the ultimate spiritual illusion. The worst exam
pIes of astral Interference with human intelligence are wit. 
nes~ed. with insane or psychically disturbed individuals who 
recelve messages From low astral planes that compel them ta act 
out their psycbotic behaviour. Advanced possession such as tbis 
carries little occult meaning to classical psychology or psycrua
try. The pharmacopeia used in the treatment of those patients 
has the ability to temporarily break off the psycruc eurrent. 
~owever, it cannot bring back the sick to a conscious state. and 
It can des~roy what li ttle mental clarity and will to fight is lef\. 
to the patient already being disposscsscd of his psychic spaec. 
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Individuals who talk to themselves. or engage in profound inner 
communication of 8 distorted nature, experience the astraliza
tion of the "]" and "VOU" relationship, dangerously letting 
themselves he influenced by an entity that sooks the graduaI 
destruction of the invalid's identity 50 it May easily subdue his 
will to take Qver the personality. Wben undertaking to test the 
validity of the "1" and "VOU" relationship, one must never sub
mit to inner control. This ensures contact with a mental, rather 
tban an astral source tbat would otherwise seek 5uch control. 
The weakness and lack of intelligence of the astral world lies in 
the imposition of their will over man. This is the ultimate test 
that exposes the astral source of inner contact. Souls are Dot 
thought adjusters. The former are from death, the latter from 
light. Souls make mistakes where thought adjusters do not; and 
souls are far from perfect, but thought adjusters are. 

The new man will develop a supramental intelügence that 
will hook his mind into the highest possible thought register 
available at this stage ofbuman evolution. He will he privy ta an 
advanced inner communications network that will totally alter 
bis personality and individualire rus self, giving bim access to 
ever more supraliminal planes of conscious tbougbt that will 
insure bis freedom from astral programming. Supramental intel
ligence will unify bis mind with the pre-personality of bis 
thought adjuster who has followed. bis development as a plane
tary being since the first descent of bis soul into the physicaJ 
body. Not a1l souls come from earth. Many come from other parts 
of the systemic universe. The '1. and "VOU· relationship will 
induce interdimensional consciousness and reestablish the link 
with the invisible but mentally present thought adjuster, 
enabling the new man to encounter the physical creators of his 
race. The danger of heing psychically and psycbologically over
powered will have been arrested. He will bring bis own experi
ence to others of faraway places. No longer will he be regarded. 
as a creature, baving reached. a stage of full development in bis 
own rigbt. The '1" and "VOU" relationsbip or dialogue will bave 
ascertained bis glonous and independent future. 
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~he new man will not deal witb the astral plane, but COrn

mum.cat~ directiy with the mental worlds, the cosmic source of 
creative mtelligence. The '1" and "VOU" re1ationship will he 
developed to a degree that will balance the psychic forces that 
penetrate. the mental plane, and that tbe ego needs in order to 
c~ate ~t Its own level and for its own weil-being. A full equilib
num will exi~t between the '1" and the "VOU·, until they per
fectly ~~oruze to become indivisible through the fusion ofsoul 
and spmt. 
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CHAPTER 19 

Mind Polarity 

The mind mayes on wave lengths of energy that vary with ~e 
causal alignment between emotion and thought. In this 

process, higher mind channels remain unperceived because of 
the difficulty witb which the mind's energy field d~ects the 
babit . .forming thoughts or patterns that h~ve mar~~ l~ d~v~l. 
opment. The reason for this is to he round m ~e mlnd s ~~ility 
to put an end to the polarization of em~tl?nally co~dltioned 
thougbts that have become the primary building matenal orthe 
subjective personality. 

The unconsèious mind is a lower self experience uutil it bas 
widened its scope of understanding beyond the i~eational 
endorsement of oontemporary society. lmposing a looki~g·glass 
of thought uniformity, society encourages the eg~entnc d~~el. 
opment of consciousoess at the expense of creatIve, centnClty. 
This unconsciousness in the mind prevents the thinker f,:,m 
acceding to a higber thougbt register that would naturally bnng 
a halt to tbe coalescing sub-mental values that lock tbougbts 
into rigid compulsion. The unconscious tbougbt process crea~s 
polarity in tbe mind, preventing the self froro understandmg 
interdimensional reality. 

We experience tbe mind but do not connect with its super
mental or creative levei. We are unaware of its source and figbt 
it tbrougbout unconscious life. The mind becomes a battle
ground when we fail ta understand i.ts re~ay to other levels that 
strive to imprint on it a thougbt VlbratlOn for th~ purpose. of 
eliminating thougbt patterns devoid of real me~g. We live 
meaning on an emotionallevel rather than on a higher mental 
grid, reducing it to a subjective value syste~ that constan.tly 
polarizes the unconscious mind in . an O~-SWlDg from reali~y. 
Polarity divides the self along emotional tines of force that dls-
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locate the unity of consciousness, denying the self answers from 
levels that are free ofpolarization. This pressures the selfinto a 
subjective state rather than a creative or integrated one. Within 
the environment of thinking beings as a mass, evolution is very 
slow regardless of peripheral scientific achievement. Conflict 
arises from polarities in the collective mind that insemlnate 
forces seeking te maintain the status quo rather than giving 
freedom to higher creative levels. For thls reason, the psychic 
evolution of the mind can ooly take place on an individual basis. 
As an individual, man can drive himselfbeyond tbe limits of the 
collective memorial bank. The mind in evolution psycbically dis
tances specific individuals from the conforming roass. It is not 
evolutionarily sufficient to raise consciousness te a level of social 
usefulness, while ÎDlprisoning whole generations in historically 
polarized ideas. Evolving into a more individualized conscious
ness brings creative tbought te the mind, breaking the barrier 
te communication with interdimensional leveIs. Self-conscious 
thought is transmuted into conscious communication, requiring 
a profound alteration ofthinking habits ofthose who will have 
progressed along lines of evolution away from involutionary 
thougbt limitations. It lS inevitable that thought expand its p5y
chic fonction From the refl.ective te the communicative stage. 
Only the polarity of its emotional energy drags it down to the 
egocentric level of the uncooscious "-. As the mind increases its 
scope ofcon.sciousness, individuated or creative thought patterns 
deviate from involutionary habit; and it is realized that the 
reflective function of thought lS part of a lower system belonging 
to a race that has not yet taken full control ofit5 destiny. 

Interdimensional reality is only as farfetched as tbe mind's 
limitations make it. Tbinking is not an absolute, whereas inter
dimensionality is. We have been conditioned to thinking as 
being proof of self identity. Far from the source of self identity, 
it is a communication process at the highest levels of conscious
ness, and only becomes self-centered as its energy is drained by 
the emotional forces that underlie its psychic structure . 
Descartes' .. 1 think, therefore, 1 am", describes a primitive 
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aspect of the thought function. Interdimensional thought bas 
the telepathic function of depolarizing the mind, to open it up ta 
its creative principle. Polarity is the Qukome of the magnetic 
attraction of the unconscious mind to the emotional energy that 
gives thought subjective meaning. When the mind grows in con
sciousness, polarity increases ta its ultimate stress point as it 
figbts its way into the interdimensional zone of thought. ie, 
higber mental communication. Tbe battle for egocentric sur
vival climaxes at this point in the evolution of the self towards 
a higher mentallevel. Polarity keeps the mind in a faIse state of 
equilibrium. The absence of polarity destroys refledive equilib
rium ta create a new one, unknown ta tbe ego in its collective 
thought experience. The breaking point of polarity is the barri
er that consciousness must experience in arder to expand ioto 
higher thought systems, where it can partake of unconditioned 
knowledge. 

The human mind is filled with polarized ideas. The unindi
viduated ego is unable to dissociate itself from their power 
because of the sub-mental values attached to tboughts them
selves. The individual mind has its own level of thinking which 
in turn, coincides with a more or less extensive thought register 
varying from culture to culture. Wben it moves away from cul
tured thought, it loses the psychological support which condi
tioned ideas provide. It enters a mental state that tests its abil
ity to stand alone above polarized notions. This pushes its indi
viduality to its limits, testing its ioner resources beyond the 
socially conditioned ideas that nurture egocentricity and struc
ture personality. The new man will have a mind that willlock 
into the future of thought itself. This allows him to connect to 
higher knowledge systems and adapt them, whenever possible, 
to his contemporary experience witbout creating unnecessary 
disequilibrium. Advancing within bis thought future lets him 
evaluate the thinking system ofhis civilization, and extrapolate 
new ideas that serve as a basis of perception for further person
al development. Polarity, nonexistent within bis mind, leaves 
bim free to know without baving to prove. This creates, at first, 
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a p~ychic stress t~at increases the depth of bis advanced sys
te.IDlc t.bought regJster. Once he'l.l have consciously interfaced 
wlt.h higher thought systems and the pre-personalities that 
actlva~ them from the mental plane, his egocentric conscious
ness dissolves and a real identity develops from the inner 
e~counter. His mind is no longer polarized and cellular con
SClOusness will have begun its work, that is, its regenerative 
growth process. The astral link is thus broken and the etheric 
c~nnec.tion established. He will have replaced his personality 
Wlth his real person. 

Mind polarity increa5eS the void that man experiences 
towards the self. lt nurt~es the lower mind functions and pre
vents the. ego from taking on the psychological and psych.ic 
~pects of.l~ mental structure. Once the mind has been depolar
IZed by r&lsmg the thought ceiling, the self experiences psychic 
contact with intelligence planes that are interlocked -th hi ali Wl s own 
re . ty .. He begins to see mentallife as a more subtle process than 
~ubJecbve thougbt could have made him aware of. He SOOn real
~zes .that the whole basis of subjective thinking is fraught with 
IllUSIOns that perfectIy hide the cosmic nature of consciousness. 

The . most misunderstaod human dimension is that of 
thoug~t l~lf. The condition ofpolarity in thougbt is what turns 
t~e ml.nd mto a fortress of lower consciousness that cannot deal 
Wlth hfe as a continuum of energy moving from the etheric ta 
~he m~terial lev~ls ~f reality .. The interdimensionallife process 
IS ForeIgn to subJ~tiv~ ~nsclOusness. The involulionary being 
h~ neve: u~ bis. thi~g faculty intelligenUy to investigate 
bis relationship Wlth a higber order that is in fact bis OWD. 

Consequen~y, h.e has remained a prisoner of his lower sphere 
~d dealt wlth life from a pUl'ely experiential or karmic point of 
Vlew. He w~~ barn i~to the world without knowledge of bis 
sourc~ or ongtns. Relymg totally on the subjective thought sys
te~s Imposed Upon his mind tbrough the astraJ plane of his con
sclousness, be bas never been able to extend his mind reality 
beyond the speculative level. 
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Thought polarity bas beld consciousness within the wom? of 
civilization where race memory is the sole reference pomt. 
Polarity bas so consistently diminish~ man'~ cos~c stature 
that be is long lest from. domains of life and mtelligence that 
appear incongruous to his rational misperception of reality. ~e 
polarity of the mind cloaks other dimensions ofreality tbat gtve 
cosmic sense to life. Through the emotions of thougbt, con· 
sciousness is polarized and identity is lest. The inevi~ble ~n. 
sequence is the inability to regenerate the lower bodies Wltb 

energy that is free from. astral egregores. Evolution will bring to 
human awareness the fact that nature is not dictated from the 
lower, but from the higber mental planes of lire. 

Involution bas prevented the buman mind from reaching th.e 
rea1 dimensions ofthought itself. Evolution will force co~~' 
cation with the "gods" onto the buman mind level. N8.1~e reli
gions and materialistic sciences. ~ ~ hindrance l? uruve~al 
freedom that is only achieved mdlVldually. In tbis capaClty, 
polarity must he seen as a dualistic m~e of perception tbat 
increases the reliance of the ego on collective values. These. val· 
ues are not in tbemselves creative. Tbey may he useful soclally, 
but they are degenerative from a purely conscio~ poin~ of view. 
Polarity weakens man's grasp ofuniversal meanmg, as It .stress
es the importance of emotions in the structure of me~ng. As 
man becomes conscious, meaning will shift from an emottonal to 
a mentallevel, no longer relating ta the unconsciousness of the 
race. Meaning will no longer he found in the involutionary exp:
. It will an'\W from within and will no longer deform reah-nence. e.-- gard hi . d 

ty, leaving tbe self free from perceptions that disre s 1 ~n
tity. Polarity is a condition of tbought that reduces the creative 
aspects of the individual mind to the level of mass thoug~t reac
tion. It prevents the self from finding his own ce~ter. It ahena:es 
a conversant relationsbip with the thougbt adjuster, breaking 
tbe sustaining link with the pure consciousn~ss of .the s~pra
mental planes. Conscious participation with mter~ens.lOnal 
reality is suspended white the self faces life alone, Wlili:0~t mner 
help. Polarity imposes OD the psyche a thougbt condition that 
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forces the ego to speculate on the nature of reality, instead of 
being able ta relate to iL in a manner that would increase its level 
of consciousness, and bring it onta a plane of knowledge tbat 
would barmoruze tbe pbysical and spirit or mlnd dimensions. 

The nature of interdimensional reality preempts any subjec
tive interpretation of its cosmic laws. The self must he suffi
ciently mature ta incorporate its principles witbout naively spir· 
itualizing tbem, and thus preventing a clear-minded approacb 
to its occult dimension. The polarity ofthought retards maturi
ty, as it forces the ego ta rely on the positive-negative relativity 
of values inherent in subjective thinking. In order ta apprehend 
interdimensional reality, thought must he upgraded until truth 
ceases to he a goal in itself, but rather objective, creative evi
dence of the psychic discovery of the mind. This is a farfetcbed 
endeavour when seen from the purely scientmc, methodological 
point of view. 

Thougbt polarity prevents access ta the void wbicb, by its 
very nature, cao infuse the mind with creative energy unavail· 
able at the subjective, polarized level. Polarity, on one band, pro
tects the ego from the sbock of direct contact with the void and 
its bigber systems of communication that relegate thought to a 
secondary level in the study of reality. But as such, it aise 
becomes a limitation. Seeking dualistic truth. a ballmark of civ
ilization, compels the ego to endlessly specula te on the nature of 
reality which is one oftbe reasens why modem man, while tech· 
nologically advanced, remains ignorant of the more ethereal 
laws of life, death, and immorlality in the universe. Knowledge 
of other levels or planes of intelligent life witbin systemic evo
lution remains inaccessible ta bim because of his inability to 
relieve his thinking proœss from its polarities. Evolution depo
larizes thougbt and mises it ta a level of sucb vibrancy that the 
ego is no longer able ta interfere with its universal nature. 

Involutionary memory is an unnatural barder against high
er thought systems. Memory is not simply part of the nat.ure of 
mind dynamics but aise a force t.hat. prevents t.he self f" om mov-
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ing to higber thought systems. due to the emotional content of 
lower tbought that he can harcily neutralize for fear of losing 
contact with his own subjective reality. The imprint of subjective 
reality accounts for total psycbological security, regardless of 
the illusions that sustain it. Man is not ready to exchange bis 
psychologîcal foundation for a purely psychie one whose reality 
bas not yet been confirmed througb persona! experience or col· 
lective communion. Moving from a polarized to a nonpolarized 
tbought level învolves profound changes in the psychology orthe 
self. Ont y through the evolutionary process, will this psycbologi
cal maturity he possible, that is 50 essential ta the individual's 
psychie and psychological equilibrium, white acceding to 
demains hereto inaccessible to the human mind. 

As the mind i5 depolarized, the psyche gradually tunes itself 
to thoughts no longer bound to convention. It registers ideas 
that have DO connection with the memory of the race. It assists 
the self in receiving ideas whose nature exposes systemic reali
ty and its myst.eries. This knowledge grows until il reaches a 
free tone wherein the mind is able to break loose from old 
tenets, never returning to its previous involution that denied 
the ego self-animation. 
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